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Abstract
Convexity and Curvature in Hierarchically Hyperbolic Spaces
by
Jacob Samuel Russell-Madonia
Adviser: Professor Jason Behrstock
Introduced by Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto, hierarchically hyperbolic spaces axiomatized
Masur and Minsky’s powerful hierarchy machinery for the mapping class groups. The class of
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces encompasses a number of important and seemingly distinct
examples in geometric group theory including the mapping class group and Teichmu¨ller
space of a surface, virtually compact special groups, and the fundamental groups of 3–
manifolds without Nil or Sol components. This generalization allows the geometry of all
of these important examples to be studied simultaneously as well as providing a bridge for
techniques from one area to be applied to another.
This thesis presents an introduction to the topic of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces as well
as several original contributions by the author. Chapters 1 and 2 provide a brief introduction
to the study of the coarse geometry of groups and spaces initiated by Gromov. Chapter 3
provides an introduction to hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and a summary of foundational
results in the theory. Chapter 4 presents the original research of the author. These results
largely focus on upstanding intertwined notions of convexity and curvature in hierarchically
hyperbolic spaces.
The work in Chapter 4 contains four main results. The first result is a construction
of hierarchically quasiconvex hulls for any subsets of a hierarchically hyperbolic space by
iteratively connecting pairs of point by special quasi-geodesics called hierarchy paths. This
construction mimics the construction of quasiconvex hulls in hyperbolic spaces by connecting
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pairs of points with geodesics and is an integral tool for our second result. The second result
characterizes strongly quasiconvex subsets of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces in terms of
their contracting behavior and the hierarchy structure. As an application of this result we
prove that the hyperbolically embedded subgroups of a hierarchically hyperbolic group are
precisely the almost malnormal, strongly quasiconvex subgroups. The third result proves that
a simple, combinatorial condition called isolated orthogonality is sufficient for a hierarchically
hyperbolic space to relatively hyperbolic. We apply this result to show that the separating
curve graph of a closed surface or a surface with two punctures is relatively hyperbolic
as well as recover results of Brock and Masur on the relative hyperbolicity of the Weil–
Peterson metric on Teichmu¨ller space for medium complexity surfaces. Our final result
is a highly technical proof that the almost hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, introduced by
Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham are all actually hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. This plugs
a whole in the theory of hierarchically hyperbolic space discovered by Abbott, Behrstock,
and Durham.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Gromov and the coarse geometry of groups
While group theory and geometry have been intimately link since the work of Klein, Lie,
and Poincare´, Gromov revolutionized the relationship between the two disciplines by showing
that geometric techniques could be brought to bear for any finitely generated group. Prior to
Gromov, geometric techniques were largely limited to groups equipped with some external
geometry coming from the action of the group on some metric space, such as groups of
isometries of the hyperbolic plane or trees. Gromov proposed that any finitely generated
group could be studied geometrically by identifying the group with its Cayley graph.
If a group G is generated by a finite set S, then the Cayley graph of G with respect to S is
the graph whose vertices are elements of G with an edge placed between two elements g, h P G
if they differ by an element of the finite generating set, i.e., if g´1h P S. The Cayley graph
turns any finitely generated group into a metric space, by allowing the distance between two
elements, dpg, hq, to be defined as the distance between the elements in the Cayley graph.
Importantly, the metric on the group coming from the Cayley graph is coarsely independent
of the choice of finite generating set in the following sense: if S and T are two different finite
1
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generating sets, then there exists constants k ě 1 and c ě 0 so that the distance between
two elements in the Cayley graph with respect to S, dSpg, hq, is comparable to the distance
in the Cayley graph with respect to T , dT pg, hq, by the inequality
1
k
dT pg, hq ´ c ď dSpg, hq ď kdT pg, hq ` c.
The above inequality implies that any two finitely generated Cayley graphs for the same
group are quasi-isometric. Thus, any geometric properties that are invariant under quasi-
isometry are intrinsic to the group itself and independent of choice of finite generating set.
In a pair of seminal papers, Gromov showed that this coarse geometry (geometry up
to quasi-isometry) encodes many important algebraic properties of groups [Gro87, Gro93].
That is, groups that are quasi-isometric (i.e. geometrically equivalent) will share algebraic
properties. As a prominent example, Gromov proved that the algebraic property of being
virtually nilpotent is equivalent to the geometric property of having the number of vertices
contained in the ball of radius n in the Cayley grow as a polynomial in n [Gro93]. Inspired
by these results, Gromov set forth the program of studying and classifying finitely generated
groups up to quasi-isometry.
The classification of finitely generated groups up to quasi-isometry is a central problem in
geometric group theory and has received considerable attention. In addition to the virtually
nilpotent groups characterized by Gromov, the classes of groups that are now known to
be completely characterized by their geometry include free groups, the fundamental groups
of hyperbolic manifolds [Mos68, Sch95] and graph manifolds [KL97a], the mapping class
group of a finite type surface [BKMM12], lattices in semi-simple Lie groups [Pan89, Sch95,
Sch96, FS96, KL97b, EF97, Esk98], solvable Baumslag–Solitar groups [FM99], lattices in Sol
[EFW13], and relatively hyperbolic groups [Dru09]. Saying a class of groups is completely
determined by their geometry means: if an abstract finitely generated group G is quasi-
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isometric to a group in class C , then G contains a finite normal subgroup N such that G{N
contains a finite index subgroup in C . This determination, up to quotients by finite groups
and finite index subgroups, is the best quasi-isometries can ever accomplish as every group
is quasi-isometric to both its finite index subgroups and its quotients by finite groups.
There are also several classes for which significant quasi-isometric classification results
are known within a specific class. For example, we know precisely when two lamplighter
groups [EFW13], two graph manifold groups [BN08], or two Baumslag–Solitar groups [FM98,
Why01] are quasi-isometric. We also know that right-angled Artin groups with finite outer
automorphism groups are quasi-isometric if only if they are isomorphic [Hua17]. In a number
of examples including right-angled Coxeter groups, general Artin groups, and polycyclic
groups, there is an ever growing list of results working towards a classification. This work
has also branched out to study the quasi-isometries of non-group metric spaces such as
Teichmu¨ller space [EMR17], symmetric spaces, and Euclidean buildings [KL97b].
A common thread in each of the above quasi-isometric classification results is the hunt for
and understanding of quasi-isometrically rigid subsets. Loosely speaking, these are subsets
whose image under a quasi-isometry is within a bounded distance from a similarly typed
subset. For example, geodesics in the hyperbolic plane are quasi-isometrically rigid because
the image of geodesic under a quasi-isometry will be uniformly close to a geodesic in the
image. Dehn twist flats in the mapping class group are another example of quasi-isometrically
rigid subsets as the image of a Dehn twist flat under a self quasi-isometry of the mapping
class group is uniformly close to a Dehn twist flat. These quasi-isometrically rigid subsets are
invariants that allow for the control and restriction of quasi-isometries between both groups
and spaces.
A significant portion of this thesis studies a class of quasi-isometrically rigid subsets
called strongly quasiconvex subsets. A subset Y of a metric space X is strongly quasiconvex
if every quasi-geodesic with endpoints in Y is contained inside a uniform neighborhood of
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Y whose radius is determined by the constant of the quasi-geodesic; see Figure 1.1. This
property ensures that the image of a strongly quasiconvex subset under a quasi-isometry is
always strongly quasiconvex, regardless of the structure of the ambient space. Since strongly
quasiconvex subsets are always quasi-isometrically rigid, they are a useful avenue to explore
the coarse geometry of a wide variety of spaces. In the present work, we study strongly
quasiconvex subsets in the class of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, which are described in
the next section.
Figure 1.1: A schematic of a strongly
quasi-convex subset Y . The quasi-
geodesic γ based on Y must stay within
the Q–neighborhood of Y where Q is
determined by the quasi-geodesic con-
stants of γ.
Y
γ
Q
1.2 Coarse negative curvature
As part of the “coarse geometrization” of groups, Gromov introduced a powerful notion of
negative curvature for metric spaces that is invariant under quasi-isometry. Gromov defined
a geodesic metric space to be δ–hyperbolic if for any geodesic triangle in the space, the δ–
neighborhoods of any two sides of the triangle cover the third side; see Figure 1.2. This
Figure 1.2: A δ–slim triangle. The δ–
neighborhoods of any two sides of the triangle
cover the third side.
δ δ
δ–slim triangles condition is interpreted as a form of negative curvature since the triangles
in the hyperbolic plane are 2–slim. A hyperbolic group is a finitely generated group whose
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Cayley graph is δ–hyperbolic for some value of δ. This definition is independent of choice
of finite generating set, since if a δ–hyperbolic space X is quasi-isometric to another metric
space Y , then Y will be δ1–hyperbolic where δ1 is determined by δ and the quasi-isometry
constants. Basic examples of hyperbolic groups are free groups, the fundamental groups of
closed hyperbolic manifolds, and finitely presented small cancellation groups. An unexpected
source of examples arise from many models of random groups, which will produce a non-trival
hyperbolic group with probability 1.
The definition of a hyperbolic group has been shown to be both broad and powerful.
Hyperbolic groups have the strongest possible finiteness properties and satisfy several well
know conjectures including the Farrell–Jones conjecture [BLR08] and the Baum–Connes
conjecture [MY02]. Algorithmically, hyperbolic groups have very efficient solutions to the
word, conjugacy, and isomorphism problems. In fact, Gromov proved that hyperbolic groups
are precisely the groups where the naive solution to the word problem is successful in linear
time [Gro87], further demonstrating the deep connection between the geometry and algebra
of groups. Hyperbolic groups have also played a central role in the geometric study of 3–
manifolds, culminating in Agol and Wise’s resolution of Thurston’s virtual Haken and virtual
fibering conjectures [Wis12, Ago13].
The success of hyperbolic groups has inspired a myriad of different generalizations to de-
scribe groups and space that are not hyperbolic, but exhibit some features of hyperbolicity.
Examples of such groups include the mapping class group of surfaces, the outer automor-
phism group of free groups, Artin groups, and the fundamental groups of non-positively
curved manifolds. This thesis focuses on one of these generalization: hierarchically hyper-
bolic spaces. Hierarchically hyperbolic spaces are spaces that can be “decomposed” into a
collection of hyperbolic spaces from which the coarse geometry of the original space can
be reconstructed. Hierarchically hyperbolicity emerged from the Masur–Minsky subsur-
face projection machinery for the mapping class group, but encompasses a wide variety of
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spaces including virtually cocompact special groups [BHS19], the fundamental group of any
3–manifold without Nil or Sol components [BHS19], graph products of hyperbolic groups
[BR18, BR19], and Teichmu¨ller space with either the Teichmu¨ller or Weil-Petersson met-
ric [BHS17b, MM99, MM00, BKMM12, Bro03, Dur16, Raf07, EMR17]. Important conse-
quences of hierarchical hyperbolicity include a Masur–Minsky style distance formula [BHS19],
a quadratic isoperimetric inequality [BHS19], restrictions on morphisms from higher rank lat-
tices [Hae], a largest acylindrical action on a hyperbolic space [ABD17], rank-rigidity and Tits
alternative theorems [DHS17, DHS], control over the top-dimensional quasi-flats [BHS15],
bounds on the asymptotic dimension [BHS17a], and an understanding of the strongly qua-
siconvex subsets [ABD17, RST18].
A hierarchically hyperbolic space is a pair pX ,Sq where X is a quasi-geodesic metric space
and S is a collection of uniformly hyperbolic spaces. The spaces in S should be thought
of as the “hyperbolic pieces” that X decomposes into. This decomposition is encoded by
projection maps X Ñ Z, for each Z P S. The setS also comes equipped with three, mutually
exclusive combinatorial relations (nesting, transversality, orthogonality) that describe how
the projection to the spaces in S “fit back together” to construct the space X . The grand
philosophy of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces is to exploit the negative curvature of the
spaces in S along with the combinatorial information from the relations on S to understand
the geometry of X . A detailed introduction to hierarchically hyperbolic spaces appears in
Chapter 3.
1.3 A summary of the contributions of the author
The graduate work of the author has produced several papers [MR19, RST18, Rus19, RST19,
RV19, BR19]. The work presented in this thesis is a non-exhaustive, curated collection of
the results from these articles. To provide a fuller context for the author’s graduate work,
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we briefly summarize each of the above works.
1.3.1 Convexity in hierarchically hyperbolic spaces
Spriano, Tran, and the author undertake an in-depth study of various notions of convex-
ity in hierarchically hyperbolic spaces in [RST18]. The central result proves that strongly
quasiconvex subsets of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces are characterized by both their con-
tracting and divergence properties. This greatly extends results from hyperbolic spaces to
all hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.
Theorem 1.3.1 ([RST18]). Let X be a hierarchically hyperbolic space with the bounded
domain dichotomy. A subset Y of X is strongly quasiconvex if and only if Y is contracting
if and only if Y has at least quadratic divergence in X .
The bounded domain dichotomy requires that the diameter of every element of S is
either infinite or uniformly bounded. This is a mild regularity condition satisfied by every
naturally occurring HHS, including all hierarchically hyperbolic groups.
One of the main technical tools we develop to prove Theorem 1.3.1 is a construction of
“hierarchically quasiconvex hulls” using special quasi-geodesics called hierarchy paths; see
Subsection 3.6.3 for details on hierarchically quasiconvex hulls. This construction generalizes
the construction of quasiconvex hulls in a hyperbolic space by connecting pairs of point by
geodesics.
Theorem 1.3.2 ([RST18]). Let Y be a subset of a hierarchically hyperbolic space. The
hierarchically quasiconvex hull of Y can be constructed in a uniformly finite number of steps
by iteratively connecting pairs of point by hierarchy paths.
As an application of Theorem 1.3.1, we characterize the hyperbolically embedded sub-
groups of Dahmani, Guirardel, and Osin [DGO17] in hierarchically hyperbolic groups. Bowditch
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showed the hyperbolically embedded subgroups of hyperbolic groups are exactly those that
are almost malnormal and strongly quasiconvex [Bow12]. We show Bowditch’s result is a
special case of all hierarchically hyperbolic groups. Examples of Ol’shanskii, Osin, and Sapir
demonstrate that this characterization fails to hold amongst all finitely generated groups
[OOS09].
Theorem 1.3.3 ([RST18]). A subgroup H of a hierarchically hyperbolic group G is hyper-
bolically embedded if and only if H is strongly quasiconvex and almost malnormal in G.
Theorem 1.3.3 is particularly interesting in the mapping class groups where a result of
Kim [Kim19] say the infinite index, strongly quasiconvex subgroup of the mapping class
group are precisely the convex cocompact subgroups introduced by Farb and Mosher.
Corollary 1.3.4 ([RST18]). Let S be an orientable surface with genus g and n punctures
where 3g ´ 3 ` n ě 2. A subgroup H of the mapping class group of S is hyperbolically
embedded if and only if H is convex cocompact and almost malnormal.
We also apply Theorem 1.3.1 to the program proposed by Behrstock of classifying CFS
right-angled Coxeter groups up to quasi-isometry (CFS stands for constructed from squares).
CFS right-angled Coxeter groups share many geometric similarities with one-ended right-
angled Artin groups and are generic among random right-angled Coxeter groups [BHS17c,
Beh19]. Despite the known geometric similarities, we show that the structure of the strongly
quasiconvex subsets of one-ended right-angled Artin groups and CFS right-angled Coxeter
groups can be drastically different.
Theorem 1.3.5 ([RST18]).
1. Every strongly quasiconvex subset of a one-ended right-angled Artin group is either
quasi-isometric to a tree or finite Hausdorff distance from the entire group.
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2. For every right-angled Coxeter group G, there exists a CFS right-angled Coxeter group
CG that contains G as an infinite index, strongly quasiconvex subgroup. In particular,
an infinite number of quasi-isometrically distinct groups appear as strongly quasiconvex
subgroups of CFS right-angled Coxeter groups.
1.3.2 Relative hyperbolicity in hierarchically hyperbolic spaces
In [Rus19], the author studies the relationship between relative hyperbolicity and hierarchical
hyperbolicity and obtains a combinatorial condition that implies a hierarchically hyperbolic
space is relatively hyperbolic.
Theorem 1.3.6 ([Rus19]). Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space with the bounded
domain dichotomy. If S has isolated orthogonality, then X is relatively hyperbolic.
Roughly speaking, the set S has isolated orthogonality if there exists a collection I Ď S,
so that whenever Y and Z are orthogonal, there exists a unique element of I containing
both Y and Z in the partial order on S (for this condition to be non-trivial, we require that
I does not contain the unique maximal element of the partial order on S).
The strength of Theorem 1.3.6 lies in its ability to detect relative hyperbolicity solely
from the combinatorial structure of the relations on the set S and without examining the
geometry of X directly. The author demonstrates this by applying Theorem 1.3.6 to quickly
recover results of Brock and Masur and Li and Ma on the the relative hyperbolicity of the
Weil–Peterson metric on Teichmu¨ller space [BM08, Theorem 1] and the cut system graph
[LM13, Theorem 1.2] in certain cases. They also provide the first proof of the relative
hyperbolicity of the separating curve graph, SeppSq, of a surface with 0 or 2 punctures.
Theorem 1.3.7 ([Rus19]). Let Sg,n be a orientable surface of finite type with genus g and
n punctures. The following spaces are relatively hyperbolic.
1. The separating curve graph of Sg,n when 2g ` n ě 6 and n “ 0 or n “ 2.
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2. The Weil–Peterson metric on the Teichmu¨ller space of Sg,n when 3g ´ 3` n “ 3.
3. The cut system graph of S2,0.
Further, in each of the above cases, the peripherals are quasi-isometric to the product of curve
graphs of proper, connected subsurfaces of Sg,n.
Building off Theorem 1.3.7, Vokes and the author completely classify the relative hyper-
bolicity of the separating curve graph, by combining a result of Vokes in the case of 3 or
more punctures with a joint proof that SeppSq is not relatively hyperbolic in the 1 puncture
case.
Theorem 1.3.8. Let Sg,n be a orientable surface with genus g and n punctures so that the
separating curve graph is non-empty, i.e., 2g ` n ě 4.
1. If n ě 3 or pg, nq P tp2, 0q, p2, 1q, p1, 2qu, then SeppSg,nq is hyperbolic [Vok17].
2. If n “ 0 and g ě 3 or n “ 2 and g ě 2, then SeppSg,nq is relatively hyperbolic [Rus19].
3. If n “ 1 and g ě 3, then SeppSg,nq is not relatively hyperbolic [RV19].
In the case of n “ 1, we prove SeppSq is not relatively hyperbolic, by establishing it is
thick, an obstruction to relative hyperbolicity introduced by Behrstock, Drutu, and Mosher
in [BDM09].
1.3.3 HHGs are determined by their Morse boundaries
Quasi-geodesics that are strongly quasiconvex are often called Morse quasi-geodesics. Since
Gromov’s hyperbolic spaces are characterized by the fact that all quasi-geodesics are uni-
formly Morse, Morse quasi-geodesics capture the hyperbolic (or negatively curved) directions
in a non-hyperbolic space. The study of Morse quasi-geodesics has been a rich and active
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area of research, resulting in the extension of a number of results from hyperbolic spaces to
a much broader collection of spaces [CS15, DMS10, OOS09, ACGH17].
Mousley and the author continue this tradition, by using the Morse boundary, a topologi-
cal space built from Morse geodesics, to give an analytical characterization of quasi-isometries
of hierarchically hyperbolic groups.
Theorem 1.3.9 ([MR19]). Let G and H be HHGs with non-empty Morse boundary. G is
quasi-isometric to H if and only if there exists a quasi-Mo¨bius homeomorphism from the
Morse boundary of G to the Morse boundary of H.
Theorem 1.3.9 extends work of Paulin [Pau96] for hyperbolic groups and Charney and
Murray [CM17] for CATp0q groups by defining a cross ratio on the Morse boundary and
showing quasi-isometries between hierarchically hyperbolic groups correspond exactly with
homeomorphisms of the boundary that quasi-preserve this cross ratio. Charney, Cordes, and
Murray have since proved that Theorem 1.3.9 applies to all finitely generated groups with
non-empty Morse boundary [CCM19].
1.3.4 The Morse local-to-global property
Spriano, Tran, and the author introduce a local-to-global property for Morse quasi-geodesics
that generalizes Gromov’s local-to-global property for quasi-geodesics in hyperbolic spaces
[Gro87]. While not every space (or even every finitely generated group) has this Morse local-
to-global property, we prove the class of groups and spaces with the Morse local-to-global
property is very broad and includes many groups with features of non-positive curvature.
Theorem 1.3.10 ([RST19]). The following groups and spaces have the Morse local-to-global
property.
• All CATp0q spaces and groups.
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• Hierarchically hyperbolic spaces with the bounded domain dichotomy. In particular,
the mapping class group and Teichmu¨ller space with either the Teichmu¨ller or Weil–
Petersson metrics.
• All finitely generated virtually solvable groups.
• Any group hyperbolic relative to subgroups with the Morse local-to-global property.
• The universal cover and fundamental group of any closed 3–manifold.
We establish several consequence of the Morse local-to-global property, including a gener-
alization of a combination theorem of Gitik for quasiconvex subgroups of hyperbolic groups
[Git99]. This result is an archetypal example of geometric group theory; geometric properties
being used to produce algebraic consequences in groups.
Theorem 1.3.11 ([RST19]). Let G be a finitely generated group with the Morse local-to-
global property and H, K be stable subgroups of G. There exists C ą 0 so that if H X K
contains all element of H Y K whose length in G is at most C, then xH,Ky is a stable
subgroup isomorphic to H ˚HXK K.
A subgroup H of a group G is stable if H is a hyperbolic group and H is a strongly qua-
siconvex subgroup of G. Stable subgroups are particularly interesting in the mapping class
group where work of Durham and Taylor showed they are equivalent to the convex cocom-
pact subgroups [DT15]. Using this equivalence, Theorem 1.3.11 produces a new combination
theorem for convex cocompact subgroups.
Corollary 1.3.12 ([RST19]). Let S be an orientable surface with genus g and n punctures
where 3g ´ 3 ` n ě 2. Let G be the mapping class group of S, and let H, K be convex
cocompact subgroups of G. There exists C ą 0 so that if H X K contains all element
of H Y K whose length in G is at most C, then xH,Ky is a convex cocompact subgroup
isomorphic to H ˚HXK K.
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Corollary 1.3.12 may inspire hope of a possible avenue to answer a long standing open
question of Farb and Mosher on the existence, or not, of one-ended convex cocompact sub-
groups of the mapping class group. While we are not able to leverage Corollary 1.3.12 to
produce such examples in the mapping class group, we are able to create new examples of
one-ended stable subgroups of CATp0q groups; see Example 3.5 of [RST19].
Theorem 1.3.11 produces several corollaries, including a trichotomy among Morse local-
to-global groups and an extension of a theorem of Arzhantseva [Arz01, Theorem 1] from
quasiconvex subgroups of hyperbolic groups to stable subgroups of torsion-free, Morse local-
to-global groups.
Corollary 1.3.13 ([RST19]). If G is a finitely generated Morse local-to-global group, then
exactly one of the following holds:
• Morse geodesics in the Cayley graph of G are uniformly bounded;
• G is virtually Z;
• G contains a stable free subgroup of rank 2.
Corollary 1.3.14 ([RST19]). Let G be a torsion free, Morse local-to-global group. If H is a
non-trival, infinite index stable subgroup of G, then there is an infinite order element g such
that xH, gy – H ˚ xGy and xH, gy is stable in G.
In addition to Theorem 1.3.11 and its corollaries, we also prove a Cartan–Hadamard type
theorem for detecting hyperbolicity locally in Morse local-to-global space [RST19, Theorem
3.16] and extend an argument of Delzant [Del96] to show the discreteness of translation
length of conjugacy classes of Morse elements with a fixed gauge [RST19, Theorem 3.13].
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1.3.5 The hierarchical hyperbolicity of graph products
Berlyne and the author expand the class of hierarchically hyperbolic groups using graph
products [BR19]. Given a finite simplicial graph Γ and a group Gv associated to each vertex
v of Γ, the graph product GΓ is the group
GΓ “
˜ ˚
vPV pΓq
Gv
¸O
xxrgv, gws | gv P Gv, gw P Gw, tv, wu P EpΓqyy .
Right-angled Artin and Coxeter groups are special cases of graph products where each of
the vertex groups Gv are either Z or Z2 respectively.
Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto asked if any graph product of hierarchically hyperbolic
groups is itself a hierarchically hyperbolic group. Berlai and Robbio gave an affirmative
answer when the vertex groupsGv defining the graph product satisfy some natural hypotheses
[BR18]. Berlyne and the author show a more general result about all graph products that
implies the answer is yes without the extra conditions used by Berlai and Robbio.
Theorem 1.3.15. A graph product of finitely generated groups is a relative hierarchically hy-
perbolic group. Further, a graph product of hierarchically hyperbolic groups is a hierarchically
hyperbolic group.
A relative hierarchically hyperbolic space is a hierarchically hyperbolic space where some of
the projections in the HHS structure are allowed to be to non-hyperbolic spaces. Behrstock,
Hagen, and Sisto have shown that many of the geometric consequences of hierarchically
hyperbolic spaces hold for relative HHSs as well [BHS19, BHS17a].
The proof of Theorem 1.3.15 allows us to answer another question of Behrstock, Hagen,
and Sisto: Does the syllable metric on a right-angled Artin group admit an HHS structure?
The syllable metric on a graph product is the metric arising from the Cayley graph of
GΓ where the generating set is taken to be the union of the vertex groups (as opposed to
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the union of finite generating sets for each of the vertex groups). The syllable metric is
analogous to the Weil–Peterson metric on Teichmu¨ller space, since the Weil–Peterson metric
is quasi-isometric to the Cayley graph of the mapping class group where the generating set
is taken to be the union of all cyclic subgroups generated by Dehn twists. Behrstock, Hagen,
and Sisto asked about the syllable metric in response to work of Kim and Koberda that
established several hierarchy-like results for the syllable metric on right-angled Artin group
with triangle- and square-free defining graph [KK14]. We give an affirmative answer to the
question of Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto in the full generality of all graph products.
Theorem 1.3.16. The syllable metric on a graph product of any collection of groups admits
an HHS structure that is equivariant with respect to the multiplication of the graph product.
1.4 Outline of this thesis
Chapter 2 reviews the essential concepts we need from coarse geometry and geometric
group theory. This includes the relationship between quasi-isometries and groups (Sub-
section 2.1.1), coarse notions of convexity (Subsection 2.1.2), Gromov’s hyperbolic metric
spaces (Subsection 2.2.1), and some generalizations of Gromov’s hyperbolic spaces (Subsec-
tion 2.2.2).
Chapter 3 introduces the main protagonist of this thesis—hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.
To assist the reader in parsing the definition, we start with a detailed “informal description”
of the definition in Section 3.1. We then give the complete definition in Section 3.2 and
present a number of technical variants on the axioms in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we
briefly summarize the hierarchically hyperbolic structure for two illustrative examples of hi-
erarchically hyperbolic spaces: right-angled Artin groups and the pants graph of a surface.
We give a summary of the current state of the theory of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces
in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 is devoted to explaining the main tools for working with hier-
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archically hyperbolic spaces. This includes the realization theorem (Subsection 3.6.1), the
distance formula and hierarchy paths (Subsection 3.6.2), hierarchical quasiconvexity and the
gate map (Subsection 3.6.3), the product regions (Subsection 3.6.4), and the relationship
between orthogonality and geometric rank (Subsection 3.6.5).
Chapter 4 presents the original research of the author on hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.
Section 4.1 describes how the hierarchically quasiconvex hull of a subset can be constructed
by iteratively connecting pairs of points by hierarchy paths. Section 4.2 studies and classi-
fies strongly quasiconvex subsets in hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. As an application of
this work, we prove that the hyperbolically embedded subgroups are precisely the almost
malnormal and strongly quasiconvex subgroups (Subsection 4.2.3). Section 4.3 explores the
relationship between hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and relatively hyperbolic spaces. The
main result says that relatively hyperbolicity among HHSs can be detected using a combi-
natorial condition called isolated orthogonality. We apply this result to prove the separating
curve graph is relatively hyperbolic for surfaces with 0 or 2 punctures (Subsection 4.3.5).
Finally, Section 4.4 presents a highly technical result proving that the container axiom of an
HHS can be slightly weekend. This plugs a hole in the theory of hierarchically hyperbolic
spaces discovered in [ABD17].
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Coarse geometry
This section will layout the preliminaries on coarse geometry and geometric group theory
that we shall need for our study of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. This is not meant to be
a comprehensive guide to these topics, but rather meant to orient a reader who is somewhat
familiar with the topics towards our specific needs. Before continuing, we outline a few basic
notions and notation that we will use throughout this thesis.
Notation 2.1.1.
• We use A k,cĺ B to denote A ď kB ` c and A k,cľ B to denote 1
k
A ´ c ď B. If A k,cĺ B
and A
k,c
ľ B, then we write A
k,c— B.
• For a subset Y of a metric space X, we use NrpY q to denote the closed r–neighborhood
of Y in X.
• Two subsets Y and Z of a metric space X are said to K–coarsely coincide if the
Hausdorff distance between Y and Z is at most K.
17
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• If a property is defined by parameters, such as δ–hyperbolic, we often drop the param-
eters when their specific value is not relevant.
2.1.1 Quasi-isometries and groups.
Every finitely generated groups can be given a metric via their Cayley graph.
Definition 2.1.2 (Cayley Graph). Let G be a group and S be a generating set for G. The
Cayley graph for G with respect to S is the graph whose vertices are elements of G and where
two element g, h P G are joined by an edge of length 1 if g´1h P S Y S´1. If g and h are
joined by an edge, we label that edge with the element g´1h. We denote the Cayley graph
of G with respect to S by CaypG,Sq. Given two elements g, h P G, define dSpg, hq to be the
length of the shortest path connecting g to h in CaypG,Sq.
The geometry of the Cayley graph is intimately related to the algebra of the group. In
particular, the left multiplication of G gives a free action of G by isometries on CaypG,Sq.
Further, the distance between the identity, e, and an element g is precisely the minimal
number of element of the generating set S needed to write g as a product of the generators.
Despite these natural properties, the geometry of the Cayley graph is highly sensitive to the
choice of generating set for G.
However, if we restrict our attention to finite generating sets, then the geometry of the
Cayley graph is well defined up to the notion of quasi-isometry.
Definition 2.1.3 (Quasi-isometry). Let pX, dXq and pY, dY q be metric spaces and k ě 1,
c ě 0 be constants. The map f : X Ñ Y is a pk, cq–quasi-isometric embedding if
1
k
dXpp, qq ´ c ď dY
`
fppq, fpqq˘ď kdXpp, qq ` c.
The map f : X Ñ Y is c–coarsely onto if Y Ď NcpfpXqq. The map f : X Ñ Y is a pk, cq–
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quasi-isometry if f is a pk, cq–quasi-isometric embedding and f is c–coarsely onto. If there
exists a quasi-isometry f : X Ñ Y , then we say X and Y are quasi-isometric.
Lemma 2.1.4. Let G be a finitely generate group. If S and T are finite generating sets for
G, then CaypG,Sq and CaypG, T q are quasi-isometric.
Lemma 2.1.4 is a special case of the famous Milnor–Svarc lemma which is often hailed as
the fundamental theorem of geometric group theory [dlH00].
The definition of quasi-isometry can be formulated in several equivalent ways. The fol-
lowing is one of the more useful characterizations as it makes quasi-isometry an equivalence
relation.
Lemma 2.1.5. Let pX, dXq and pY, dY q be metric spaces.
1. If f : X Ñ Y is a pk, cq–quasi-isometry, then there exists a pk1, c1q–quasi-isometry
f : Y Ñ X so that dXpfpfpxqq, xq ď c1 for all x P X.
2. The space X is quasi-isometric to Y if and only if there exist a pair of quasi-isometric
embeddings f : X Ñ Y , g : Y Ñ X and a constant D ě 0 so that dXpgpfpxqq, xq ď D
for all x P X.
A particularly important class of quasi-isometric embeddings are quasi-geodesics, quasi-
isometric embeddings of closed interval of R into a metric space.
Definition 2.1.6 (Quasi-geodesic). Let I be a closed interval in R and X a metric space.
The map γ : I Ñ X is a pk, cq–quasi-geodesic if γ is a pk, cq–quasi-isometric embedding. A
p1, 0q–quasi-geodesic is a geodesic.
A fundamental property of many metric spaces is that every pair of points can be joined
by a geodesic. However, this basic property is not preserved under quasi-isometry. To ensure
our class of spaces is closed under quasi-isometry, we will assume that every pair of point
can be joined by a uniform quasi-geodesic instead.
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Definition 2.1.7 (Quasi-geodesic space). A metric space X is a pk, cq–quasi-geodesic space
if for every pair of points x, y P X, there exists a pk, cq–quasi-geodesic with endpoints x and
y.
While working with quasi-geodesic spaces ensures that we are in a quasi-isometry invari-
ant setting, we can recover the cleaner properties of a geodesic space by using the approx-
imation graph to build a geodesic space that is quasi-isometric to a given quasi-geodesic
space.
Definition 2.1.8 (Approximation graph). Let X be a pk, cq–quasi-geodesic space and fix
an –separated net Γ Ď X. Let ΓpXq be the graph with vertex set Γ and where two point
x, y P Γ are joined by an edge if dXpx, yq ă 2. We call ΓpXq the –approximation graph of
X. The approximation graph is quasi-isometric to X with constants depending on k, c, and
, however,  always be chosen to depend only on k and c.
Despite the ability to pass to a geodesic space, the ability to work with quasi-geodesic
spaces will be particularly important when working with certain subsets of metric spaces
where the restriction of the ambient metric makes the subspace a quasi-geodesic, but not a
geodesic metric space.
2.1.2 Convexity in coarse geometry
Convexity is a central concept in nearly every branch of geometry. Here we review two
different notions of a “convex” subset of a metric space in the context of coarse geometry.
The notions are motivated by the definition of a convex subset of the euclidean plane: that
the geodesic between every pair of points in the subset is contained in the subset. We “quasi-
fy” this definition by replacing the geodesics with quasi-geodesics and requiring that they
stay withing a uniform distance of the subsets instead of staying precisely inside the subset.
Definition 2.1.9. Let Y be a subset of a metric space X.
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1. Y is weakly quasiconvex if there exists k ě 1, c ě 0, and Q ě 0 so that for every
pair of points x, y P Y , there exists a pk, cq–quasi-geodesic γ connecting x to y with
γ Ď NQpY q.
2. Y is strongly quasiconvex if there exists an increasing function Q : r1,8q ˆ r0,8q Ñ
r0,8q so that if γ is a pk, cq–quasi-geodesic with endpoints in Y , then γ is contained
in the closed Qpk, cq–neighborhood of Y .
If we wish to specify the parameters defining the quasiconvexity of Y , we say Y is pk, c;Qq–
weakly quasiconvex or Q–strongly quasiconvex respectively. When Y is strongly quasiconvex,
the function Q is called the convexity gauge for Y .
In the specific case of hyperbolic metric spaces, both of these definitions of quasiconvex-
ity will coincide, but there is a large difference between the notion in general metric spaces.
For example, the geodesics in R2 are p1, 0; 0q–weakly quasiconvex while every strongly qua-
siconvex subset of R2 has either bounded diameter or is finite Hausdorff distance from all of
R2. Despite this, both versions of quasiconvexity are invariant under quasi-isometry in the
following sense.
Lemma 2.1.10. Suppose f : X Ñ Z is a pk, cq–quasi-isometry between metric spaces.
1. If Y Ď X is pλ, ;Qq–weakly quasiconvex, then fpY q is pλk, λc ` ;λQ ` cq–weakly
quasiconvex in Z.
2. If Y Ď X is Q–strongly quasiconvex, then fpY q is Q1–strongly quasiconvex in Z where
Q1 depends only on k, c, and Q.
A classical property of convex subsets of the euclidean or hyperbolic plane is the existence
of a well defined closest point projection map from the entire space on to the subset. In the
hyperbolic case, this closest point projection has very strong contracting properties that
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cause the image of balls disjoint from the subset to have uniformly bounded diameter; see
Figure 2.1. The next definition gives a loosening of this contracting property that will be
invariant under quasi-isometry.
ď D ď D
ă dpx1, Y q
ă dpx2, Y q
ď D ď D
Adpx1, Y q
Adpx2, Y q
Figure 2.1: The contracting behavior of a convex subset of H2 (left) versus a general con-
tracting subset (right). In H2, no rescaling of balls disjoint from the subset is required to
ensure their image has uniformly bounded diameter. Rescaling of the balls is required to
make contracting into a quasi-isometry invariant among all metric spaces.
Definition 2.1.11. Let X be a quasi-geodesic metric space and Y Ď X. A map g : X Ñ Y
is pA;Dq–contracting for some A P p0, 1s and D ě 1 if the following hold:
1. g is pD,Dq–coarsely Lipschitz, i.e., dpgpxq, gpyqq ď Ddpx, yq `D for all x, y P X.
2. For any y P Y , d`y, gpyq˘ ď D.
3. For all x P X, if R “ Adpx, Y q, then diam`g`NRpxq˘˘ ď D.
A subset Y is pA;Dq–contracting if there is an pA;Dq–contracting map from X to Y .
In some cases, the contracting map g can be taken to the closest point projection onto the
subset Y , but the greater flexibility in Definition 2.1.11 ensures the following quasi-isometry
invariance of contracting subsets.
Lemma 2.1.12. Suppose f : X Ñ Z is a pk, cq–quasi-isometry between metric spaces. If
Y Ď X and g : X Ñ Y is pA;Dq–contracting, then f ˝g˝f : Z Ñ fpY q is pA1;D1q–contracting
where A1 and D1 depend only on A, D, k, and c.
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It has been established in several contexts, that contracting subsets are always strongly
quasiconvex. The proof of the following statement appears in [RST18].
Proposition 2.1.13 ([RST18, Corollary 3.7]). Let X be a quasi-geodesic metric space and
Y Ď X. If Y is pA;Dq–contracting, then Y is Q–strongly quasiconvex where Q is determined
by A and D.
In several class of spaces, the converse of Proposition 2.1.13 also holds. However in metric
spaces at large, the converse fails; see [RST18, Example 3.8] for an example in a space and
[BT] for examples in finitely presented groups..
2.2 Coarse negative curvature
We now recall some pieces of the theory of Gromov’s hyperbolic spaces as well as two
generalizations of hyperbolicity, relative hyperbolicity and acylindrical hyperbolicity.
2.2.1 Hyperbolic spaces
A remarkable feature of Gromov’s hyperbolic metric spaces is the large number of different,
but equivalent formulations. The most frequent definition is the following notion of slim
triangles.
Definition 2.2.1. A pk, cq–quasi-geodesic metric space is δ–hyperbolic if for every pk, cq–
quasi-geodesic triangle the δ–neighborhood of the union of any two of the sides contains the
third.
If X is a δ–hyperbolic space, and Y is quasi-isometric to X, then Y will be a δ1–hyperbolic
space where δ1 is calculated from the quasi-isometry constants and δ. This means the fol-
lowing definition of a hyperbolic group is independent of the choice of finite generating set.
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Definition 2.2.2. A finitely generated group G is hyperbolic if for some (and hence any)
finite generating set S, CaypG,Sq is hyperbolic.
Among the many equivalent formulation of a hyperbolic spaces, the most salient for the
present work is the fact that hyperbolic spaces are characterized by the strong quasiconvexity
of their quasi-geodesics.
Lemma 2.2.3. Let X be a pk, cq–quasi-geodesic metric space.
• If X is δ–hyperbolic, then there exists Q : r0,8q ˆ r0,8q Ñ r0,8q depending on δ, k,
and c such that every pk, cq–quasi-geodesic in X is Q–strongly quasiconvex.
• If there exists Q : r0,8qˆ r0,8q Ñ r0,8q such that every pk, cq–quasi-geodesic in X is
Q–strongly quasiconvex, then X is δ–hyperbolic where δ is determined by Q, k, and c.
Remark 2.2.4. If γ is a Q–strongly quasiconvex quasi-geodesic and α is another quasi-
geodesic with the same endpoints as γ, then α will be Q1–strongly quasiconvex where Q1
is determined by Q and the quasi-geodesic constants of γ and α. Thus, Lemma 2.2.3 says
hyperbolic spaces are precisely the metric spaces where all quasi-geodesic are strongly qua-
siconvex with convexity gauge determined by their quasi-isometric embedding constants.
If Y is a strongly quasiconvex subsets of a hyperbolic metric space X, then for any
x P X, the set ty P Y : dpx, yq ď dpx, Y q ` 1u has uniformly bounded diameter. Thus, there
is a coarsely well-defined map pY : X Ñ Y where d
`
x, pY pxq
˘ ď dpx, Y q ` 1. We call pY
the closest point projection onto Y . A commonly exploited feature of hyperbolic spaces is
that strong quasiconvexity is equivalent to both weak quasiconvexity and the closest point
projection map being contracting. This means that one may simply refer to quasiconvex
subsets of a hyperbolic spaces as both notions of quasiconvexity agree.
Theorem 2.2.5. Let X be a δ–hyperbolic geodesic metric space and Y Ď X. The following
are equivalent.
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1. Y is p1, 0;Kq–weakly quasiconvex.
2. Y is Q–strongly quasiconvex.
3. The map pY : X Ñ Y is p1, Dq–contracting.
Further, each of K, Q, and D determine the other two.
Section 4.2 is devoted to expanding Theorem 2.2.5 to hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.
We prove that strongly quasiconvex subsets of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces are always
contracting, although in the HHS setting both strong quasiconvexity and contracting are
strictly stronger than weak quasiconvexity.
In hyperbolic spaces, we can form a quasiconvex hull of any subset Y by connecting every
pair of points in Y by a geodesic. The quasiconvex hull is coarsely the minimal quasiconvex
subset that contains Y .
Definition 2.2.6 (Quasiconvex hull in a hyperbolic space). Let Y be a subset of a geodesic
δ–hyperbolic space X. Define the quasiconvex hull of Y to be the subset
hullXpY q “
ď
tγ : γ is a geodesic connecting a pair of points in Y u.
Theorem 2.2.7. Let Y be a subset of a geodesic δ–hyperbolic space X. There exists K
depending only on δ such that hullXpY q is p1, 0;Kq–weakly quasiconvex.
In Section 4.1, we prove a similar “quasiconvex hull” can be constructed for subsets of
a hierarchically hyperbolic space by iteratively connecting pairs of points by special quasi-
geodesics called hierarchy paths.
2.2.2 Generalizations of hyperbolicity
A theme of the work in this thesis is the interactions between hierarchical hyperbolicity and
other generalizations of hyperbolicity. We introduce hierarchical hyperbolicity in detail in
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Chapter 3, but in this section, we review the two other generalization of hyperbolicity that
will connect with our study of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.
The first of these generalizations is relative hyperbolicity. Suggested by Gromov in his
original work on hyperbolic groups, relative hyperbolicity was first rigorously introduced by
Farb [Far98]. There are several equivalent definitions of relative hyperbolicity, but the one
we shall work with is originally due to Bowditch [Bow12].
The motivation of relative hyperbolicity comes from the universal cover of a hyperbolic 3–
manifold with torus boundary. The universal cover ĂM , of such a manifold M is the hyperbolic
3–space H3 with a collection of horoballs deleted. This space is not hyperbolic because the
horospheres become isometric copies of R2 once the horoballs are deleted. However, away
from the horospheres, the space is still hyperbolic, and the lack of hyperbolicity in ĂM can
be easily fixed by simply filling in the horospheres with the missing horoballs.
A relatively hyperbolic space mimics this situation in a quasi-isometric invariant way.
There will be a collection of peripheral subsets that will contain the non-hyperbolic regions
of the space X; these are the horospheres in the examples of ĂM . The space X will be
relatively hyperbolic if you can “fill-in” the peripheral subsets with a “horoball” and obtain
a hyperbolic space (where hyperbolic means δ–hyperbolic). As we want to describe metric
spaces that are not subsets of H3, our horoballs will be the following combinatorial version
of the classic horoballs in the hyperbolic 3–space.
Definition 2.2.8 (Combinatorial horoball). If X is a metric space and Γ is an –separated
net for X, then the combinatorial horoball based on Γ is the metric graph with vertices ΓˆN
and edges of the form:
• For all n P N and x P Γ, px, nq and px, n` 1q are connected by an edge of length 1.
• For all x, y P Γ, px, nq and py, nq are connected by an edge of length e´ndXpx, yq.
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The combinatorial horoball over X based on Γ is the union of X with the combinatorial
horoball based on Γ and given the induced metric.
The following is the main lemma we shall need about the geometry of horoballs.
Lemma 2.2.9 ([MS11, GM08]). Let X be a pk, cq–quasi-geodesic space and HpXq be the
combinatorial horoball over X based on an –separated net Γ.
(1) There exists δ depending on , k, and c such that HpXq is δ–hyperbolic.
(2) There exists L ě 1 depending only on , k, and c such that for all x, y P X, we have
logpdXpx, yqq L,L— dHpXqpx, yq.
Armed with our combinatorial horoballs, we can now formally state our definition of
relative hyperbolicity in terms of “filling-in” the peripheral subsets.
Definition 2.2.10 (Relatively hyperbolic space). Let X be a quasi-geodesic space and P
be a collection of uniformly coarsely connected1 subsets of X with dHauspX,P q “ 8 for
all P P P . For each P P P , fix an –separated net ΓP . The cusped space, cusppX,Pq, is
the metric space obtained from attaching the combinatorial horoball on ΓP to X for every
P P P . The space X is relatively hyperbolic with respect to P if cusppX,Pq is hyperbolic. In
this case, we call the subsets in P the peripheral subsets of X.
Sisto established that Definition 2.2.10 is equivalent to several other formulation of rel-
ative hyperbolicity, including those in terms of asymptotically tree graded spaces and the
bounded subset penetration property [Sis12, Theorem 1.1]. They also showed that the hy-
perbolicity of the cusped space is independent of the choice of nets for each the peripheral
subsets.
1A subset Y of a metric space X is coarsely connected if there exists C ą 0 such that for all x, y P Y ,
there exists a sequence of point x “ x0, x1, . . . , xn “ y with dpxi´1, xiq ď C for all 1 ď i ď n.
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An important class of relatively hyperbolic spaces are relatively hyperbolic groups. Spe-
cific examples of relatively hyperbolic groups include non-uniform lattices in rank 1 symmet-
ric spaces, limit groups, and the free product of any two finitely generated groups.
Definition 2.2.11 (Relatively hyperbolic group). Let G be a finitely generated group and
H1, . . . , Hn be a finite collection of finitely generated subgroups. We say G is hyperbolic
relative to H1, . . . , Hn if the Cayley graph of G, with respect to a finite generating set, is
hyperbolic relative the collection of left cosets of H1, . . . , Hn.
A priori, the above definition of a relatively hyperbolic group is stronger than simply
requiring the Cayley graph of the group to be hyperbolic relative to some collection of
peripheral subsets. However, the following theorem of Drutu established that the relative
hyperbolicity of a group is equivalent to the metric relative hyperbolicity of the Cayley graph.
Theorem 2.2.12 ([Dru09, Theorem 1.5]). Let G be a finitely generated group and S be a
finite generating set for G. If CaypG,Sq is hyperbolic relative to a collection P of coarsely
connected subsets, then G is hyperbolic relative to some subgroups H1, . . . , Hn where each Hi
is contained in a regular neighborhood of an element of P.
The second generalization of hyperbolicity that we will encounter while studying hierar-
chically hyperbolic spaces is acylindrical hyperbolicity. As this definition requires an action
on a hyperbolic space, it is restricted to groups.
Definition 2.2.13. The action of a group G on a metric space X is acylindrical if for
each  ě 0, there exists R,N ě 0 such that for any x, y P X with dpx, yq ě R, the
set tg P G : dpx, g 9xq ď  and dpy, g 9yq ď u contains at most N element of G. If G has
an acylindrical action by isometries on a geodesic hyperbolic space X, then we say G is
acylindrically hyperbolic.
Acylindrical actions were first introduced by Bowditch in the context of the mapping
class group, but have been greatly expanded by work of Osin and other [Bow08, Osi16].
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Acylindrically hyperbolic groups encompass a wide variety of important groups, including
the mapping class group, all 3–manifold groups, the outer automorphism group of free groups,
and all hyperbolic and relatively hyperbolic groups. While there is an active and deep study
of acylindrically hyperbolic groups, the only feature we will need are the hyperbolically
embedded subgroups introduced by Dahamini, Guirardel, and Osin [DGO17].
Definition 2.2.14. Let G be a group and S be a (not necessarily finite) generating set for
G. A finite collection tH1, . . . , Hnu of subgroups of G is hyperbolically embedded with respect
to S if the following hold.
1. The Cayley graph CaypG,S \H1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \Hnq is hyperbolic.
2. For each i P t1, . . . , nu, h P Hi, and r ě 0 there exist only a finite number of elements
g P G so that the shortest path in CaypG,S \H1\ ¨ ¨ ¨ \Hnq from h to g that uses no
edges labeled by an element of Hi has length at most r.
Condition (2) is equivalent to saying for each i P t1, . . . , nu, the subgroup Hi is proper in
the path metric on G created by removing all edges of CaypG,S \ H1 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ Hnq that
correspond to Hi. We say the collection tH1, . . . , Hnu is hyperbolically embedded in G if it is
hyperbolically embedded with respect to some generating set.
Theorem 2.2.15 ([Osi16, Theorem 1.2][DGO17]). A group G is acylindrically hyperbolic if
and only if it contains a proper, infinite index, hyperbolically embedded subgroup.
In Subsection 4.2.3, we use our study of strong quasiconvexity in hierarchically hyperbolic
spaces to classify the hyperbolically embedded subgroups of hierarchically hyperbolic groups
as those that are strongly quasiconvex and almost malnormal.
Chapter 3
An Introduction to Hierarchically
Hyperbolic Spaces
We now introduce hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, the main subject of this thesis. As the
entire definition can be daunting to digest directly, Section 3.1 starts this chapter with an
informal description of the key components of the definition alongside a specific concrete
example. We present the complete definition as well as define common notations in Section
3.2. Section 3.3 present several common variants on the axioms that arise in the literature
and Section 3.4 outlines the hierarchically hyperbolic structure on the pants graph and
right-angled Artin groups. Section 3.5 gives a summary of the current state of the theory of
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. Finally, Section 3.6 presents a catalog of the primary tools
for working with hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.
3.1 An informal description with an example
The simplest illuminating description of hierarchical hyperbolicity is: Hierarchically hyper-
bolic spaces are spaces that are not necessarily hyperbolic, but whose coarse geometry can be
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studied by decomposing them into a collection of hyperbolic pieces. The simplest example of
this phenomena is the Euclidean plane R2. The plane is not hyperbolic, but it decomposes
into two copies of R, i.e., a pair of hyperbolic spaces.
The decomposition of a hierarchically hyperbolic space into its hyperbolic pieces is en-
coded in the hierarchically hyperbolic space structure on the space. Nearly all hierarchically
hyperbolic spaces admit many different hierarchically hyperbolic space structures, analogous
to how a single topological manifold may admit multiple smooth structures. A hierarchically
hyperbolic space structure on a metric space X has two principle components.
First there is a collection S of uniformly hyperbolic metric spaces and a projection map
piW : X Ñ W for each space W P S. These projection maps must be“sufficiently rich” to
encode all the geometry of X . The spaces in S should be thought of as the “hyperbolic”
or “negatively curved” building blocks of X . In the example of R2, the set S contains the
vertical axis (V ) and the horizontal axis (H). The projection maps piV and piH are the
coordinate projection to the appropriate axis and the entire coarse geometry of the plane is
encoded in these two projection maps.
The second piece of data needed for an HHS structure are three, mutually exclusive
combinatorial relations between the elements of S: orthogonality (K), nesting (Ď), and
transversality (t). The relations are “instructions” for how the hyperbolic pieces in S fit
together to make up all of X . These instructions are formally described by different sets
of axioms that a pair of spaces in S must satisfy whenever they are orthogonal, nested, or
transverse.
The overarching philosophy of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces is that the coarse geometry
of the space X can be completely recovered from the geometry of the spaces in S plus the
combinatorial relations on S. The marquee example of this philosophy is the distance
formula that says the distance between a pair of points x, y P X can be quasi-isometrically
approximated by the distances of the projections of x and y to the spaces in S. For a more
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precise statement of the distance formula see Theorem 3.6.14.
Theorem 3.1.1. Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space. There exists σ ě 0 such
that the following holds for all x, y P X ,
dX px, yq —
ÿ
WPS
tdW ppiW pxq, piW pyqqu σ
where tNu σ “ N if N ě σ and 0 otherwise.
To assist in describing a hierarchically hyperbolic space structure in more detail, we will
use a specific example of an HHS that is simple yet illuminating. The space in question is
the Cayley graph of Z2 ˚Z with the standard generating set, i.e., the “tree of flats” depicted
in Figure 3.1. We will use T to denote this Cayley graph of Z2 ˚ Z.
Figure 3.1: The space T ; the Cayley graph of Z2 ˚ Z.
To describe the HHS structure on T , we first need to identify the collection of hyperbolic
piece that T decomposes into. Just like the case of R2 above, each of the Z2–planes in
T decomposes into a vertical and horizontal axis, so our collection of hyperbolic spaces S
contains the vertical axis Vi and the horizontal axis Hi of each plane Pi; see Figure 3.2.
This collection of axes only captures the geometry of the “flat” parts of T and it misses
the “tree” part of T , thus S “ tHi, Viu is not a sufficiently rich collection of hyperbolic
spaces for T . To capture the tree part of T , we need to add an additional hyperbolic space.
This space will be the tree T produced by collapsing each Z2–plane in T to a single point;
see Figure 3.3. The collection S “ tT,Hi, Viu is sufficiently rich to encode all the geometry
of T .
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H0
H1
H2
V0
V1V2
Figure 3.2: The vertical Vi and horizontal Hi axes in the planes of T .
Figure 3.3: The tree T (right) encodes the “tree” part of T , while the plane axes encode the
“flat” parts of T .
We need to assign projection maps from T to each space in S. For the axes of the various
flats we can take piVi and piHi to be the closest point projection onto the specified axis. For
the map piT : T Ñ T , we can take the map induced by collapsing the planes of T to make
T , i.e., if x P T is in a plane Pi, then piT pxq is the vertex of T corresponding to Pi and if x
is in an edge connecting two planes Pi and Pj, than piT pxq is the corresponding point on the
edge connecting the vertices corresponding to Pi and Pj; see Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: The projection piT from T to the tree T
The relations between the elements of S are defined as follows: The two axes of the same
plane, Vi and Hi, are orthogonal (Vi K Hi), two axes of different plane—Vi and Hj, Vi and
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Vj, or Hi and Hj—are transverse (Vi t Hj, Vi t Vj, Hi t Hj), and each Vi and Hi is nested
into T (Vi, Hi Ď T ).
In the following subsections, we describe the projection maps and the geometric meaning
of these relations in more detail. We will start by discussing the defining data in the general
setting and then give a concrete example using T .
3.1.1 The projection maps
The projection maps to element of S, must satisfy three requirements.
First, the projection map piW : X Ñ W must be uniformly coarsely Lipschitz for each
W P S. This ensures that we never gain significant distance when projecting to an element
of S.
Secondly, each piW must be uniformly coarsely onto. An equivalent variant of the axioms
that we will discuss in Subsection 3.3.1 allows for this condition to be relaxed to only require
piW pX q to be uniformly weakly quasiconvex in W . However, this is only helpful for technical
purposes, and we encourage the reader to assume the projection maps are coarsely onto
whenever they think about HHSs.
Finally, we need to describe what it means for the collection of projections to spaces in
S to be “sufficiently rich”. This is captured in the uniqueness axiom of a hierarchically
hyperbolic space. This axiom says that if a pair of points x, y P X are sufficiently far apart
in X , then there is an element of S where the projections of x and y are still far apart.
The uniqueness axiom. There exists a function θ : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q so that for all κ ě 0
and x, y P X , if dX px, yq ě θpκq, then there exists W P S so that dW ppiW pxq, piW pyqq ě κ.
The crux of the uniqueness axiom is that all of the distances in X are “seen” by some
element of S. This ensures that we do not “lose” any geometry when we project to the
spaces in S.
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The reader may wish to pause and convince themselves that the projection maps described
for the tree of flats T satisfy the three requirements listed here.
Remark 3.1.2. In the formal definition, we will allow piW to be coarsely defined, i.e., piW
is a map from X to the power set 2W where the diameter of piW pxq is always uniformly
bounded. This helps us avoid making arbitrary choices in several natural examples. Since
we are only interested in large scale geometry, there is no loss in generality by thinking of
piW as a map whose image is a point instead of a bounded diameter set.
3.1.2 The orthogonality relation
The orthogonality relation (K) is a symmetric, anti-reflexive relation on S. If W,V P S are
orthogonal (W K V ), then we should interpret that as meaning the two hyperbolic pieces
W and V are “independent” in X . This is most clearly seen by thinking about the product
map piW ˆ piV : X Ñ W ˆ V given by x Ñ ppiW pxq, piV pxqq. Even though piW and piV are
individually coarsely onto, this product map will be coarsely onto if and only if W K V .
That is, each ordered pair in WˆV is coarsely obtained as the image of some point in X only
when W is orthogonal to V . A more dynamical way of thinking about this independence
is to visualize a point x that moves around the space X . When W K V , the points piW pxq
and piV pxq will vary completely independently as x moves around in X . As we will see, this
is in stark contrast to the situations where W and V are not orthogonal in which case the
position of piW pxq has a strong influence on the position of piV pxq.
In our example of the tree of flats T , two axes Hi, Vi for the same plane are orthogonal
and the product map piVi ˆpiHi is onto. Now, in T , the orthogonal elements of S correspond
to product regions in the space T . This is both indicative and slightly misleading. In a
general HHS, whenever W K V there will be a corresponding product region in X , however
this product region will usually be more complicated that just the direct product of the
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hyperbolic spaces W and V . The product regions arising from orthogonality are described
in detail in Subsection 3.6.4.
3.1.3 The nesting relation
The nesting relation (Ď) is a partial order on S with the following properties
1. S contains a unique Ď–maximal element;
2. S has a uniform bound on the length of Ď–chains;
3. Ď is incompatible with the orthogonality and transversality relations.
These properties mean S can be viewed as a finite height poset lattice where the nesting
relation is moving “up” the lattice and the orthogonality and transversality relations move
“side ways” in the lattice.
The key geometric requirement of the nesting relation is the bounded geodesic image
axiom. We state the axiom formally now and give an intuitive description bellow. Figure
3.5 presents a schematic of the axiom.
The bounded geodesic image axiom. There exists E ě 1 such that the following holds.
When V is properly nest into W (denoted V Ĺ W ), there exists a distinguished point ρVW P W
such that for all x, y P X , if dV ppiV pxq, piV pyqq ą E, then every W–geodesic between piW pxq
and piW pyq must pass through the E–neighborhood of ρVW .
Conceptually, you can think of the bounded geodesic image axiom dynamically as follows.
When V Ĺ W , there exists a distinguished point ρVW in W associated to V . Now, consider
x, y P X where dV ppiV pxq, piV pyqq is large (ą E) and think about moving a point z from x
to y in X . Unlike the case of orthogonality, as z moves in X , the points piW pzq and piV pzq
cannot move independently. Instead, we initially have that, piV pzq is stuck in place at piV pxq
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ρVW
piV pxq piV pyq
piW pxq piW pyq
ą E
W
V
Figure 3.5: Schematic picture of the bounded geodesic image axiom when V (lower) is nested
into W (upper). The W geodesic from piW pxq to piW pyq intersects the E–neighborhood of
ρVW because the distance distance between piV pxq and piW pyq is larger than E.
as piW pzq begins to move from piW pxq to piW pyq in W . Eventually, piW pzq encounters the
distinguished point ρVW . At this point, piW pzq pauses at ρVW and piV pzq can begin to move
from piV pxq to piV pyq in V . While piV pzq moves from piV pxq to piV pyq, piW pzq will stay fixed at
ρVW . Once piV pzq has reached piV pyq, then piV pzq is fixed at piV pyq and piW pzq will again start
to move and finish its journey to piW pyq. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6 on the next page.
To see this phenomena in T , take H0 to be the horizontal axis of the central plane P0 in
T . Let x be a point in left branch of T relative to P0 and y be a point in the right branch of
T relative to P0; see Figure 3.7 two pages forward. Now, move a point z from x to y along
a geodesic in T and track the projections piT pzq and piH0pzq. Initially, piH0pzq is fixed at the
same place as piH0pxq while piT pzq moves in T towards the vertex for P0. Once z reaches the
plane P0 in T and begins to move across it, piH0pzq starts to move from piH0pxq to piH0pyq.
At the same time, piT pzq is frozen at the vertex for P0 in T (this vertex is the point ρH0T ).
Once z leaves the plane P0, piH0pzq will stop at piH0pyq and piT pzq will resume moving in T
towards piT pyq.
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ρVW
piW pzq
piV pzq
piV pxq piV pyq
piW pxq piW pyq
ą E
W
V
ρVW
piW pzq
piV pzq
piV pxq piV pyq
piW pxq piW pyq
ą E
W
V
ρVW
piW pzq
piV pzq
piV pxq piV pyq
piW pxq piW pyq
ą E
W
V
Figure 3.6: A dynamical demonstration of the bounded geodesic image axiom when V Ĺ W .
Initially, as piW pzq begins to move from piW pxq towards piW pyq, piV pzq is stuck at piV pxq as
shown in the top two figures. Once piW pzq reaches ρVW , then piV pzq can begin to move from
piV pxq to piV pyq while piW pzq is paused at ρVW . This is shown in the middle two figures.
Finally, after piV pzq finishes its journey to piV pyq, piW pzq can again start to move and finish
its journey to piW pyq as in the bottom two figures.
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x
y
H0
TρTH0
piH0pxq piH0pyq
piT pyqpiT pxq
Figure 3.7: To illustrate the bounded geodesic image axiom, track the projection of a point
z to H0 and T as you move z from x to y in T .
3.1.4 The transversality relation
Whenever two elements of S are not orthogonal and not Ď–comparable, then they must be
transverse (t). Because of this, transversality is considered a state of “general position”, i.e.,
if you picked two elements at random from S, most of the time they will be transverse. Like
the nesting relation, transverse elements of S exhibit a strong dependency. This relationship
is captured by the consistency axiom.
The consistency axiom. There exists E ě 1 so that the following holds. When V t W ,
there exist distinguished points ρWV P V and ρVW P W so that for all x P X , if dV ppiV pxq, ρWV q ą
E, then dW ppiW pxq, ρVW q ď E.
The consistency axiom says that when V t W , then a point x P X cannot simultaneously
project far from both ρWV in V and ρ
V
W in W . Like orthogonality, this is easiest to visualize
using the product map piV ˆ piW : X Ñ V ˆW . If we envision V ˆW as a coordinate plane
with the pair pρWV , ρVW q as the origin, then the consistency axiom says the image of piV ˆ piW
will coarsely be the E–neighborhood of the two axes; see Figure 3.8. This is in stark contrast
to the case where V K W and the image of piV ˆ piW is coarsely all of V ˆW .
While the image of piV ˆ piW is useful for digesting the statement of the consistency
axiom, to understand the deep consequences of consistency, we must examine a pair of
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Figure 3.8: The image of piV ˆ piW when V t W . A
point can only project far from the “origin” pρWV , ρVW q
in one of the axes at a time.
pρWV , ρVW qV
W
points x, y P X where dV ppiV pxq, piV pyqq and dW ppiW pxq, piW pyqq are both large (ą 100E) and
V t W .
The first consequence of the consistency axiom is that exactly one of either piV pxq or
piV pyq must be E–close to ρWV . If the distance from both piV pxq and piV pyq to ρWV is greater
than E, then the consistency axiom says dW ppiW pxq, ρVW q ď E and dW ppiW pyq, ρVW q ď E.
The triangle inequality then says dW ppiW pxq, piW pyqq ď 2E, but this contradicts our starting
assumption that dW ppiW pxq, piW pyqq ą 100E. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume
that piV pyq is within E of the distinguished point ρWV .
Now, since dV ppiV pxq, piV pyqq is much larger than E and piV pyq projects E–close to ρVW ,
we have that piV pxq must be very far (ą 90E) from ρWV . Since dV ppiV pxq, ρWV q ą E, the
consistency axiom forces piW pxq to be within E of the distinguished point ρVW in W . However,
this means that piW pyq must be very far from ρVW . This situation is summarize in Figure 3.9.
ρWV
piV pxq piV pyq
V
ρVW
piW pxq piW pyq
W
Figure 3.9: Schematic when V t W and the projection of x and y to both V and W has
large distance: y projects close to ρWV while x projects close to ρ
V
W .
Lets now consider a point z P X that starts at x and moves to y in X and lets monitor
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what happens to piV pzq and piW pzq as z moves. Initially, z “ x so piV pzq starts at piV pxq and
piW pzq starts at piW pxq, which is close to ρVW . As z begins to move, piV pzq will begin to travel
from piV pxq to piV pyq in V . However, piV pzq will still be far from ρWV for most of that journey.
Therefore, while piV pzq is moving toward piV pyq, piW pxq is forced to stay within E of ρVW , i.e,
piW pzq is stuck at piW pxq; see Figure 3.10. It is only once piV pzq has arrived at piV pyq, and is
thus E–close to ρWV , that piW pzq can begin to move from piW pxq to piW pyq; see Figure 3.11.
To say this more simply, to travel from x to y, one must first travel from piV pxq to piV pyq in
V and then one may travel from piW pxq to piW pyq in W .
ρWV
piV pxq piV pyq
V
ρVW
piW pxq “ piW pzq piW pyq
W
piV pzq
Figure 3.10: The ordering of the domains V and W part I: In W , piW pzq must wait at piW pxq
(right), while piV pzq moves from piV pxq to piV pyq in V (left)
ρWV
piV pxq piV pzq “ piV pyq
V
ρVW
piW pxq piW pyq
W
piW pzq
Figure 3.11: The ordering of the domains V and W part II: After piV pzq has finished traveling
to piV pyq in V (left), piW pzq is now allowed to begin moving from piW pxq to piW pyq in W (right)
This order (first V then W ) is the true crux of the consistency axiom. If W1, . . . ,Wn
is a collection of pairwise transverse elements of S so that dWippiWipxq, piWipyqq is large for
each i, then the consistency axiom imposes a total order on the Wi where Wi ĺ Wj if
dWjpy, ρWiWjq ď E. In this case, we can view the Wi as “sitting between” x and y and the
consistency axiom tells us the order in which we cross the Wi while traveling from x to y.
The ordering of the domains V and W given by the consistency axiom can also be seen
in the “product model” of when V t W depicted in Figure 3.8. If you start at a point x P X
whose V –coordinate is very far from the origin and you want to move to a point y P X
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whose W–coordinate is very far from the origin, then you will have to first travel in the V
factor of V ˆW until you get near the origin before you can travel in the W–direction. This
is in stark contrast to the case where V and W are orthogonal and the image of piV ˆ piW
is onto. In the orthogonal case, you can move independently in both the V and W factors
while moving from x to y in X .
In our concrete example T , any two axes in different planes will be transverse. Let H0 be
the horizontal axis of the central plane P0 and let H1 be the horizontal axis of the plane P1 one
step up to the right of P0; see Figure 3.12. The distinguished points are ρ
H1
H0
“ piH0pH1q P H0
and ρH0H1 “ piH1pH0q P H1.
x
y
H0
H1
ρH1H0
ρH0H1
piH0pxq
piH1pyq
Figure 3.12: Because H0 is transverse to H1, to travel from x to y in T , we must first cross
H0 and then cross H1.
Take points x and y in T that are in planes to the upper left and upper right branches of
T relative to P0 so that y is in the same branch as P1 relative to P0; see Figure 3.12. Notice,
that piH0pyq “ piH0pH1q “ ρH1H0 and piH1pxq “ piH1pH0q “ ρH0H1 . Now track a point z as it moves
to y in T . Until z enters P0, we have piH0pzq “ piH0pxq and piH1pzq “ piH1pxq “ ρH0H1 . Once
z begins to move across P0, piH0pzq begins to move from piH0pxq to piH0pyq “ ρH1H0 , however,
piH1pzq will remain fixed at piH1pxq “ ρH0H1 . It is not until z has left P0 and begun to move
across P1 that piH1pzq begins to move from piH1pxq to piH1pyq. To get from x to y, z must
traverse both H0 and H1, however z is forced to complete its journey in H0 before traveling
in H1. This ordering is the heart of the transversality relation and the consistency axiom.
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To see an example of this ordering with more than two elements of S, the reader should
repeat the above exercise with a collection of axes that sit between the two points x and y
(remember that the projection of x and y have to be far apart in each space to witness that
consistency axiom in action).
Remark 3.1.3. In the formal definition of an HHS, the distinguished point ρVW when V Ĺ W
or V t W is allowed to be a subset of uniformly bounded diameter instead of a single point.
As in the case of the coarsely defined projections, this is helpful in avoiding arbitrary choice
in many examples, but from the perceptive of coarse geometry, there is no loss of generality
in allowing ρVW to be a bounded diameter set instead of a point.
Remark 3.1.4 (Index set versus collection of hyperbolic spaces). In the formal definition
of an HHS, instead of the set S being a collection of hyperbolic spaces itself, it is an index
set for a set of hyperbolic spaces usually denoted tCpW q : W P Su. The projection map piW
is then a map from X to 2CpW q, while the relations are defined on the indexing elements of
S and not directly between the hyperbolic spaces. The reason for this technical distinction
is that the collection of hyperbolic spaces are often indexed by natural objects that in turn
encodes the relations on S. For example, in the case of the pants graph (or mapping class
group) of a surface S, the collection of hyperbolic spaces is the collection of curve graphs
CpW q of subsurfaces W of S while the relations are determined by the relative position
of the subsurfaces on S. Thus, we let S be the collection of subsurfaces of S and the
relations between elements of S are determined by the relative position of the subsurfaces
on S. However, the hyperbolic spaces are the curve graphs associated to subsurfaces in S
and projection maps are onto these curves graphs; see Section 3.4.1 for details. While this
distinction has its advantages, it is not required and thus we ignored it in the above discussion
for the sake of making the first brush with the definition as streamlined as possible. However,
for the remainder of this thesis, we will abide by the standard convention and use S as an
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index set and not directly as a set of hyperbolic spaces.
3.2 The definition of a hierarchically hyperbolic space
In [BHS19], Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto give several equivalent versions of the HHS axioms.
The axioms are by in large the same with only minor technical differences between them.
The definition below is a version of the axioms chosen for their simplicity and applicability in
practice. In Section 3.3, several variants of the axioms are presented alongside a discussion
of when they would be preferable to those given here. After the definition, we discuss some
of the axioms not discussed in the previous section.
Definition 3.2.1 (Hierarchically hyperbolic space). Let X be a quasi-geodesic space and
E ě 1. An E–hierarchically hyperbolic space structure (HHS structure) on X consists of
an index set S and a set tCpW q : W P Su of geodesic spaces pCpW q, dW q such that the
following axioms are satisfied.
1. (Hyperbolicity.) For each W P S, CpW q is E–hyperbolic.
2. (Projections.) For each W P S, there exists a projection piW : X Ñ 2CpW q such that
piW pxq ‰ H and diamppiW pxqq ă E for all x P X . Moreover, each piW is pE,Eq–coarsely
Lipschitz and CpW q Ď NEppiW pX qq.
3. (Uniqueness.) There exists a function θ : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q so that the following holds.
For each κ ě 0, if x, y P X and dX px, yq ě θpκq, then there exists W P S with
dW ppiW pxq, piW pyqq ě κ. We call θ the uniqueness function of S.
4. (Nesting.) If S ‰ H, then S is equipped with a partial order Ď and contains a unique
Ď–maximal element. When V Ď W , we say V is nested in W . For each W P S, we
denote by SW the set of all V P S with V Ď W . Moreover, for all V,W P S with
V Ĺ W there is a specified non-empty subset ρVW Ď CpW q with diampρVW q ď E.
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5. (Finite complexity.) Any set of pairwise Ĺ–comparable elements has cardinality at
most E.
6. (Large links.) For allW P S and x, y P X , there exists L “ tV1, . . . , Vmu Ď SW´tW u
such that m is at most EdW ppiW pxq, piW pyqq ` E, and for all U P SW ´ tW u, either
U P SVi for some i or dUppiV pxq, piV pyqq ď E.
7. (Bounded geodesic image.) For all x, y P X and V,W P S with V Ĺ W if
dV
`
piV pxq, piV pyq
˘ ě E, then every CpW q geodesics from piW pxq to piW pyqmust intersect
the E–neighborhood of ρVW .
8. (Orthogonality.) S has a symmetric relation called orthogonality. If V and W
are orthogonal, we write V K W and require that V and W are not Ď–comparable.
Further, whenever V Ď W and W K U , we require that V K U . We denote by SKW
the set of all V P S with V K W .
9. (Containers.) For each W P S and U P SW with SW X SKU ‰ H, there exists
Q P SW such that V Ď Q whenever V P SW XSKU . We call Q the container of U in
W .
10. (Transversality.) If V,W P S are not orthogonal and neither is nested in the other,
then we say V,W are transverse, denoted V t W . If V t W , then there are non-empty
sets ρVW Ď CpW q and ρWV Ď CpV q each of diameter at most E
11. (Consistency.) If V,W P S with V t W , then for all x P X we have
min
 
dW ppiW pxq, ρVW q, dV ppiV pxq, ρWV q
( ď E.
Further, if U Ď V and either V Ĺ W or V t W and W M U , then dW pρUW , ρVW q ď E.
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12. (Partial realization.) If tViu is a finite collection of pairwise orthogonal elements of
S and pi P CpViq, then there exists x P X so that:
• dVippiVipxq, piq ď E for all i,
• for each i and each W P S, if Vi Ĺ W or W t Vi, we have dW ppiW pxq, ρViW q ď E.
We use S to denote the entire HHS structure, including all the spaces, projections, and
relations defined above. We call a quasi-geodesic space X a hierarchically hyperbolic space
if there exists a hierarchically hyperbolic space structure on X . We use the pair pX ,Sq to
denote a hierarchically hyperbolic space equipped with the specific HHS structure S.
Remark 3.2.2 (Trivial HHS structures). A hierarchically hyperbolic space pX ,Sq has an
empty index set, S “ H, only if X has bounded diameter. If the index set S contains
a single element, S “ tSu, then X will be quasi-isometric to the hyperbolic space CpSq.
While hyperbolic spaces always have this “trivial” HHS structure, they can also exhibit a
wide variety of interesting HHS structures where the index set contains more than a single
element; see, for example, [Spra, Sprb].
Given a hierarchically hyperbolic space pX ,Sq, we call the elements of S domains
and the associated spaces, CpW q, shadow spaces. We say a domain W P S is infinite if
diampCpW qq “ 8. If V t W or V Ĺ W , then the subset ρVW is called the relative projection
from V to W and should be viewed as a coarsely constant map ρWV : CpW q Ñ CpV q. We
call the constant E the hierarchy constant for pX ,Sq. We say a collection of HHS structure
tSαuαPI is uniform if there exists a number E and a function θ : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q, such that
each Sα is an E–HHS structure with uniqueness function θ.
If pX ,Sq is a hierarchically hyperbolic space and f : Y Ñ X is a quasi-isometry, then
Y admits a HHS structure with the same index set, shadow spaces, relations and relative
projections as S where the projection maps are given by piW ˝ f for each W P S. Thus,
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when proving S is a HHS structure on X , we can assume X is a metric graph instead of a
quasi-geodesic space by using an approximation graph (Definition 2.1.8) for X . Similarly, we
can allow for the possibility that the shadow spaces are quasi-geodesic instead of geodesic
spaces.
Lemma 3.2.3 (Quasi-geodesic shadow spaces). Suppose a quasi-geodesic space X and an
index set S satisfy the condition of a hierarchically hyperbolic structure in Definition 3.2.1
with the following changes.
• There exist k ě 1 and c ě 0, such that for all W P S, the shadow space CpW q is a
pk, cq–quasi-geodesic space instead of a geodesic space.
• Replace Axiom 7 with: For all x, y P X and W,V P S with V Ĺ W if dV ppiV pxq, piV pyqq ą
E, then every pk, cq–quasi-geodesic in CpW q from piW pxq to piW pyq must intersect the
E–neighborhood of ρVW .
Then pX ,Sq is a hierarchically hyperbolic space where the shadow space for each W P S is
ΓpCpW qq, the approximation graph of CpW q; the projection maps are fW ˝ piW where fW
is the uniform quasi-isometry CpW q Ñ ΓpCpW qq; and the relative projections are fV pρVW q
whenever V t W or V Ĺ W .
Proof. Since each CpW q is a pk, cq–quasi-geodesic space, each CpW q is uniformly quasi-
isomteric to its approximation graph ΓpCpW qq. Thus, all of the HHS axioms, except the
bounded geodesic image axiom, hold with a uniform increase in the hierarchy constant after
replacing CpW q with ΓpCpW qq. The bounded geodesic image axiom follows from the second
bullet plus that fact that all geodesics in a hyperbolic space are strongly quasiconvex (Lemma
2.2.3).
Remark 3.2.4. In Lemma 3.2.3, we only need to use the hyperbolicity of the shadow
space CpW q when W is not Ď–minimal. Thus, Lemma 3.2.3 also applies to the relative
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces that we will define in Subsection 3.3.2.
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When writing distances in the shadow spaces, we often simplify the notation by sup-
pressing the projection map piW . That is, given x, y P X and p P CpW q we write dW px, yq
for dW ppiW pxq, piW pyqq and dW px, pq for dW ppiW pxq, pq. When we measure distance between
a pair of sets we are taking the minimum distance between the two sets.
The examples of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces of greatest interests to this thesis are
groups. If the Cayley graph of a finitely generated group has an HHS structure that is
compatible with the multiplication in the group, then we have the following notion of a
hierarchically hyperbolic group.
Definition 3.2.5 (Hierarchically hyperbolic group). Let G be a finitely generated group
and S a finite generating set for G. We say G is a hierarchically hyperbolic group (HHG) if:
(1) The space CaypG,Sq admits an HHS structure S with hierarchy constant E.
(2) There is a Ď, K, and t preserving action of G on S by bijections such that S contains
finitely many G–orbits.
(3) For each W P S and g P G, there exists an isometry gW : CpW q Ñ CpgW q satisfying
the following for all V,W P S and g, h P G.
• The map pghqW : CpW q Ñ CpghW q is equal to the map ghW ˝ hW : CpW q Ñ
CpghW q.
• For each x P CaypG,Sq, gW ppiW pxqq and pigW pg ¨ xq are at most E far apart in
CpgW q.
• If V t W or V Ĺ W , then gW pρVW q and ρgVgW are at most E far apart in CpgW q.
The structure S satisfying (1)–(3) is called a hierarchically hyperbolic group (HHG)
structure on G. We use pG,Sq to denote a group G equipped with a specific HHG structure
S. Being an HHG is independent of choice of finite generating set, since any two Cayley
graphs with respect to different finite generating sets are G–equivariantly quasi-isometric.
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Remark 3.2.6. It is possible for a group to have a Cayley graph that exhibits an hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic space structure, that is not equivariant with respect to the group multiplica-
tion. In fact, there are examples of 3–manifolds whose fundamental groups are known to be
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, but not hierarchically hyperbolic groups [BHS19]. As many
of the consequences of hierarchical hyperbolicity are geometric in nature, an HHS structure
can still be valuable without the equivariance; see for example [ABD17].
3.2.1 Discussion of the large links axiom
While it is rarely invoked directly, the large links lemma is an essential tool for relating
distances at different levels of the poset S. It is most commonly employed in the form of the
following“passing up” lemma, that says if one sees a sufficiently large number of domains
in S where a pair of points project farther apart than the hierarchy constant, then there
must be a domain higher up the Ď–poset S where the pair of points will have even larger
projection.
Lemma 3.2.7 ([BHS19, Lemma 2.5]). Let pX ,Sq be an E–hierarchically hyperbolic space.
For every C ě 0, there exists N with the following property. If W P S and x, y P X such
that there exists V1, . . . , VN with Vi Ď W and dVipx, yq ě E, then there exists U Ď W and
i P t1, . . . , Nu such that Vi Ď U and dUpx, yq ě C.
3.2.2 Discussion of the container axiom
The intention of the container axiom is to provide an “orthogonal complement” to every
domain of S. This is of technical importance in the construction of product regions, see
Subsection 3.6.4, and also allows the bound on the length of Ď–chains to be translated into
a bound on the size of a pairwise orthogonal collection of elements of S.
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Lemma 3.2.8 (Finite rank; [BHS19, Lemma 2.1]). Let S be an E–HHS structure for the
space X . If W1, . . . ,Wn is a pairwise orthogonal collection of elements of S, then n ď E.
The container axiom does not require that the container of a domainW is itself orthogonal
to W , but it is frequently useful to force this additional requirement to the container axiom.
Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham first proposed this notion of clean containers in [ABD17].
Definition 3.2.9 (Clean Containers). A hierarchically hyperbolic space structure S has
clean containers if for each W P S and U P SW with SW XSKU ‰ H, the container for U
in W is orthogonal to U .
Every naturally occurring example of an HHS including the mapping class group, CATp0q
cube complexes with factor systems, and fundamental groups of 3–manifolds, have clean
containers, but you do not need the assumption to prove any of the fundamental results on
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. The assumption of clean containers tends to be most helpful
when you are constructing a new HHS structure from an old one; see [ABD17] and [BR18] for
example. While it is not difficult to construct specific examples of HHS structures without
clean containers, it appears to be very difficult to prove that a hierarchically hyperbolic space
cannot admit an HHS structure with clean containers.
3.2.3 Discussion of the partial realization axiom
The partial realization axiom is the technical statement of the initiative notion of orthogonal-
ity describing independent directions discussed in Subsection 3.1.2. It says that if V1, . . . , Vn
is pairwise orthogonal, then not only does X project coarsely onto the entire the product
CpV1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CpVnq, but you can actually pick out a subset of X that projects coarsely
onto CpV1qˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆCpVnq and maps coarsely onto the relative projection ρViW for the elements
W P S with Vi Ĺ W or Vi t W . This is our first hint that the orthogonality relation should
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correspond to product regions in X itself. Once we are armed with the full realization theo-
rem in Subsection 3.6.1, we can flush out these product regions more precisely in Subsection
3.6.4.
3.3 Some variants on the axioms
3.3.1 Non-normalized structures
The first variant of the HHS axiom allows for the loosening of the requirement that the
projections maps are coarsely onto. This necessitates a more involved formulation of the
bounded geodesic image and consistency axioms.
Definition 3.3.1. Let X be a quasi-geodesic space and E ě 1. A non-normalized E–
hierarchically hyperbolic space structure on X consists of an index set S and a set tCpW q :
W P Su of geodesic spaces pCpW q, dW q such that the axioms of an HHS structure are satisfied
with the following modifications to the projection, nesting, bounded geodesic image, and
consistency axioms.
• Change the projection axiom (Axiom 2) to require that piW pX q is p1, 0;Eq–weakly
quasiconvex instead of requiring CpW q Ď NEppiW pX qq.
• Add the following additional requirement to the nesting axiom (Axiom 4): If V Ĺ W ,
then there exists a map ρWV : CpW q Ñ 2CpV q.
• Replace the bounded geodesic image axiom (Axiom 7) with the following: Let V,W P S
with V Ĺ W and let γ be a geodesic in CpW q. If diampρWV pγqq ą E in CpV q, then γ
must pass through the E–neighborhood of ρVW in CpW q.
• Add the following additional requirement to the consistency axiom (Axiom 11): If
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V,W P S with V Ĺ W , then for all x P X we have
mintdW px, ρVW q, diamppiV pxq Y ρWV ppiW pxqqu ď E.
Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto verified that every HHS structure gives rise to a non-
normalized HHS structure by defining the map ρWV when V Ĺ W to agree with the pro-
jection piV . That non-normalized HHS structures give rise to HHS structures is a straight
forward use of the bounded geodesic image axiom once you replace the shadow spaces with
the quasiconvex hulls of piW pX q to ensure the projection maps are coarsely onto.
Proposition 3.3.2 ([BHS19, Remark 1.3, Proposition 1.11]). Let X be a quasi-geodesic
space.
1. If S is an E–HHS structure for X , then there exists a non-normalized 3E–HHS struc-
ture for X with the same index set, relations, shadow spaces, and relative projections as
S, and where the map ρWV : CpW q Ñ 2CpV q when V Ĺ W is defined as follows: For each
p P CpW q, let xp be any point in X so that dW pxp, pq ď E. Define ρWV ppq “ piV pxpq.
2. If S is a non-normalized E–HHS structure for X , then there exists a E 1–HHS structure,
with E 1 depending only on E, for X with the same index set, projections, and relations
as S, but where the shadow space for W P S is the quasiconvex hull of piW pX q and the
relative projection whenever V t W or V Ĺ W is ppiW pX qpρVW q.
Proof. The proof of (1) is given in Proposition 1.11 of [BHS19]. The proof of (2) is left as
an exercise to the reader in the use of the bounded geodesic image axiom.
The main technical benefit in the literature to Definition 3.3.1 over Definition 3.2.1 it that
it allows for the HHS structure of the ambient space to restrict to certain subsets without
any modification; see the discussion of hierarchically quasiconvex subsets in Subsection 3.6.3.
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Definition 3.3.1 is also more natural if one needs to make heavy use of the realization theorem
that we discuss in Subsection 3.6.1.
3.3.2 Relative HHSs and HHGs
Relative hierarchically hyperbolic spaces are an HHS analogue of relatively hyperbolic metric
spaces. A relative HHS structure is simply an HHS structure where the shadow spaces
associated to the Ď–minimal domains do not need to be hyperbolic. Behrstock, Hagen, and
Sisto introduced relative HHSs along side hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and have shown
that a large number of the tools from hierarchically hyperbolic spaces carries over to the
realm of relative HHS [BHS19, BHS17a]. Section 4.3 will focus on relative HHSs and their
relationship to relative hyperbolicity.
Definition 3.3.3 (Relative HHS and HHG). Let X be a quasi-geodesic space and E ě 1. An
E–relative hierarchically hyperbolic space structure on X consists of an index set S and a set
tCpW q : W P Su of geodesic spaces pCpW q, dW q such that all the axioms of an HHS structure
are satisfied except the hyperbolicity axiom (Axiom 1) is replaced with the following:
(1) (Hyperbolicity) For all W P S, either CpW q is E–hyperbolic or W is Ď–minimal.
If S is a relative HHS structure for X , we say the pair pX ,Sq is a relative hierarchically
hyperbolic space and we use S to denote the entire relative HHS structure. When S is a
relative HHS structure, we use Srel to denote the collection of domains whose shadow spaces
are not hyperbolic. A non-normalized relative HHS structure is a relative HHS structure with
the same modifications to the projection, nesting, bounded geodesic image, and consistency
axioms that are described in Definition 3.3.1.
If the Cayley graph of a finitely generated group G admits a relative HHS structure S
that satisfies Axioms (2) and (3) of a hierarchically hyperbolic group (Definition 3.2.5), then
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we say S is a relative hierarchically hyperbolic group structure for G and that the pair pG,Sq
is a relative hierarchically hyperbolic group.
3.3.3 The bounded domain dichotomy
It is very common to restrict attention to hierarchically hyperbolic spaces with the following
regularity condition first introduced by Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham [ABD17].
Definition 3.3.4 (Bounded domain dichotomy). A (relative) hierarchically hyperbolic space
pX ,Sq has the bounded domain dichotomy if there exists B ą 0 such that for all W P S, if
diampCpW qq ą B, then diampCpW qq “ 8.
The most immediate benefit of the bounded domain dichotomy is that it forces the
cardinally of the largest set of pairwise orthogonal infinite domains in S to be a bound on
the highest dimensional copy of Zn` that can be quasi-isometrically embedded into the space;
see Subsection 3.6.5.
Since hierarchically hyperbolic groups have only finitely many orbits of shadow spaces,
there is a uniform bound on the diameter of any shadow space that does not have infinite
diameter. Thus, all hierarchically hyperbolic groups have the bounded domain dichotomy.
This property is also present in many hierarchically hyperbolic spaces that are not groups
such as Teichmu¨ller space.
3.3.4 Almost HHSs
The most immediate and frequent use of the container axiom is the bound on the number
of pairwise orthogonal element given in Lemma 3.2.8. Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham ob-
served that many of the key consequence of hierarchical hyperbolicity, including the distance
formula, are maintained if you replace the container axiom with the conclusion of Lemma
3.2.8 [ABD17, Section 7]. They named such space almost HHSs.
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Definition 3.3.5. Let X be a quasi-geodesic space and E ě 1. An E–almost hierarchically
hyperbolic space structure on X consists of an index set S and a set tCpW q : W P Su of
geodesic spaces pCpW q, dW q such that all the axioms of an HHS structure are satisfied except
the container axiom (Axiom 9) is replaced with the following restriction on the orthogonality
relation:
(9) (Finite rank) If W1, . . . ,Wn is a pairwise orthogonal collection of elements of S, then
n ď E.
If S is an almost HHS structure for X , we say the pair pX ,Sq is an almost hierarchically
hyperbolic space
Almost HHSs usually arise when one tries to modify an existing HHS structure to produce
a new HHS structure. Often, the newly constructed structure will satisfy all of the HHS
axioms except the existence of containers; see [ABD17, Section 7] and [BR19, Section 6] for
examples. In Section 4.4 we resolve this frustration by showing any almost HHS structure
can be promoted to an HHS structure by adding in domains to serve as containers. These
extra domains will all have shadow spaces with uniformly bounded diameter.
3.4 Two salient examples
We now describe two illustrative examples of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces, the pants
graph of a surface and right-angled Artin groups. We outline the index set, shadow spaces,
projections, and relations for these two examples. For a more complete and self contained
proof of the hierarchical hyperbolicity of the pants graph—as well as a broader collection of
graphs associated to surfaces—see [Vok17]. For a full treatment of right-angle Artin groups
see [BHS17b] for the cubical perspective or [BR19] for the graph product perspective.
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3.4.1 The pants graph
Let Sg,n denote a connected, orientable, surface with genus g and n boundary components.
It will be immaterial whether or not the boundary components are punctures or curves.
The complexity of S “ Sg,n is ξpSq “ 3g ´ 3 ` n. By a curve on S we mean an isotopy
class of an essential, non-peripheral, simple closed curve on S. By a subsurface of S, we
mean an isotopy class of an essential, non-peripheral, compact, not necessarily connected,
subsurface of S. We say two curves and/or subsurfaces are disjoint, if their isotopy classes
can be realized disjointly. A multicurve on S is a set of distinct, pairwise disjoint curves on
S. For two subsurface U and V , we say U Ď V if U and V can be realized such that U is
contained in V . Given a compact subsurface U Ď S, let U c denote the compact subsurface
whose interior is isotopic to S ´ U . We say two curves on S intersect minimally if they
can be realized to have the smallest number of intersections for any pair of curves on S. If
ξpSq ą 1, then intersecting minimally is the same as disjointness.
The pants graph of S “ Sg,n is the graph whose vertices are all multicurves that define
pants decompositions of S. Two vertices of the pants graph x and y are joined by an edge if
there exist curves α P x and β P y such that px´αqYβ “ y and α and β intersect minimally
on the complexity one component of S ´ px´ αq. We use PpSq to denote the pants graph.
Figure 3.13: The multicurve
Ť6
i“1 αi is a vertex of
PpS3,0q. Replacing either α2 with β or α6 with γ
will produce a vertex of PpS3,0q that is connected
by an edge to
Ť6
i“1 αi.
α1
α2 α3
α4 α5
α6
β
γ
The index set: Let S be the set of all (not necessarily connected) subsurfaces of S
where each component has complexity at least 1. That is, W P S if each component of W
is not an annulus or a 3–holed sphere.
The hyperbolic spaces: For each W P S, let CpW q be the curve graph of W ; the
graph whose vertices are all curves on W with edges joining two curves if they intersect
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minimally on W . Note, if W is a disconnected subsurface, then the curve graph CpW q is the
graphical join of the curve graphs of each of the connected components of W . Hyperbolicity
of the curve graph is a famous theorem of Masur and Minsky [MM99].
The projections: For each subsurface W Ď S, Masur and Minsky defined a subsurface
projection map piW : CpSq Ñ 2CpW q defined as follows for a curve α P CpSq:
• If α Ď W , then piW pαq “ tαu.
• If α is disjoint from W , then piW pαq “ H.
• If α intersects W , then piW pαq is a collection of curves with diameter 2 obtained after
performing a canonical surgery on the arcs α XW ; see Figure 3.14.
α
γ1 γ2
W
Figure 3.14: The subsurface projection to W when α intersects W , but is not contained in
W . In this case, piW pαq is the collection of curves tγ1, γ2u obtained from preforming surgery
on the arc α XW .
Since no component of W P S is a 3–holed sphere or an annulus, every vertex x P PpSq
will intersect each component of W . Thus, we can promote the subsurface projection map
to a map piW : PpSq Ñ 2CpW q where piW pxq “ ŤαPx piW pαq. This map is coarsely Lipschitz
and the diameter of piW pxq is at most 3 for each x P PpSq.
The relations: The relations on S are defined based on the position of the subsurfaces
on S.
• V K W if V and W are disjoint.
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• V Ĺ W if V ( W . In this case BV is a clique of vertices in CpW q and so ρVW “ BV in
CpW q.
• V t W if the subsurfaces V and W overlap, but neither contains the other. In this
case, BW intersects V and BV intersects W , so ρVW “ piW pBV q and ρWV “ piV pBW q.
Note, that fact that S contains disconnected subsurfaces is to ensure that the container
axiom is satisfied; if V Ď W , then W ´ V is the container of V in W .
Remark 3.4.1.
1. The pants graph is quasi-isometric to the Weil–Peterson metric on Teichmu¨ller space
[Bro03], thus the above also provides an HHS structure for the Weil–Peterson metric.
2. The HHS structure for the mapping class group is very similar to the the above struc-
ture for the pants graph. The mapping class group is quasi-isometric to a graph of
multicurves called the marking complex. The vertices of the marking complex are mul-
ticurves defining pants decomposition that have been decorated with “marking curves”
that record the action of Dehn twists. Thus, the subsurface projections for the marking
complex are identical to those of the pants graph for connected subsurfaces of com-
plexity at least 1, but the marking complex additionally has projections to annular
complexes that records the amount of twisting about each curve. The index set of the
marking complex therefore includes all subsurfaces where each component is either an
annulus or have complexity at least 1. See [MM00] for details.
3.4.2 Right-angled Artin groups
Given a finite simplicial graph Γ with vertex set V pΓq and edge set EpΓq, the right-angled
Artin group AΓ is defined as
AΓ “ xV pΓq | rv, ws “ e @ tv, wu P EpΓqy.
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The hierarchically hyperbolic structure on AΓ can be describe using either the language of
cube complexes and hyperplanes or using the algebraic structure of AΓ as a graph product of
groups. These approaches are essentially identical, but we will present the later as is it more
elementary. For a detailed discussion of the cubical approach see [BHS17b]. The description
we present below can be generalized to any graph product of groups; see [BR19].
Before describing the HHG structure on AΓ, we recall a few graph theory definitions and
some basics for working with right-angled Artin groups. Given a full subgraph Λ Ď Γ, let
lkpΛq denote the link of Λ (the full subgraph of Γ spanned by the vertices that are joined by
an edge to every vertex of Λ) and let stpΛq denote the star of Λ (the full subgraph spanned by
ΛY lkpΛq). We say two subgraphs Λ and Ω form a join Λ ’ Ω, if every vertex of Λ is joined
by an edge to every vertex of Ω. For each full subgraph Λ of Γ, AΛ is a p1, 0; 0q–weakly
quasiconvex subgroup of AΓ; namely AΛ is the subgroup of AΓ that is generated by the
vertices in Λ. We call such subgroups the graphical subgroups of AΓ. If Λ and Ω form a join
subgraph of Γ, then the subgroup AΛ’Ω of AΓ splits as a direct product AΛ’Ω – AΛ ˆ AΩ.
In particular, AstpΛq – AΛ ˆ AlkpΛq.
The index set: Given a full subgraph Λ Ď Γ and g, h P AΓ, we say the two cosets
gAΛ and hAΛ are parallel if h
´1g P AstpΛq. The term parallel refers to the fact that when
h´1g P AstpΛq, then AΛ and h´1gAΛ are “parallel cosets” in the product subgroup AstpΛq –
AΛ ˆ AlkpΛq. For a fixed Λ, parallelism is an equivalence relation on the set of cosets of AΛ.
Let rgΛs denote the parallelism class of the coset gAΛ. The index set S will be the set of
parallelism classes trgΛs : g P AΓ, Λ a full subgraph of Γu.
The hyperbolic spaces: For a coset gAΛ, define CpgΛq to be the graph with vertex set
gAΛ and where gx is joined to gy if x
´1g´1gy “ x´1y is an element of AΩ for some proper
full subgraph Ω Ď Λ. That is, CpΛq is the Cayley graph of AΛ where the generating set is all
of the proper graphical subgroups of AΛ. That CpgΛq is hyperbolic can be deduced from the
results of [BHS17b] and is shown directly in [BR19]. If gAΛ is parallel to hAΛ, then CpgΛq
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is isometric with CphΛq, so the hyperbolic space for the equivalence class rgΛs is any choice
of CpgΛq for some representative of rgΛs.
The projection maps: The Cayley graph of AΓ with respect to the standard generating
set V pΓq is the 1–skeleton of a CAT(0) cube complex, thus there exists a well defined closest
point projection from AΓ onto the p1, 0; 0q–weakly quasiconvex coset gAΛ. The projection
map pigΛ : AΓ Ñ CpgΛq is the composition of the closest point projection onto gAΛ with the
inclusion gAΛ Ñ CpgΛq.
The relations: The relations on S are given by the relationship between the corre-
sponding subgraphs in Γ.
• rgΛs K rhΩs if Λ Ď lkpΩq and there exists k P AΓ such that rgΛs “ rkΛs and rhΩs “
rkΩs.
• rgΛs Ĺ rhΩs if Λ ( Ω and there exists k P AΓ such that rgΛs “ rkΛs and rhΩs “ rkΩs.
In this case, ρ
rgΛs
rhΩs “ pihΩpgAΛq.
• rgΛs t rhΩs if rgΛs M rhΩs and neither is nested in the other. In this case, ρrgΛsrhΩs “
pihΩpgAΓq.
3.5 The history and state of the theory
1. The first definition of a hierarchically hyperbolic space is given by Behrstock, Hagen,
and Sisto in [BHS17b]. They note that existing results in the literature make the map-
ping class group and Teichmu¨ller space of a surface hierarchically hyperbolic spaces
and they show CATp0q cube complexes admitting a factor system are hierarchically
hyperbolic. This established that all virtually special groups are hierarchically hy-
perbolic groups. Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto also proved that that all HHGs have a
acylindrical action on the Ď–maximal shadow space and that the geometric rank of
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an HHS is bounded above by the largest cardinality of a set of pairwise orthogonal
elements of the index set.
2. Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto showed the original HHS definition is equivalent to a
weaker set of axioms in [BHS19] and established many fundamental tools for hierar-
chically hyperbolic spaces, such as the distance formula and the realization theorem.
They proved a combination theorem for some graphs of groups and use it to show the
fundamental group of any 3–manifold without Nil or Sol components is a hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic space. They also showed all HHSs are coarse median spaces and hence
satisfy a quadratic isoperimetric inequality.
3. Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto studied asymptotic dimension and small cancellation the-
ory in HHGs [BHS17a]. They gave a formula for the asymptotic dimension of an HHG
in terms of the asymptotic dimension of its shadow spaces. This improved the known
bound for the asymptotic dimension of the mapping class group from exponential in
the complexity of the surface to quadratic in the complexity. Behrstock, Hagen, and
Sisto also developed a version of small cancellation theory for HHGs that allows for
certain quotients of HHGs (such as the quotient of the mapping class group by the
normal closure of a pseudo-Anosov element) to remain HHGs.
4. Durham, Hagen, and Sisto developed a boundary for hierarchically hyperbolic spaces
that agrees with the Gromov boundary when the space is hyperbolic [DHS17]. This
boundary is compact when the HHS is proper and Durham, Hagen, and Sisto proved
a classification of automorphisms of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces in terms of their
dynamics on the boundary. In the case of HHGs, this gives a decomposition of group
elements analogous to the Thurston–Nielson classification of elements of the mapping
class groups. They exploit this to prove that every infinite order element of an HHG
is undistorted as well as establishing both a “rank rigidity” and a Tits alternative
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theorem for HHGs. Note, this paper has a corrigendum correcting some errors in the
published version [DHS].
5. Mousley discovered exotic limit sets in the HHS boundary of Teichmu¨ller space [Mou19]
and proved that natural quasi-isometric embeddings from right-angled Artin groups
into mapping class groups do not always extend to maps on their respective HHS
boundaries [Mou18].
6. Haettel showed that homomorphism from a higher rank lattice into a HHG must have
finite image [Hae].
7. Spriano showed hyperbolic spaces exhibit a variety of interesting HHS structures [Spra]
and used these results to prove a graph of groups combination theorem for HHGs [Sprb].
8. Hagen and Susse provided three sufficient condition, one of which is also necessary, for
a CATp0q cube complex with a cocompact group action to admit a factor system (and
hence be hierarchically hyperbolic) [HS18]. It is still an open question if all cocompact
CATp0q cube complexes are hierarchically hyperbolic.
9. Vokes gave a set of natural condition for a graph of multicurves on a surface to be hier-
archically hyperbolic with respect to Masur and Minsky’s subsurface projection maps
[Vok17]. This established that the separating curve graph, the non-separating curve
graph, and the Hatcher–Thurston complex are all hierarchically hyperbolic and recov-
ers the proof that the pants graph (and hence the Weil–Petersson metric on Teichmu¨ller
space) is hierarchically hyperbolic. Vokes and the author used this hierarchically hy-
perbolic structure to prove that the separating curve graph of a surface with a single
puncture is not relatively hyperbolic [RV19].
10. The author studied the relationship between relative and hierarchical hyperbolicity
in [Rus19]. They proved a combinatorial condition on HHS structures called isolated
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orthogonality that implies an HHS is relatively hyperbolic and applied this condition
to prove the relative hyperbolicity of the separating curve graph of a surface with zero
or two punctures.
11. Berlai and Robbio proved a refined combination theorem for graphs of hierarchically
hyperbolic groups with a additional intersection property for the index set that is found
in all natural examples [BR18]. This proved that graph products of such HHGs are
again HHGs.
12. Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham showed that every HHG admits a largest acylindrical
action on a hyperbolic space [ABD17]. They also provide several equivalent character-
ization of stable subsets of HHGs. Behrstock used this classification to give the first
example of a one-ended stable subgroup of a non-hyperbolic group [Beh19]. Mous-
ley and the author used this classification to characterize quasi-isometries of HHGs in
terms of their Morse boundaries [MR19].
13. Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto constructed a cubulation of hulls of a finite number of
points in an HHS and used this cubulation to prove that every maximal dimensional
quasi-flat in an HHS is uniformly close to a union of standard orthants [BHS15]. They
exploited this to prove several quasi-isometric rigidity results for HHGs, including a
new proof of the quasi-isometric rigidity of the mapping class group.
14. Spriano, Tran, and the author studied several notions of convexity in hierarchically
hyperbolic spaces [RST18]. They proved that strongly quasiconvex subsets of hierar-
chically hyperbolic spaces are always contracting and have at least quadratic divergence
in the ambient space. As an application, they showed that a subgroup is hyperbolically
embedded in an HHG if and only if it is almost malnormal and strongly quasiconvex.
15. Abbott and Behrstock provided linear bounds on the conjugator length for two different
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classes of elements of HHGs [AB].
16. Abbott, Ng, and Spriano proved that every HHG either has uniform exponential group
or is quasi-isometric to product with a Z factor [ANS].
17. Spriano, Tran, and the author showed that hierarchically hyperbolic spaces have a
local-to-global property for their Morse quasi-geodesics and used this property to prove
a combination theorem for the stable subgroups of HHGs [RST19].
18. Berlyne and the author showed that any finite graph product of finitely generated
groups is a relative hierarchically hyperbolic group [BR19]. They used this to show
that graph products of HHGs are again HHGs with no additional assumptions on the
vertex groups.
3.6 Tools for hierarchically hyperbolic spaces
3.6.1 Pulling back from the shadow spaces: The realization theo-
rem
In this section, we introduce the realization theorem, the main tool for “pulling back” the
geometry of the shadow spaces in an HHS. The results in this section hold in the slightly
more general setting of almost HHSs (Definition 3.3.5) as the only use of the container axiom
in the proofs of the results in this section is the bound on the number of pairwise orthogonal
domains (Lemma 3.2.8). As we shall need this generality in Section 4.4, we present the
results in that setting. The reader uninterested in the technicalities of Section 4.4 should
ignore the word ‘almost’ wherever it appears.
The realization theorem characterizes which tuples in the product
ś
V PSCpV q are coarsely
in the image of X . Essentially, it says if a tuple pbV q P śV PSCpV q satisfies the consis-
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tency and bounded geodesic image axioms of an HHS, then there exits a point x P X such
that piV pxq is uniformly close to bV for each V P S. While it is straightforward to state
what it means for a tuple to satisfy the consistency axiom—either dW pbW , ρVW q ď E or
dV pbV , ρWV q ď E whenever V t W—it is more opaque as to how a tuple can satisfy the
bounded geodesic image axiom. For this we need the following map from CpW q to CpV q
when V Ĺ W .
Definition 3.6.1 (Downward relative projection). Let S be an almost E–HHS structure
for X . For each W P S and p P CpW q, let Xp,W be the set tx P X : dW px, pq ď Eu; Xp,W
is non-empty because piW is E–coarsely onto. If V,W P S with V Ĺ W , then define the
map ρWV : CpW q Ñ 2CpV q by ρWV ppq “ piV pXp,W q. We call the map ρWV the downward relative
projection from W to V .
Remark 3.6.2. If we you choose to work with non-normalized HHS structure (Definition
3.3.1), then the downward relative projection ρWV : CpW q Ñ 2CpV q is given as part of the
nesting axiom. The results in this section remain nearly unchanged if pX ,Sq is a non-
normalized HHS and the downward relative projection is the map given in the definition of
the non-normalize structure S instead of the map from Definition 3.6.1. See Sections 2 and
3 of [BHS19] for full details on using the realization theorem in this setting.
An important consequence of the bounded geodesic image axiom is that ρWV ppq is uni-
formly bounded for points of CpW q that are far from ρVW .
Lemma 3.6.3. Let pX ,Sq be an almost E–HHS and let V,W P S with V Ĺ W . If p P
CpW q ´N3EpρVW q, then diampρWV ppqq ď E.
Proof. Let p P CpW q´N3EpρVW q and x, y P Xp,W . Since piW pxq and piW pyq are both within E
of p and dW pp, ρVW q ą 3E, every CpW q–geodesic from piW pxq to piW pyq must avoid NEpρVW q.
By the bounded geodesic image axiom (Axiom 7), this implies dV px, yq ď E and hence
diamppiV pXp,W qq “ diampρWV ppqq ď E.
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With the downward relative projection, we can formulate the necessary conditions for a
tuple pbV qV PS to be realized by a point in X .
Definition 3.6.4 (Consistent tuple). Let pX ,Sq be an almost E–HHS and let bV P CpV q
for each V P S. For each κ ě 0, the tuple pbV qV PS is κ–consistent if
1. whenever V t W , mintdW pbW , ρVW q, dV pbV , ρWV qu ď κ;
2. whenever V Ĺ W , mintdW pbW , ρVW q, diampbV Y ρWV pbW qqu ď κ.
We call the above inequalities the consistency inequalities.
The first of the consistency inequalities says that the tuple pbV q satisfies the consistency
axiom for E “ κ. The next lemma describes how a tuple that satisfies the second consistency
inequality will satisfy the bounded geodesic image axiom.
Lemma 3.6.5. Let pX ,Sq be an almost HHS and let paV qV PS, pbV qV PS P śV PSCpV q. If
paV qV PS and pbV qV PS both satisfy Inequality (2) of Definition 3.6.4 for κ ě 0, then the
following holds. If V,W P S with V Ĺ W and dV paV , bV q ą 3E ` 2κ, then every CpW q–
geodesic connecting aW and bW must intersect the p4E ` κq–neighborhood of ρVW .
Proof. Assume dV paV , bV q ą 3E ` 2κ. Without loss of generality, we can assume aW , bW R
N2E`κpρWV q. Since piW : X Ñ 2CpW q is E–coarsely onto, there exists x, y P X such that
dW paW , xq ď E and dW pbW , yq ď E. By definition piV pxq Ď ρWV paW q and piV pyq Ď ρWV pbW q.
Since aW , bW R N2E`κpρWV q, the second consistency inequality implies that dV paV , xq ď κ and
dV pbV , yq ď κ. Thus dV px, yq ą E and the bounded geodesic image axiom (Axiom 7) implies
that every CpW q–geodesic connecting piW pxq and piW pyq must intersect NEpρWV q. Let γ be a
CpW q–geodesic connecting aW and bW . Complete γ to a geodesic rectangle R be connecting
the following pairs of points by geodesics: bW and piW pyq, piW pyq and piW pxq, piW pxq and aW .
By drawing a diagonal of R from aW to piW pyq and applying the E-slim triangle condition
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twice (Definition 2.2.1), we have that the 2E–neighborhood of any three sides of R will cover
the fourth side of R. Since the side of R that connects piW pxq and piW pyq must intersect
NEpρVW q and the sides connecting aW to piW pxq and bW to piW pyq both have length at most
E, we must have that γ intersects N4EpρVW q.
Given x P X , the consistency and bounded geodesic image axioms imply the tuple
ppiV pxqqV PS is always consistent. The realization theorem says that all consistent tuples
are coarsely the image of points in X .
Lemma 3.6.6 (Projections of points are consistent). Let S be an almost E–HHS structure
for X . If x P X , then ppiV pxqqV PS is a 3E–consistent tuple.
Proof. Let ppiV pxqqV PS satisfies the first of the 3E–consistent inequalities is exactly the
statement of the consistency axiom (Axiom 11). For the second inequality, let V Ĺ W
and assume dW px, ρVW q ą 3E. Let y P X such that piV pyq Ď ρWV ppiW pxqq. By defini-
tion, this means dW px, yq ď E. Thus any CpW q–geodesic from piW pxq to piW pyq avoids
NEpρVW q and the bounded geodesic image axiom (Axiom 7) implies dV px, yq ď E. Therefore
diam
`
piV pxq Y ρWV ppiW pxqq
˘ ď 3E
Theorem 3.6.7 (The realization of consistent tuples, [BHS19, Theorem 3.1]). Let pX ,Sq
be an almost HHS. There exists a function τ : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q so that if pbV qV PS is a κ–
consistent tuple, then there exists x P X so that dV px, bV q ď τpκq for all V P S.
Remark 3.6.8. As remarked in [BHS19], the proof of the realization theorem does not use
the hyperbolicity of the shadow spaces at any point. Thus, it still applies if pX ,Sq is a
relative hierarchically hyperbolic space. Similarly, the proof of the realization theorem given
in [BHS19] was in the context of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces and not almost HHSs.
However, the only use of the container axiom in the proof is the bound on the number of
pairwise orthogonal domains (Lemma 3.2.8), thus the same proof goes through in the setting
of almost HHSs.
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While we will only rarely use the realization theorem directly, the realization theorem
is the backbone of several critical constructions in hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. No-
tably, most of the other tools for working with hierarchically hyperbolic spaces that we will
encounter in the following sections rely on the realization theorem.
We conclude by noting two lemmas that are useful when verifying that a tuple is consis-
tent. These results where originally proved in the setting of HHSs, but their proofs do not
use the container axiom and thus they continue to hold in the almost HHS setting.
Lemma 3.6.9 ([DHS17, Lemma 1.5]). Let pX ,Sq be an almost E–HHS. If W,V P S with
W K V , and Q P S with W Ĺ Q or W t Q and V Ĺ Q or t Q, then dQpρWQ , ρVQq ď 2E.
Lemma 3.6.10 (ρ–consistency, [BHS19, Proposition 1.8]). Let S be an almost E–HHS
structure for X and V,W,Q P S. Suppose W t Q or W Ĺ Q and W t V or W Ĺ V . Then
we have the following.
1. If Q t V , then mintdQpρWQ , ρVQq, dV pρQV , ρWV qu ď 2E.
2. If Q Ď V , then mintdV pρQV , ρWV q, diampρWQ Y ρVQpρWV qqu ď 2E.
3.6.2 Moving between pairs of points: Partial order, hierarchy
paths, and the distance formula.
In this section, we discuss three fundamental ways an HHS structure informs us of the
geometry between a pair of points x and y. This is the most prominent and powerful way an
HHS structure illuminates the geometry of the underlying space. The results in this section
hold in the generality of relative hierarchically hyperbolic spaces (Definition 3.3.3), and we
present them in this level of generality as we will need relative HHSs in Section 4.3.
A fundamental consequence of the large link and finite complexity axiom is that for any
pair of points in an HHS, there is only a finite number of domains where that pair of points
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can have a large projection. This property is precisely formulated as Lemma 3.6.12 below.
Definition 3.6.11. Let pX ,Sq be a relative HHS and σ ě 0. We say a domain W P S is
σ–relevant for x, y P X if dW px, yq ě σ. We denote set of all σ–relevant domains for x, y P X
by Relσpx, yq.
Lemma 3.6.12 (Consequence of Lemma 3.2.7). If pX ,Sq is a relative HHS, then there
exists σ0 so that for all σ ě σ0 and x, y P X the set Relσpx, yq contains a finite number of
domains.
As discussed in Subsection 3.1.4, the consistency axiom instills a natural partial order on
the set Relσpx, yq for sufficiently large σ.
Proposition 3.6.13 ([BHS19, Lemma 2.2, Proposition 2.8, Lemma 2.14]). Let pX ,Sq be a
relative hierarchically hyperbolic space and x, y P X .
(1) There exists χ ą 0 such that if U Ď S does not contain a pair of transverse domains,
then |U| ď χ.
(2) If σ ě 100E, the set Relσpx, yq can be partially ordered as follows:
U ĺ V if U “ V or U t V and dV pρUV , yq ď E.
(3) If σ ě 100E, there exists n ď χ such that Relσpx, yq can be partitioned into n disjoint
subsets U1, . . . ,Un where for each i, Ui is totally ordered with respect to the above ordering
on Relσpx, yq, i.e., for each i, the domains in Ui are pairwise transverse.
The most prominent example of how the geometry of the shadow spaces influence the
geometry of a hierarchically hyperbolic space is the following distance formula, which allows
distances between two point x, y P X to be approximated by distances in the hyperbolic
spaces corresponding to elements of Relσpx, yq.
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Theorem 3.6.14 (The distance formula; [BHS19, Theorem 4.4, Theorem 6.10]). Let pX ,Sq
be a relative hierarchically hyperbolic space. There exists σ0 ě 0 such that for all σ ě σ0,
there exist K ě 1, C ě 0 so that for all x, y P X ,
dX px, yq K,C—
ÿ
UPS
tdUpx, yqu σ
where tNu σ “ N if N ě σ and 0 otherwise.
The proof of the distance formula uses the realization theorem (Theorem 3.6.7) to con-
struct special quasi-geodesics called hierarchy paths between every pair of points in the HHS.
A hierarchy path is a quasi-geodesic that projects to an unparameterized quasi-geodesic in
every shadow space.
Definition 3.6.15 (Hierarchy path). Let pX ,Sq be a relative HHS. For λ ě 1, a path
γ : ra, bs Ñ X is a λ–hierarchy path if
1. γ is a pλ, λq–quasi-geodesic,
2. for each W P S, the path piW ˝ γ is an unparameterized pλ, λq–quasi-geodesic1.
While not every quasi-geodesic in an HHS is a hierarchy path, every pair of points can
be connected by a hierarchy path as the next theorem describes.
Theorem 3.6.16 (Existence of hierarchy paths; [BHS19, Theorem 5.4]). Let pX ,Sq be a
relative hierarchically hyperbolic space. There exists λ0 so that for each λ ě λ0 every pair of
points x, y P X is joined by a λ–hierarchy path.
A useful technical restatement of the existence of hierarchy paths is the following lemma,
which says if a sequence of points x “ x0, x1, . . . , xn “ y approximates a geodesic from piW pxq
1A map f : ra, bs Ñ X is an unparameterized pλ, λq–quasi-geodesic if there exists an increasing function
g : r0, `s Ñ ra, bs such that gp0q “ a, gp`q “ b, and f ˝ g is a pλ, λq–quasi-geodesic of X.
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to piW pyq for each W P S, then that sequence approximates a geodesic between x and y in
X
Lemma 3.6.17 ([Rus19, Lemma 2.25]). Let pX ,Sq be a relative HHS and x0, x1, . . . , xn be
points in X . If there exists c ě 1 so that řn´1i“0 dW pxi, xi`1q c,c— dW px0, xnq for all W P S,
then there exist L,A ě 1, depending only on c and pX ,Sq, such that
n´1ÿ
i“0
„
1
A
dX pxi, xi`1q ´ A

ď LdX px0, xnq ` L.
In particular, there exist k ě 1 depending only on c, n, and pX ,Sq such that
n´1ÿ
i“0
dX pxi, xi`1q k,k— dX px0, xnq.
3.6.3 Hierarchical quasiconvexity
In [BHS19], Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto introduced hierarchical quasiconvexity, a notion of
convexity specific to hierarchically hyperbolic spaces. A subset Y Ď X will be hierarchically
quasiconvex if piUpY q is uniformly weakly quasiconvex for each U P S and if every point in
X that projects uniformly close to Y in each shadow space is uniformly close to Y in X .
Definition 3.6.18 (Hierarchically quasiconvex; [BHS19, Definition 5.1]). Let pX ,Sq be a
hierarchically hyperbolic space and k : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q. A subset Y Ď X is k–hierarchically
quasiconvex if the following hold:
1. For all U P S, the projection piUpY q is a p1, 0; kp0qq–weakly quasiconvex subspace of
the δ–hyperbolic space CpUq.
2. For every κ ą 0 and every point x P X satisfying dUpx, Y q ď κ for all U P S, we have
that dX px, Y q ď kpκq.
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While hierarchically quasiconvex subsets need not be strongly quasiconvex, they are
weakly quasiconvex because they are “quasiconvex with respect to hierarchy paths.” That
is, if Y Ď X is k–hierarchically quasiconvex then any λ–hierarchy path with endpoints
on Y must stay uniformly close to Y . The existence of hierarchy paths (Theorem 3.6.16)
therefore ensures that hierarchically quasiconvex subsets are weakly quasiconvex. In Section
4.1, we will prove that hierarchically quasiconvex subsets are actually characterized by this
“quasiconvexity with respect to hierarchy paths.”
The definition of hierarchical quasiconvexity is designed to ensure that the coarse closest
point projection from the shadow spaces can be pulled back using the realization theorem to
create a coarsely Lipschitz retraction of the HHS onto an hierarchically quasiconvex subset.
We call this map the gate map.
Lemma 3.6.19 (Existence of coarse gates; [BHS19, Lemma 5.5]). If pX ,Sq is a hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic space and Y Ď X is k–hierarchically quasiconvex and non-empty, then there
exists a gate map gY : X Ñ Y such that
(1) gY is pK,Kq–coarsely Lipschitz;
(2) for all y P Y , dX
`
y, gY pyq
˘ ď K;
(3) for all x P X and U P S, dUpgY pxq, ppiU pY qppiUpxqqq ď K;
where K depends only on k and S.
While the gate map need not be the closest point projection, it approximates the closest
point projection with a multiplicative and additive error.
Lemma 3.6.20 ([BHS15, Lemma 1.27]). Let Y be a k–hierarchically quasiconvex subset of
the HHS pX ,Sq and x P X . If y P Y is a point such that dX px, yq ď dX px, Y q ` 1, then
dX px, yq — dX px, gY pxqq where the constants depend only on and κ and S.
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In the case of hierarchically hyperbolic groups, the gate is also coarsely equivariant.
Lemma 3.6.21 (Coarse equivariance of gate maps; [RST18, Lemma 4.15]). Let pG,Sq be
a hierarchically hyperbolic group and let Y be a k–hierarchically quasiconvex subspace of G.
There exists K depending on pG,Sq and k such that for every g, x P G, we have
dGpggY pxq, ggY pgxqq ď K.
Another key feature of hierarchically quasiconvex subsets is that they are non-normalized
hierarchically hyperbolic spaces (Definition 3.3.1) with the restriction of the HHS structure
from the ambient space.
Theorem 3.6.22 ([BHS19, Proposition 5.6]). Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space
and Y Ď X be k–hierarchically quasiconvex. Then pY,Sq is a non-normalized hierarchically
hyperbolic space, where Y is equipped with the induced metric from X .
Theorem 3.6.22 is the primary advantage of the definition of a non-normalized HHS struc-
ture. As discussed in Subsection 3.3.1, the structure in Theorem 3.6.22 for a hierarchically
quasiconvex subset Y can be normalized by replacing each shadow space CpW q with the
quasiconvex hull of piW pY q.
The following lemma is an application of the realization theorem that is often useful when
verifying that a subset is hierarchically quasiconvex.
Lemma 3.6.23 ([BHS19, Theorem 3.1, Lemma 5.3]). For each Q there exists µ so that the
following holds. Let Y Ď X be such that piW pY q is Q–strongly quasiconvex for each W P S.
Let x P X and for each W P S, let pW P piW pY q satisfy dW px, pW q ď dW px, Y q ` 1. Then
there exists p P X such that dW pp, pW q ď µ for all W P S.
Given a subset Y Ď X , there exists a hierarchically quasiconvex hull of Y which can be
thought of as the coarsely smallest hierarchically quasiconvex subset of X containing Y .
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Definition 3.6.24 (Hierarchically quasiconvex hull). For each set Y Ď X and W P S, let
hullCpW qpY q denote the quasiconvex hull of piW pY q in CpW q, i.e., the union of all CpW q–
geodesics connecting pairs of points in piW pY q. Given θ ě 0, let HθpY q be the set of all p P X
so that, for each W P S, the set piW ppq lies at distance at most θ from hullCpW qpY q. Note
that Y Ď HθpY q.
Lemma 3.6.25 ([BHS19, Lemma 6.2]). Let pX ,Sq be an HHS. There exists θ0 so that for
each θ ě θ0 there exists k : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q such that the hull HθpY q is k–hierarchically
quasiconvex for any subset Y Ď X .
In Section 4.1, we strengthen the analogy between hierarchically quasiconvex hulls and
quasiconvex hulls in hyperbolic spaces, by showing that HθpY q can be constructed by iter-
atively connecting points in Y by hierarchy paths. For now, we note that the hierarchically
quasiconvex hull is coarsely independent of choice of θ.
Lemma 3.6.26 ([BHS19, Proposition 6.4.4] [RST18, Lemma 5.3]). Let pX ,Sq be a hier-
archically hyperbolic space. There exists θ ě θ0, such that for all θ1, θ2 ě θ and for all
Y Ď X
dHauspHθ1pY q, Hθ2pY qq ď D
where D depends on θ1, θ2, and pX ,Sq.
The following theorem explains the nice behavior of the gates of hierarchically quasicon-
vex sets onto each other. The lemma is stated in slightly more generality than presented in
[BHS15], but the more general statement is implicit in the proof of Lemma 1.20 of [BHS15].
The following notation simplifies the exposition.
Notation 3.6.27. If S is an HHS structure on a metric space X and H Ď S, we use HK to
denote the set tW P S : @H P H, H K W u. Note, if H “ H, then HK “ S as every domain
in S would vacuously satisfy the condition of the set.
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Theorem 3.6.28 (The bridge theorem; [BHS15, Lemma 1.20] ). Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic space and θ0 be as in Lemma 3.6.25. For every k : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q and θ ě θ0,
there exist k1 : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q and K0 ě 0 such that for any k–hierarchically quasiconvex
sets A,B, the following hold.
1. gApBq is k1–hierarchically quasiconvex.
2. The composition gA ˝ gB|gApBq is bounded distance from the identity gApBq Ñ gApBq.
3. For any a P gApBq, b “ gBpaq, we have a pK0, K0q–quasi-isometric embedding f : gApBqˆ
Hθpa, bq Ñ X with image HθpgApBq Y gBpAqq, so that fpgApBq ˆ tbuq K0–coarsely co-
incides with gBpAq.
Let K ě K0 and H “ tU P S : diam
`
piUpgApBqq
˘ ą Ku.
4. For each p, q P gApBq and t P Hθpa, bq, we have
RelKpfpp, tq, fpq, tqq Ď H.
5. For each p P gApBq and t1, t2 P Hθpa, bq, we have
RelKpfpp, t1q, fpp, t2qq Ď HK.
6. For each p P A, q P B we have
dpp, qq K0,K0— dpp, gApBqq ` dpq, gBpAqq ` dpA,Bq ` dpggBpAqppq, ggBpAqpqqq.
Theorem 3.6.28 is called the bridge theorem as one should think of the set HθpgApBq Y
gBpAqq as a “bridge” between A and B: in order to efficiently travel between A and B one
needs to always traverse this bridge. The bridge theorem, along with the construction of the
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gate map and hulls produces the following fact about the set HθpgApBq Y gBpAqq which we
will need in Subsection 4.2.3.
Lemma 3.6.29. For every k : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q and θ ě θ0, there exists K such that for
any k–hierarchically quasiconvex sets A,B, the sets gBpHθpgApBq Y gBpAqqq and gBpAq K–
coarsely coincide.
Hierarchical quasiconvexity in relative HHSs
In non-hyperbolic spaces, weak quasiconvexity, strong quasiconvexity, and contracting sub-
sets are not all equivalent. Thus, if a space is only relatively hierarchically hyperbolic, the
standard definition of hierarchical quasiconvexity will not ensure the existence of a gate map
or that the ambient relative HHS structure restricts to the subset. However, this can be
easily remedied by requiring the projection to each of the non-hyperbolic shadow spaces to
be either coarsely onto or uniformly bounded. Recall, if S is a relative HHS structure, then
Srel is the subset of domains with non-hyperbolic shadow spaces.
Definition 3.6.30 (Hierarchical quasiconvexity in relative HHS; [BHS17a, Definition 1.15]).
Let pX ,Sq be a relative hierarchically hyperbolic space and k : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q. A subset
Y Ď X is k–hierarchically quasiconvex if the following hold:
1. For all U P S ´ Srel, the projection piUpY q is a kp0q–quasiconvex subspace of the
E–hyperbolic space CpUq.
2. For each U P Srel, either diamppiUpX qq ď kp0q or CpUq is contained in Nkp0qppiUpX qq.
3. For every κ ą 0 and every point x P X satisfying dUpx, Y q ď κ for all U P S, we have
that dX px, Y q ď kpκq.
With Definition 3.6.30, Lemma 3.6.19 (existence of the gate map) and Theorem 3.6.22
(restriction of the relative HHS structure) continue to hold in the context of relative HHSs.
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While Definition 3.6.30 is sufficient to recover the chief results of hierarchical quasicon-
vexity, it is not necessary. While this has yet to be explored, it should be the case that these
theorems continue to hold in some situations where the closest point projection to piUpY q is
still contracting for all U P Srel, but piUpY q might not have uniformly bounded diameter or
coarsely cover all of CpUq.
3.6.4 Product regions
We now give two different rigorous description of the product regions in a relative hierarchi-
cally hyperbolic space that were hinted at in Subsection 3.1.2. We work in the relative HHS
setting as there is no difference in the constructions there versus the full HHS setting and
we shall need this level of generality for our work in Section 4.3.
For a domain W P S, we will describe two ways of associating a product region, PW ,
that will have the property that for all V Ď W or V K W , piV pPW q coarsely covers CpV q
while for V t W or W Ĺ V , piV pPW q will coarsely coincide with the relative projection ρWV .
In essence, PW is the minimal hierarchically quasiconvex subset of X that captures all of the
geometry of the shadow spaces for domains nested into or orthogonal to W .
For a given W P S, the two different descriptions of PW will be essentially identical as
they will be within finite Hausdorff distance of each other. The first description is more
succinct, while the second provides a more immediate description of the underlining prod-
uct structure. Either description is sufficient for the results of this thesis or the study of
hierarchical hyperbolicity more broadly.
Definition 3.6.31 (Product region). Let pX ,Sq be a relative HHS and W P S. The product
region for W is the set
PW “
 
x P X : dV px, ρWV q ď E for all V P S with W t V or W Ĺ V
(
.
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Note, if S is the Ď–maximal domain of S, then PS “ X .
The partial realization axiom implies CpV q Ď N2E
`
piV pPW q
˘
whenever V Ď W or V K W .
The product region PW is therefore hierarchically quasiconvex and has a non-normalized
relative HHS structure with the same index set as the ambient space (Theorem 3.6.22).
Further, since piV pPW q is uniformly bounded whenever W Ĺ V or W t V , when using the
distance formula to approximate distance between two points in the product region PW we
can consider just the terms of S that are in SW YSKW , i.e., domains that are nested into or
orthogonal to W .
Corollary 3.6.32 (Distance formula in product regions). Let pX ,Sq be a relative hierar-
chically hyperbolic space. There exists σ0 such that for all σ ě σ0, there exist K ě 1, C ě 0
so that for any W P S,
dPW px, yq K,C—
ÿ
V PSWYSKW
tdW px, yqu σ
for any x, y P PW .
Proof. Be definition, for all V P S ´ pSW Y SKW q, diamppiV pPW qq ď 3E. The result now
follows by applying the distance formula (Theorem 3.6.14) with threshold taken larger than
3E.
While Definition 3.6.31 is concrete and succinct, it does little to illustrate the product
structure underling the standard product regions. To see the product structure of PW , fix
p0 P PW and define two subsets of PW :
FW “ tx P PW : dV px, p0q ď E for all V P SKW u
EW “ tx P PW : dV px, p0q ď E for all V P SW u.
Since piV pFW q (resp. piV pEW q) is contained in the E–neighborhood of piV pp0q if V K W
(resp. V Ď W ), FW and EW are also hierarchically quasiconvex subsets of pX ,Sq, and
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hence have gate maps gFW and gEW . Using the distance formula with the consistency and
bounded geodesic image axioms, one can show that the map x Ñ pgFW pxq, gEW pxqq is a
quasi-isometry from PW to the space FW ˆ EW .
Lemma 3.6.33. Let pX ,Sq be a relative HHS. There exists k ě 1, c ě 0 such that for all
W P S, PW is pk, cq–quasi-isometric to FW ˆ EW .
The second description of the product makes use the of realization theorem (Theorem
3.6.7). From this perspective, we first define FW and EW as specific collections of partial
tuples in
ś
WPSCpW q and then use the realization theorem to produce PW . This was the
original definition of product regions put forth by Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto in [BHS19].
In what follows fix a relative HHS pX ,Sq.
Definition 3.6.34 (Nested partial tuple FW ). Define FW to be the set of tuples in
ś
V PSW CpV q
satisfying the consistency inequalities in Definition 3.6.4 with κ “ E for all V, U P SW with
V M U .
Definition 3.6.35 (Orthogonal partial tuple EU). Define EW to be the set of tuples inś
V PSKW CpV q satisfying the consistency inequalities in Definition 3.6.4 with κ “ E for all
V, U P SKW with V M U .
Given paV q P FW and pbV q P EW we can define the full tuple pcV q PśV PSCpV q by
• cV “ aV if V Ď W ;
• cV “ bV if V K W ;
• cV “ ρWV if W t V or W Ĺ V .
The tuple cV will be E–consistent since paV q and pbV q satisfy the consistency inequalities by
construction. Thus, we can use the realization theorem to define a product region PW as
follows.
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Definition 3.6.36 (Product regions PW ). Let W P S. By the realization theorem (Theorem
3.6.7), there exists µ depending only on pX ,Sq such that for each paV qV PSW P FW and
pbV qV PSKW P EW , there exists x P X with the following properties for each V P S:
• If V Ď W , then dV px, aV q ď µ.
• If V K W , then dV px, bV q ď µ.
• If V t W or U Ĺ W , then dV px, ρWV q ď µ.
Thus, there is a map φW : FW ˆ EW Ñ X , whose image is k–hierarchically quasiconvex
where k only depends on S. We call φW pFW ˆEW q the product region for U and denote it
PW .
For any e P EW , f P FW , the sets φW pFW ˆ teuq and φW ptfu ˆ EW q will also be
hierarchically quasiconvex, thus EW and FW are quasi-geodesic metric spaces when equipped
with the subspace metric from φW pFWˆteuq and φW ptfuˆEW q. While these metrics depend
on the choice of e and f , the distance formula (Theorem 3.6.14) ensures that the different
choices are all uniformly quasi-isometric. Further, the distance formula plus the consistency
and bounded geodesic image axioms ensure that φW : FW ˆ EW Ñ PW is uniform quasi-
isometry when FW and EW are equipped with these metrics.
It is a good exercise for the reader to verify that the subsets PW and PW are always
within a finite Hausdorff distance of each other. Due to this coarse equivalence, we are free
to use the description of the product region most useful to the task at hand. In the context
of this thesis, we will use the internal description of the product regions given in Definition
3.6.31.
Besides the definition, the most pertinent properties of the product region follow from
the fact that they are hierarchically quasiconvex and thus have a gate map. For convenience,
we summarize the properties we will need in the next proposition.
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Proposition 3.6.37 (Lemma 3.6.19, Theorem 3.6.28). Let pX ,Sq be a relative HHS. There
exists µ ě 1 such that for each W P S, the gate map gPW : X Ñ PW has following the
properties:
(1) gPW is pµ, µq–coarsely Lipschitz.
(2) For all p P PU , dX pgPW ppq, pq ď µ.
(3) For all x P X and V P S, dV pgPU pxq, ρUV q ď µ if V t W or W Ĺ V and dV pgPW pxq, xq ď
µ otherwise.
(4) For all x P X and p P PW , dX px, pq µ,µ— dX px, gPW pxqq ` dX pgPW pxq, pq.
Product regions in particular examples
The somewhat opaque construction of product regions is usually clarified in the specific
examples. We shall demonstrate this with the two examples from Section 3.4.
Consider the pants graph of the closed surface S of genus 3 and let W be the subsurface
shown in Figure 3.15. The product, PpW q ˆ PpW cq, of the pants graphs of W and W c has
a natural inclusion in to the pants graph PpSq by the map px, yq Ñ x Y BW Y y. That is,
once you have fixed BW , you can determine a pants decomposition of all of S by picking
a pants decomposition of W and W c independently. This inclusion of PpW q ˆ PpW cq into
PpSq is a quasi-isometric embedding by the distance formula and is coarsely equivalent to
the product region PW . Further, the PpW q factor is coarsely FW and the PpW cq factor is
coarsely EW .
W
Figure 3.15: The surface S and the subsurface W .
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In the case of right-angled Artin groups, if Λ is a full subgraph of Γ with lkpΛq ‰ H, then
the product region PrgΛs is coarsely the coset gAstpΛq which splits as the product gAΛˆgAlkpΛq.
In this case FrgΛs is coarsely the coset gAΛ while ErgΛs is coarsely the coset gAg lkpΛq.
3.6.5 Rank, orthogonality, and hyperbolicity
As discussed in the previous subsection, for every domain W P S in an HHS structure, there
exists a region PW inside the space X that is quasi-isometric to a product FW ˆEW . If there
exists V Ď W and U K W where the diameter CpV q and CpUq are both infinite, then both
FW and EW will have infinite diameter by the distance formula. The orthogonality relation
thus creates natural, non-trivial product regions in a relative hierarchically hyperbolic space.
The number of possible pairwise orthogonal infinite domain is therefore a natural notion of
rank for an HHS.
Definition 3.6.38 (Hierarchical rank). Given a relative HHS pX ,Sq, the rank of S, denoted
rankpSq, is the cardinally of the largest pairwise orthogonal subset of infinite domains in S.
If rankpSq “ n, we say pX ,Sq is a rank n relative HHS
Lemma 3.2.8 ensures that the rank is always finite, however one should note that since
the rank only counts domains whose shadow spaces are infinite diameter, the rank may be
smaller than the cardinality of the largest pairwise orthogonal subset of S. An example
of this occurs in right-angled Coxeter groups; see [ABD17, Example 5.8]. The rank of S
can be seen geometrically in X as follows: Let W1, . . . ,Wn be a set of pairwise orthogonal
infinite domains of S where n “ rankpSq. Then PW1 contains a quasi-isometric copy of
FW1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ FWn . Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto showed that the hierarchical rank agrees
with the geometric rank in (non-relative) hierarchically hyperbolic spaces with the bounded
domain dichotomy [BHS15, Theorem 1.15]. Further, Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto show that
rank (and hence orthogonality) is the only obstruction to a hierarchically hyperbolic space
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being hyperbolic2.
Theorem 3.6.39 (Rank 1 HHSs are hyperbolic. [BHS15, Corollary 2.16]). A quasi-geodesic
metric space is hyperbolic if and only if it admits a rank 1 HHS structure with the bounded
domain dichotomy.
In Section 3.6 we establish a relative version of Theorem 3.6.39. That is, if pX ,Sq is a
rank 1 relative HHS, then X is relatively hyperbolic.
2This result highlights the importance of the bounded domain dichotomy. Without it, you can have rank
1 HHSs that contain bounded, but arbitrarily large, isometrically embedded Euclidean flats.
Chapter 4
Contributions of the Author
This final chapter contains the original contributions of the author to the theory of hier-
archically hyperbolic spaces. Section 4.1 describes how to use hierarchy paths to construct
the hierarchically quasiconvex hull. Section 4.2 characterizes strongly quasiconvex subsets
of hierarchically hyperbolic spaces with the bounded domain dichotomy as well as the hy-
perbolically embedded subgroups of HHGs. Section 4.3 provides a combinatorial condition
for verifying when a hierarchically hyperbolic space is relatively hyperbolic and applies this
to prove the relatively hyperbolicity of the separating curve graph of a closed or twice punc-
tured surface. Section 4.4 explains how every almost HHS can be upgraded to be an actual
HHS.
4.1 Constructing hulls with hierarchy paths
In this section, we study hierarchically quasiconvex hulls in hierarchically hyperbolic spaces.
The main result is Theorem 4.1.2 below, which says that the hierarchically quasiconvex hull
can be constructed by iteratively connecting points with hierarchy paths. As an applications
of this construction we show strongly quasiconvex subsets are always hierarchically quasicon-
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vex (Proposition 4.1.8). In Section 5.1 of [RST18] we use this construction to give another
characterization of hierarchical quasiconvexity in terms of the coarse median structure on
a hierarchically hyperbolic space. This work originally appeared as joint work of Davide
Spriano, Hung C. Tran, and the author in [RST18, Section 5].
Definition 4.1.1 (Hierarchy path hull). Let Y be a subset of the hierarchically hyperbolic
space pX ,Sq. Define P1λpY q to be the union of all λ–hierarchy paths between points in Y .
Inductively define Pnλ pY q “ P1λpPn´1λ pY qq for all integers n ě 2. For all λ ě λ0 and n ě 1,
Pnλ pY q ‰ H.
Theorem 4.1.2 (Constructing hulls using hierarchy paths). Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchically
hyperbolic space and N “ 2χ, where χ is as in Proposition 3.6.13. There exist θ ě 0 and
λ ě 1 depending only on S such that for all θ ě θ, λ ě λ and Y Ď X
dHauspPNλ pY q, HθpY qq ă D
where D depends only on θ, λ, and S.
The number of iterations of connecting pairs of points by hierarchy paths required by
Theorem 4.1.2 is unlikely to be optimal. However, a simple example illustrates that the
number of iterations required must increase with the HHS rank. Consider the group Zn
with the standard HHG structure. Let Y be the union of the positive halves of each of the
coordinate axes. The hull HθpY q then coarsely coincides with the positive orthant of Zn, but
Pmλ pY q coarsely coincides with the set of points in the positive orthant where at most 2m
coordinates are non-zero. Thus, the number of iterations of P1λp¨q required to achieve HθpY q
in this example will be approximately logpnq.
For the remainder of this section, fix a hierarchically hyperbolic space pX ,Sq and a subset
Y Ď X . Recall, there exist θ such that for all θ ě θ, HθpY q is hierarchically quasiconvex
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(Lemma 3.6.25) and finite Hausdorff distance from HθpY q (Lemma 3.6.26). Additionally,
there exists λ0 so that any two points in X can be joined by a λ0–hierarchy path (Theorem
3.6.16).
To prove Theorem 4.1.2 we will show for sufficiently large θ and λ, we can find θ1 ą θ
and λ1 ą λ such that
PNλ pY q Ď Hθ1pY q and HθpY q Ď PNλ1 pY q.
Theorem 4.1.2 will then follow by applying Lemma 3.6.26. The inclusion PNλ pY q Ď
Hθ1pY q is the following direct consequence of hierarchical quasiconvexity.
Lemma 4.1.3. For each λ, n ě 1, there exists θ ě θ, such that for any Y Ď X
Pnλ pY q Ď HθpY q.
Proof. The n “ 1 case follows directly from the definition of HθpY q and hierarchy paths. We
can proceed by induction on n and assume there exists θ1 ě θ such that Pn´1λ pY q Ď Hθ1pY q.
Let x P Pnλ pY q. There exist y1, y2 P Pn´1λ pY q such that x is on a λ–hierarchy path from
y1 to y2. For each U P S, piUpyiq is within θ1 of hullCpUqpY q. Therefore, quasiconvexity of
hullCpUqpY q in CpUq guarantees there exists a θ depending only on λ and θ1 (which in turn
depends on n) such that piUpxq is within θ of hullCpUqpY q and thus x P HθpY q.
The other inclusion, HθpY q Ď PNλ1 pY q, requires two main steps. First, we show that
for any finite collection of points x1, . . . , xn P X , Hθpx1, . . . , xnq Ď Pn´1λ px1, . . . , xnq with λ
depending on n and θ (Proposition 4.1.4). Then we prove that if x P HθpY q, then there
exists at most 2χ ` 1 points, x1, . . . , xn, in Y such that x P Pn´1λ px1, . . . , xnq where λ can
be chosen independently of x and Y (Lemma 4.1.7). Since Pn´1λ px1, . . . , xnq Ď PNλ pY q the
conclusion follows from the first step.
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Proposition 4.1.4. For each θ ě θ and n ě 2, there exists λ ě 1 such that
Hθpx1, . . . , xnq Ď Pn´1λ px1, . . . xnq
for any n distinct points x1, . . . , xn P X .
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on n. First we will show the base case of n “ 2
Claim 4.1.5 (Base Case). For each θ ě θ there exists λ ě 1 such that
Hθpx, yq Ď P1λpx, yq
for each x, y P X .
Proof of Claim 4.1.5. Let z P Hθpx, yq, γ0 : ra, bs Ñ X be a λ0–hierarchy path from x to z
and γ1 : rb, cs Ñ X is a λ0–hierarchy path from z to y. We will show that γ “ γ0˚γ1 : ra, cs Ñ
X is a λ–hierarchy path from x to y, where λ depends only on θ.
By the definition of Hθpx, yq and hyperbolicity of the CpUq’s we have that piUpγq is
an unparameterized pλ1, λ1q–quasi-geodesic for each U P S, where λ1 depends only on θ.
Therefore, it suffices to show that γ is a pλ, λq–quasi-geodesic in X , where λ depends only
on θ. That is, we need to prove for each t, s P ra, cs we have
|t´ s| λ,λ— dX pγptq, γpsqq.
Since γ0 and γ1 are both pλ0, λ0q–quasi-geodesics, we can restrict ourselves to the case where
t P ra, bq and s P pb, cs.
Therefore we have
dX pγptq, γpsqq ď dX pγptq, γpbqq ` dX pγpbq, γpsqq ď λ0|t´ s| ` 2λ0.
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To establish the other inequality, we use Lemma 3.6.17. Let u “ γptq and v “ γpsq. Since
piUpγq is a uniform unparameterized quasi-geodesic for each U P S, we have that
dUpu, zq ` dUpz, vq K,K— dUpu, vq
where K ě 1 depends only on θ. By applying Lemma 3.6.17 to the sequence u, z, v, there
exists C depending only on θ such that
dX
`
u, v
˘ C,C— dX `u, z˘` dX `z, v˘.
However, γ0 and γ1 are pλ0, λ0q–quasi-geodesics, thus we have
dX
`
u, v
˘ ě 1
C
ˆ
1
λ0
|t´ b| ´ λ0 ` 1
λ0
|b´ s| ´ λ0
˙
´ C ě 1
Cλ0
|t´ s| ´ 2λ0 ` C
2
C
.
By choosing λ2 large enough we have
dX pγptq, γpsqq ě 1
λ2
|t´ s| ´ λ2.
Therefore, γ is a λ–hierarchy path from x to y, where λ “ maxt2λ0, λ1, λ2u and z P P1λpx, yq
finishing the proof of Claim 4.1.5.
We now show the key fact for the inductive step, that the hull of n points can be obtained
by taking the hull on n´ 1 points, and then considering all the hierarchy paths between this
smaller hull and the remaining point.
Claim 4.1.6. Let x1, . . . , xn P X , for n ě 2. If x P Hθpx1, . . . , xnq where θ ě θ, then there
exist θ1 and λ depending only on θ and y P Hθ1px1, . . . , xn´1q such that x is on a λ–hierarchy
path from xn to y.
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Proof of Claim 4.1.6. For 1 ď i ď n, let Ai “ tx1, . . . , xiu. For each U P S, piUpHθpAn´1qq is
Q–strongly quasiconvex where Q depends only on θ. Let yU be the closest point projection
of piUpxq to piUpHθpAn´1qq, zU be a point in hullCpUqpAnq within θ of piUpxq, and z1U be the
closest point projection of zU to piUpHθpAn´1qq. By Lemma 3.6.23, there exist y P X and a
constant θ1 depending on θ and δ such that dUppiUpyq, yUq ď θ1. Further, we can assume θ1
is large enough so that the following hold:
(1) θ1 ą θ ` δ `Qp1, 0q ` 1
(2) y P Hθ1pAn´1q
(3) For all v, w P CpUq, if dUpv, wq ă dUpv,HθpAn´1qq, then the closest point projection of
v and w to piUpHθpAn´1qq are no more than θ1 apart.
For each U P S, let γU be a CpUq geodesic from piUpxnq to piUpyq. We will show that
dUpxn, γUq is uniformly bounded for each U P S. If dUpyU , zUq ď 5θ1, then dUpx, yUq ď 6θ1
which implies dUpx, γUq ď 7θ1. Otherwise dUpyU , zUq ą 5θ1 implies that dUpx,HθpAn´1qq ą
dUpx, zUq and thus dUpyU , z1Uq ď θ1 by (3). This implies that dUpzU , HθpAn´1qq ą 3θ1.
Since zU P hullCpUqpAnq and zU R HθpAn´1q, there exist D ě 0 depending only on θ and
xU P piUpAn´1q such that zU is within D of any CpUq geodesic from piUpxnq to xU . Further,
by increasing θ1, we can assume D ă θ1. Take a geodesic triangle with endpoints piUpxnq, yU
and xU . Since dUpzU , HθpAn´1qq ą 3θ1, it must be the case that zU is within 2θ1 of any CpUq
geodesic from piUpxnq to yU .
Thus there exists θ2 depending ultimately only on θ, such that dUpx, γUq ď θ2 for all
U P S. Therefore x P Hθ2pxn, yq and the statement in Claim 4.1.6 follows from Claim
4.1.5.
We now finish the proof of Proposition 4.1.4. Let x P Hθpx1, . . . , xnq. Claim 4.1.6 shows
that there exist a λ1 ě 1 and θ1 ě θ such that x is on a λ1–hierarchy path from xn to a
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point in Hθ1px1, . . . , xn´1q. By induction, there exists λ ě λ1 such that Hθ1px1, . . . , xn´1q Ď
Pn´2λ px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´1q and therefore x P Pn´1λ px1, . . . , xnq.
Armed with Proposition 4.1.4, the next step is to prove a version of Carathe´odory’s
Theorem for HHSs. That is, any point in the hull of Y is actually in the hull of a uniformly
finite number of points in Y . This will allow us to promote Proposition 4.1.4 to any subset
of a hierarchically hyperbolic space.
Lemma 4.1.7. Let Y Ď X , θ ě θ, and χ be as in Proposition 3.6.13. For each x P HθpY q,
there exist x1, . . . , x``1 P Y , where 1 ď ` ď 2χ, and θ1 depending only on θ such that
x P Hθ1px1, . . . , x``1q.
Proof. Let K “ 100p3E`θq and x P HθpY q. If for all y P Y, RelKpx, yq “ H, then x P HKpyq
for each y P Y . Thus we can assume there is y P Y such that RelKpx, yq ‰ H.
As in Proposition 3.6.13, we can partition RelKpx, yq in subsets U1, . . . ,Un where n ď χ.
Further, for each i, all the elements of Ui are pairwise transverse and are totally ordered
with respect to the order: U ĺ V if dUpρVU , yq ď E. Let Ui,1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Ui,ki be the distinct
domains in Ui. Now for each i, there exist ai, bi P Y such that piUi,1pxq is within θ of the
CpUi,1q geodesic between ai and bi. If ai and bi project 3E close to y in CpUi,1q, then
dUi,1px, yq ď θ ` 7E which contradicts Ui,1 P RelKpx, yq. Thus without loss of generality,
dUi,1pai, yq ą 3E and in particular dUi,1pai, ρUi,jUi,1q ą E for all j ą 1. The total order on Ui and
the consistency axiom (Axiom 11) therefore ensures that dUi,jpx, aiq ď 3E for all 1 ă j ď ki.
Thus for each Ui,j, x projects θ ` 3E close to the CpUi,jq geodesic between ai and bi and
x P HKpy, a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bnq.
We can now finish the proof of Theorem 4.1.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1.2. Recall, we need to show that for all sufficiently large θ and λ, HθpY q
coarsely coincides with PNλ pY q where N “ 2χ. First we will show that for all θ ě θ, there
exists λ ě 1 such that HθpY q Ď PNλ pY q.
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Let x P HθpY q and let x1, . . . , x``1 be the finite number of points in Y provided by Lemma
4.1.7. By Proposition 4.1.4, there exists λ depending on θ such that x P P`λpx1, . . . , x``1q Ď
P`λpY q Ď PNλ pY q. Thus HθpY q Ď PNλ pY q.
Now, fix λ ě λ0 such that HθpY q Ď PNλ pY q. If θ ě θ and λ ě λ, then by Lemma 4.1.3
there exists θ1 ą θ such that
HθpY q Ď PNλ pY q Ď Hθ1pY q.
The conclusion now follows by Lemma 3.6.26.
Theorem 4.1.2 allows us to characterize that hierarchical quasiconvexity by “quasicon-
vexity with respect to hierarchy paths.” From this it immediately follows that all strongly
quasiconvex subsets are hierarchically quasiconvex.
Proposition 4.1.8. Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space. A subset Y Ď X is
k–hierarchically quasiconvex if and only if there exists a function R : r1,8q Ñ r0,8q such
that if γ is a λ–hierarchy path with endpoints on Y , then γ Ď NRpλqpY q where k and R
each determines the other. In particular, if Y is Q–strongly quasiconvex, then Y is k–
hierarchically quasiconvex where k is determined by Q.
Proof. The proof of the forward implication follows directly from the definition of hierarchical
quasiconvexity and hierarchy path. Assume there exists a function R : r1,8q Ñ r0,8q such
that if γ is a λ–hierarchy path with endpoints on Y , then γ Ď NRpλqpY q. The first condition
of hierarchical quasiconvexity now follows from the existence of hierarchy paths (Theorem
3.6.16), the coarse Lipschitzness of the projection maps (Axiom 2), and the hyperbolicity
of the CpUq’s. For the second condition, observe that the hypothesis implies there exists
a bound on the Hausdorff distance between Y and Pnλ pY q depending only on R, n, and λ.
Thus by Theorem 4.1.2, for each θ ě θ, there exists Dθ such that dHauspHθpY q, Y q ď Dθ.
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Let κ ą 0 and x P X such that dUpx, Y q ď κ for all U P S. Thus x P HθpY q for each
θ ě κ` θ. Let kpκq “ Dθ`κ, then dX px, Y q ď kpκq and Y is hierarchically quasiconvex.
4.2 Strong quasiconvexity in HHSs
This section focuses on studying the strongly quasiconvex subset in hierarchically hyperbolic
spaces. The work here originally appeared as joint of Davide Spriano, Hung C. Tran, and
the author in [RST18]. The central result of this section is Theorem 4.2.2 below, which
establishes the equivalence between strongly quasiconvex subsets and contracting subsets
in hierarchically hyperbolic spaces with the bounded domain dichotomy. This greatly ex-
tends the same equivalence in hyperbolic space (Theorem 2.2.5). Several applications of this
equivalence are given in [RST18] and we highlight one of those hear, a characterization of
hyperbolically embedded subgroups of HHGs as almost malnormal and strongly quasiconvex
(Subsection 4.2.3).
The key to understanding the strongly quasiconvex subsets of hierarchically hyperbolic
spaces is to determine what the projection of a strongly quasiconvex subset to each of the
shadow spaces must look like. The property that characterizes the projection of strongly
quasiconvex subsets is the following orthogonal projection dichotomy.
Definition 4.2.1 (Orthogonal projection dichotomy). A subset Y of an HHS pX ,Sq has
the B–orthogonal projection dichotomy if there exists B ą 0 such that for all U, V P S with
U K V , if diamppiUpY qq ą B then CpV q Ď NBppiV pY qq.
From now on, when we consider an HHS with the B0–bounded domain dichotomy and a
subspace with the B–orthogonal projection dichotomy, we will assume that B ě B0.
We can now state our characterization of strongly quasiconvex subsets of hierarchically
hyperbolic spaces with the bounded domain dichotomy.
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Theorem 4.2.2 (Characterization of strong quasiconvexity). Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchically
hyperbolic space with the bounded domain dichotomy and Y Ď X . The following are equiva-
lent:
1. Y is an pA,Dq–contracting subset.
2. Y is Q–strongly quasiconvex.
3. Y is k–hierarchically quasiconvex and has the B–orthogonal projection dichotomy.
Moreover, the pair pA,Dq, the convexity gauge Q, and the pair pk,Bq each determines the
other two.
Proposition 2.1.13 says that the implications p1q ùñ p2q hold for any quasi-geodesic
space. Further Proposition 4.1.8 showed that every Q–strongly quasiconvex subset of a
hierarchically hyperbolic space is k–hierarchically quasiconvex with Q determining k. Thus,
in the next two sections, we only need to prove the following:
• If Y is Q–strongly quasiconvex, then there exists B ą 0 determined by Q such that Y
has the B–orthogonal projection dichotomy (Section 4.2.1).
• If Y is k–hierarchically quasiconvex and has the B–orthogonal projection dichotomy,
then Y is pA,Dq–contracting where pA,Dq is determined by pk,Bq (Section 4.2.2).
4.2.1 Strongly quasiconvex subsets have the orthogonal domain
dichotomy
We prove the implication (2) to (3) in Theorem 4.2.2. Our focus will be on studying the
following set of domains.
Definition 4.2.3. Define S˚ to be the set of domains U P S such that diampCpUqq “ 8
and there exists V P SKU such that diampCpV qq “ 8.
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For each U P S˚, both factors of the product region PU will have infinite diameter. In
particular, if S˚ “ H and S has the bounded domain dichotomy, then pX ,Sq has rank 1
and is hyperbolic by Theorem 3.6.39. The intuition for restricting our attention to these
domains is therefore that the domains in S˚ are the source of non-hyperbolic behavior in
pX ,Sq.
The crucial step to proving strongly quasiconvex subsets have the orthogonal projection
dichotomy is the following proposition which establishes a sort of orthogonal projection
dichotomy for the product regions of domains in S˚.
Proposition 4.2.4. Let pX ,Sq be an HHS with the bounded domain dichotomy and Y Ď X
be a Q–strongly quasiconvex subset. There is a constant B0 ą 0 depending on S and Q such
that for all B ě B0 and U P S˚ we have
diamppiUpY qq ą B ùñ PU Ď NBpgPU pY qq.
Since U is in S˚, the product region PU coarsely coincides with the product of two
infinite diameter metric spaces. The proof of Proposition 4.2.4 is therefore motivated by the
situation described in Figure 4.1. Namely, if Y is a subset of the product of two infinite-
diameter metric spaces, then either Y coarsely coincide with the whole product or there
exists a quasi-geodesic γ with endpoints on Y and fixed constants such that there are points
of γ whose distance to Y is comparable to diampY q. Thus if Y is Q–strongly quasiconvex,
then either Y has bounded diameter or it coarsely covers the entire product.
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Y
γ
Figure 4.1: In R2 (equipped with the `1-metric) consider Y to be the x-axis. Let γ be the
p3, 0q–quasi-geodesic consisting of three sides of a square with the fourth side on Y . While
the quasi-geodesic constants do no change, increasing the distance between the endpoints of
γ produces points of γ arbitrarily far away from Y .
In Proposition 4.2.8, we prove that a similar situation holds for PU . We show if diamppiUpY qq
is sufficiently large and Y does not coarsely coincide with PU , then we can find a uniform
constant quasi-geodesic with endpoints on gPU pY q that contains points relatively far from
gPU pY q. To utilize this to prove Proposition 4.2.4, we promote this statement on gPU pY q to
a statement on Y . Specifically, we show that we can realize every quasi-geodesic of PU with
endpoints on gPU pY q as a segment of a quasi-geodesic with endpoints on Y , while main-
taining uniform quasi-geodesic constants (Lemma 4.2.11). This yields a quasi-geodesic with
endpoints on Y that contains a point x of PU such that dX px, gPU pY qq is comparable with
diampgPU pY qq. If Y is strongly quasiconvex, the bridge theorem (Theorem 3.6.28) implies
that dX px, gPU pY qq also provides a lower bound on the distance between x and Y . However,
since Y is strongly quasiconvex, the distance between x and Y is uniformly bounded. Hence,
if Y does not coarsely cover PU , we obtain that gPU pY q must have bounded diameter which
contradicts the assumption on diamppiUpY qq.
We begin by describing a particularly nice class of paths in product spaces and show that
they are quasi-geodesics (Lemma 4.2.6).
Definition 4.2.5 (Spiral path). Let X and Y be pK,Lq–quasi geodesic metric spaces, and
let Z “ X ˆ Y be equipped with the `1–metric. A spiral path γ in Z is the concatenation
γ “ γ1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ γn of pK,Lq–quasi-geodesic of Z satisfying the following.
• Every γi is of the form η ˆ cy or cx ˆ δ where η (resp. δ) is a pK,Lq–quasi-geodesic of
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X (resp. Y ) and cx (resp. cy) is the constant function with value x P X (resp. y P Y ).
• For every i, if γi is constant on the X (resp. Y ) factor of Z “ X ˆ Y , then γi`1 is
constant on the Y (resp. X) component of Z “ X ˆ Y .
A spiral path γ “ γ1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ γn has slope N if for every i P t1, . . . , n´ 2u we have:
dpγ`i`1, γ´i`1q ě Ndpγ`i , γ´i q,
where γ˘j are the endpoints of γj. Note that the distance between the endpoints of γn can
be arbitrary.
Lemma 4.2.6 (Spiral paths are quasi-geodesics). For each K ě 1, L ě 0 there are constants
K 1, L1 such that the following holds. Let X, Y be pK,Lq–quasi-geodesic metric space. If
γ “ γ1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ γn is a spiral path of slope N ą 4K2 in Z “ X ˆ Y , such that the endpoints of
γ1 are at least 3K
2L` 1 far apart, then γ is a pK 1, L1q–quasi-geodesic of X ˆ Y .
The proof of Lemma 4.2.6 is essentially the same as showing the logarithmic spiral in R2
is a quasi-geodesic. The curious reader will find full details in Lemma 6.8 of [RST18].
For the remainder of this section, fix an HHS pX ,Sq with the bounded domain dichotomy
and S˚ is as in Definition 4.2.3. Recall, for each U P S, the subset PU is quasi-isometric to
the direct product FU ˆ EU by the map φUpxq “ pgFU pxq, gEU pxqq; see Subsection 3.6.4. If
a “ px1, y1q and b “ px2, y2q are elements of FU ˆ EU and V P SU , then we use dV pa, bq to
denote dV ppiV px1q, piV px2qq. Similarly, if V P SKU , then dV pa, bq denotes dV ppiV py1q, piV py2qq.
This means dV pa, bq is coarsely equal to dV pφ´1U paq, φ´1U pbqq for V P SU ˆ SKU . If U P S˚,
then both FU and EU are infinite diameter and so we can apply Lemma 4.2.7 to build the
desired quasi-geodesic in PU based on gPU pY q.
Proposition 4.2.7. Let Y Ď X . There exist constants L1, r0 and functions f, g, h :
rr0,8q Ñ r0,8q, all depending only on S, such that fprq, gprq, hprq Ñ 8 as r Ñ 8 and
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the following holds: for each U P S˚ and each r ě r0, if the r–neighborhood of φU pgPU pY qq
does not cover FU ˆEU and diamppiUpY qq ą fprq, then there exists a pL1, L1q–quasi-geodesic
η with endpoints a, b P φU pgPU pY qq such that η is not contained in the gprq–neighborhood of
φU pgPU pY qq and dUpa, bq ą hprq.
Proof. Our approach is to construct a spiral path of sufficient slope in FU ˆ EU and then
apply Lemma 4.2.6 to conclude it is a quasi-geodesic. Let dp¨, ¨q denote the `1–distance in
FU ˆ EU and fix the following constants which depend only on S:
• L such that FU and EU are pL,Lq–quasi geodesic spaces.
• K such that piU is pK,Kq–coarsely Lipschitz.
• N “ 4L2 ` 1 will be the slope of the spiral path we construct.
Let r ą 10L3 ` 6 and A “ φ´1U pgPU pY qq. Suppose that the r–neighborhood of A does
not cover FU ˆ EU . Thus there exists a point z “ px1, y1q P FU ˆ EU such that r ď
dpz, Aq ď r ` 2L. Let a “ px2, y2q be a point of A such that dpz, aq ´ 1 ď dpz, Aq. We have
mintdFU px1, x2q, dEU py1, y2qu ď r`2L`12 . There are two cases depending on which of the two
factors realizes the minimum.
If dFU px1, x2q realizes the minimum. In this case let z1 “ px2, y1q and Dr “ r´2L´12 .
Then dpz1, Aq ě dpz, Aq´dpz, z1q ě Dr which implies dpz1, aq ą 3L3`1 because r ą 10L3`6.
There exists Br ą r such that for any pair of points u, v of FU if dUpu, vq ě Br, then
dFU pu, vq ě 2pr ` 2L` 1qN.
We shall assume diamppiUpY qq ą 2Br, so there is a point a1 “ px3, y3q of A such that
dUpx2, x3q ě Br and dFU px2, x3q ą dEU py2, y1qN . We can now form a spiral path η of slope
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N “ 4L2 ` 1 by connecting each sequential pair of points in the sequence
a “ px2, y2q ´ px2, y1q ´ px3, y1q ´ px3, y3q “ a1
by pL,Lq–quasi-geodesics. Since dEU py2, y1q ą 3L3 ` 1 , η satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma
4.2.6 and is therefore an pL1, L1q–quasi-geodesic for some L1 determined by L.
A
a “ px2, y2q
z “ px1, y1q
z1 “ px2, y1q px3, y1q
a1 “ px3, y3q
Figure 4.2: Spiral path constructed when dFU px1, x2q ď r`2L`12 .
Since z1 “ px2, y1q is at least Dr far from A, η has endpoints in A and is not contained in
the Dr-neighborhood of A. Moreover, dUpa, a1q ě Br and we get the claim with fprq “ 2Br,
gprq “ Dr, and hprq “ Br
If dEU py1, y2q realizes the minimum. Let z1 “ px1, y2q. As before we have that
dpz1, Aq ě Dr “ r´2L´12 which implies dpz1, aq ą 3L3 ` 1 . Let y3 be a point of EU such that
pr ` 2L` 1qN ď dEU py2, y3q ď 2pr ` 2L` 1qN.
There exists Cr ą r such that for any pair of points u, v of FU if dUpu, vq ě Cr, then
dFU pu, vq ě 2pr ` 2L` 1qN2.
We shall assume diamppiUpY qq ą 2Cr, so there exists a1 “ px4, y4q P A such that dUpx1, x4q ą
Cr. This implies dFU px1, x4q ą 2pr`2L`1qN2 and we can now form a spiral path η of slope
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N “ 4L2 ` 1 by connecting each sequential pair of points in the sequence
a “ px2, y2q ´ px1, y2q ´ px1, y3q ´ px4, y3q ´ px4, y4q “ a1
by an pL,Lq–quasi-geodesics.
A
a “ px2, y2q
z “ px1, y1q
z1 “ px1, y2q
px4, y3q
a1 “ px4, y4q
px1, y3q
Figure 4.3: Spiral path constructed when dEU py1, y2q ď r`2L`12 .
As before η satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2.6 and is therefore an pL1, L1q–quasi-
geodes for some L1 determined by L. The remaining claims follow as in the preceding
case.
Since the map φU : PU Ñ FU ˆ EU a uniform quasi-isometry, gPU pY q coarsely covers PU
if and only if φU pgPU pY qq coarsely covers FU ˆ EU , Proposition 4.2.7 therefore allows us to
immediately deduce the following result for PU Ď X .
Proposition 4.2.8. Let Y Ď X . There exist constants L1, r0 and functions f, g, h :
rr0,8q Ñ r0,8q, all depending only on S, such that fprq, gprq, hprq Ñ 8 as r Ñ 8 and
the following holds: For each U P S˚and each r ě r0, if the r–neighborhood of gPU pY q does
not cover PU and diamppiUpY qq ą fprq, then there exists an pL1, L1q–quasi-geodesic η with
endpoints a, b P gPU pY q such that:
1. η Ď PU ,
2. η is not contained in the gprq–neighborhood of gPU pY q,
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3. dUpa, bq ą hprq.
Proposition 4.2.8 furnishes a quasi-geodesic η with endpoints on gPU pY q that can be
made as far from gPU pY q as desired by increasing diamppiUpY qq. However, to exploit the fact
that Y is a strongly quasiconvex subset, we need to “promote” η to a quasi-geodesic with
endpoints on Y . We do this in Lemma 4.2.11 after recalling a result we shall need from
[BHS19].
Proposition 4.2.9 (Active subpaths, [BHS19, Proposition 5.17]). For every λ ě 1 there
exist constants D, ν ą 0 such that the following holds. For all x, y P X , U P S with
dUpx, yq ą D and λ–hierarchy paths γ : ra, bs Ñ X joining x and y, there is a subpath
α “ γ|ra1,b1s of γ such that:
1. α Ď NνpPUq,
2. The diameters of piW
`
γpra, a1sq
˘
and piW
`
γprb1, bsq
˘
are both bounded by ν, for all
W P SU YSKU .
Remark 4.2.10. By (2) of Proposition 4.2.9, for any point p P γ`ra, a1s˘, gPU pxq and gPU ppq
uniformly coarsely coincide. The same holds for q P γ`rb1, bs˘ and y.
Lemma 4.2.11. There exists D ą 0 such that the following holds for all x, y P X . If U P S,
with dUpx, yq ą D and η is a pλ, q–quasi-geodesic contained in PU with endpoints gPU pxq
and gPU pyq, then there exists a pλ1, 1q–quasi-geodesic containing η and with endpoints x and
y, where λ1 and 1 depend only on λ and .
Proof. Let D ą 0 be as in Proposition 4.2.9 for λ “ λ0 and assume dUpx, yq ą D. Let γ˜ be
a λ0–hierarchy path connecting x and y, and let α be the active subpath of γ˜ corresponding
to U . Define x1 (resp. y1) be the endpoint of α closest to x (resp. y) and x2 “ gPU pxq
(resp. y2 “ gPU pyq). If η : rb, cs Ñ PU is any pλ, q–quasi-geodesic in PU connecting x2 and
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y2, let γ be the concatenation of γ˜ ´ α, any λ0–hierarchy path from x1 to x2, η, and any
λ0–hierarchy path from y
1 to y2. We will show that this path γ is a pλ1, 1q–quasi-geodesic
where the constants depend only on λ and .
The distances dX px1, PUq and dX py1, PUq are uniformly bounded by Proposition 4.2.9. By
Lemma 3.6.20, the distances dX px1, gPU px1qq and dX py1, gPU py1qq are uniformly bounded as
well. Again by Proposition 4.2.9, gPU pxq coarsely coincides with gPU px1q and gPU pyq coarsely
coincides with gPU py1q. Thus there exists µ depending only onS such that dX px1, x2q, dX py1, y2q ď
µ.
Now, let γx (resp. γy) be the subset of γ from x to x
2 (resp. y to y2). Since dX px1, x2q
and dX py1, y2q are uniformly bounded by µ, γx and γy are both uniform quasi-geodesics. By
Lemma 3.6.20 and Proposition 4.2.9, there exists K ě 1 depending on λ, , and S such that
the following hold:
• dX px1, x2q, dX py1, y2q ď K.
• diampgPU pγxqq, diampgPU pγyqq ď K.
• γx, γy, η are all pK,Kq–quasi-geodesics.
• For all p P PU and q P X , dX pq, gPU pqqq ď KdX pp, qq `K.
Let γ “ γx ˚ η ˚ γy : ra, ds Ñ X and a ă b ă c ă d such that γ|ra,bs “ γx, γ|rb,cs “ η and
γ|rc,ds “ γy. For t, s P ra, ds, let u “ γptq, v “ γpsq. We want to show |t ´ s| — dX pu, vq for
some constants depending only on K. The only interesting cases are when u and v are in
different components of γ “ γx ˚ η ˚ γy, so without loss of generality, we have the following
two cases.
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Case 1: Assume t P ra, bs and s P rb, cs. Thus u P γx and v P η and we have:
dX pu, vq ďdX pu, x2q ` dX px2, vq
ďK|t´ b| `K|b´ s| ` 2K
ďK|t´ s| ` 2K
For the inequality |t´ s| ĺ dX pu, vq, our choice of K provides
dX pu, x2q ď dX pu, gPU puqq `K ď KdX pu, vq ` 2K.
By the triangle inequality dX pv, x2q ď dX pv, uq`dX pu, x2q and we derive the desired
inequality as follows:
|t´ s| “|t´ b| ` |b´ s|
ďKdX pu, x2q `KdX pv, x2q ` 2K
ďK2dX pu, vq `K pdX pu, vq ` dX pu, x2qq ` 2K2 ` 2K
ďK2dX pu, vq `KdX pu, vq `K2dX pu, vq ` 4K2 ` 2K
ď3K2dX pu, vq ` 6K2
Case 2: Assume t P ra, bs and s P rc, ds so that u P γx and v P γy. Further we can assume
u, v P γ˜, since otherwise the above proof holds by increasing the constants by 4K.
The inequality dX pu, vq ĺ |t´ s| can be established by a nearly identical argument
to the previous case. For the inequality |t´ s| ĺ dX pu, vq we need to utilize the fact
that γ˜ is a pλ0, λ0q–quasi-geodesic. Thus, by increasing K, we can ensure that
• dX pu, vq K,K— dX pu, x1q ` dX px1, y1q ` dX py1, vq,
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• dX px1, y1q 1,2K— dX px2, y2q K,K— |b´ c|,
• dX pu, x1q 1,K— dX pu, x2q K,K— |t´ b|,
• dX pv, y1q 1,K— dX pv, y2q K,K— |c´ s|.
We then have the following calculation
|t´ s| “|t´ b| ` |b´ c| ` |c´ s|
ďKdX pu, x2q `KdX px2, y2q `KdX py2, vq ` 3K
ďKdX pu, x1q `KdX px1, y1q `KdX py1, vq ` 7K2
ďK2dX pu, vq ` 8K2.
We can now provide the proof of Proposition 4.2.4.
Proof of Proposition 4.2.4. Let Y Ď X be Q–strongly quasiconvex and U P S such that
diampCpUqq “ 8 and there exists V P SKU with diampCpV qq “ 8. Recall our goal is
to show that there exists B depending on S and Q such that if diamppiUpY qq ą B, then
PU Ď NBpgPU pY qq. Begin by fixing the following constants which all depend only on S and
Q:
• µ such that for all x P X , dUpx, gPU pxqq ă µ
• D, the constant from Proposition 4.2.11
• L1, the quasi-geodesic constant from Proposition 4.2.8
• λ1, the quasi-geodesic constant obtained by applying Lemma 4.2.11 to a pL1, L1q–quasi-
geodesic
• K, the constant from the bridge theorem (Theorem 3.6.28) for Y and PU (recall Y is
hierarchically quasiconvex by Proposition 4.1.8)
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Let f, g, h be as in Proposition 4.2.8 and fix r be large enough that
gprq ą 2KQpλ1, λ1q `K2 `K and hprq ą D ` 2µ.
If PU Ď NrpgPU pY qq, then we are done. So for the purposes of contradiction, suppose
that PU * NrpgPU pY qq and that diamppiUpY qq ą fprq. Let η be the pL1, L1q–quasi-geodesic
provided by Proposition 4.2.8 and let a1, b1 P gPU pY q be the endpoints of η. Let a0, b0 P Y
such that gPU pa0q “ a1 and gPU pb0q “ b1. Since
dUpa0, b0q ą dUpa1, b1q ´ 2µ ą hprq ´ 2µ ą D,
Lemma 4.2.11 produces a pλ1, λ1q–quasi-geodesic γ with endpoints a0 and b0 and contain-
ing η where λ1 depending ultimately only on S. Since Y is Q–strongly quasiconvex, γ Ď
NQpλ1,λ1qpY q. By Proposition 4.2.8, there exists x P η such that dX px, gPU pY qq ą gprq. Let
y P Y be such that dX px, yq ´ 1 ď dX px, Y q, then by the bridge theorem (Theorem 3.6.28)
we have the following contradiction:
Qpλ1, λ1q ě dX px, yq ´ 1 ě 1
K
dX px, gPU pY qq ´K ´ 1 ą 2Qpλ1, λ1q.
The following proposition uses Proposition 4.2.4 to finish the proof of the implication
from (2) to (3) in Theorem 4.2.2.
Proposition 4.2.12. If pX ,Sq is an HHS with the bounded domain dichotomy and Y is a
Q–strongly quasiconvex subset of X , then there exists B ą 0 depending only on Q and S
such that Y has the B–orthogonal projection dichotomy.
Proof. Let Y Ď X be Q–strongly quasiconvex and B1 ą 0 be larger than the bounded
domain dichotomy constant for S and the constant B0 from Proposition 4.2.4. Let U P S. If
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U R S˚, then by the bounded domain dichotomy, either diampCpUqq ă B1 or for all V P SKU ,
diampCpV qq ă B1. In either case, the B1–orthogonal projection dichotomy is satisfied for
U . Thus we can assume that U P S˚, so diampCpUqq “ 8 and there exists V P SKU with
diampCpV qq “ 8. Suppose diamppiUpY qq ą B1. By Proposition 4.2.4, PU Ď NB1pgPU pY qq.
For all V P SKU , piV pPUq uniformly coarsely covers CpV q, thus there exists B ě B1 depending
only on Q and S such that CpV q Ď NBppiV pY qq.
4.2.2 The orthogonal domain dichotomy implies contracting
We now finish the proof of Theorem 4.2.2 by showing that for hierarchically quasiconvex
subsets, the orthogonal projection dichotomy implies that the gate map gY is contracting.
Proposition 4.2.13. Let pX ,Sq be a hierarchically hyperbolic space with the bounded do-
main dichotomy and Y Ď X be k–hierarchically quasiconvex. If Y has the B–orthogonal
projection dichotomy, then the gate map gY : X Ñ Y is pA,Dq–contracting, where A and D
depend only on k, B, and S.
Proof. The gate map satisfies the first two condition in the definition of a contracting map
by Lemma 3.6.19. It only remains to prove the following:
There exist some 0 ă A ă 1 and D ě 1 depending only on k, B, and S, such that for all
x P X , diampgY pBRpxqq ď D where R “ Adpx, Y q.
Fix a point x0 P X with dX px0, Y q ě C0 and let x P X be any point with dX px0, xq ă
C1dX px0, Y q for constants C0 and C1 to be determined below. We will prove that for each
domain U P S the distance dU
`
gY px0q, gY pxq
˘
is uniformly bounded, then the above will
follow from the distance formula (Theorem 3.6.14).
We choose a “large” number L (we will clarify how large L is later). Let K ě 1 be
the coarse equality constant from the distance formula with thresholds L and 2L. Take
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C0 ą p2K`1qK sufficiently large so there is W P S such that dW
`
x0, gY px0q
˘ ą 2L. Choose
C1 ă 1{p2K2 ` 1q, ensuring that dX
`
x0, gY px0q
˘ ą p2K2 ` 1qdX px0, xq. If dX px0, xq ď C0,
then by the coarse Lipschitzness of the projections dU
`
gY px0q, gY pxq
˘
is uniformly bounded
by a number depending on C0 for each U P S. Therefore, we can assume that dX px0, xq ą C0.
We claim that there is V P S such that dV
`
x0, gY px0q
˘ ą dV px0, xq ` L.
Assume for the purposes of contradiction that dW
`
x0, gY px0q
˘ ď dW px0, xq ` L for all
W P S. Therefore, we have dW
`
x0, gY px0q
˘ ě 2L ùñ dW px0, xq ě L and this implies
  
dW
`
x0, gY px0q
˘((
2L
ď 2   dW `x0, x˘((L
for all W P S. Thus,
dX
`
x0, gY px0q
˘ ď K ÿ
WPS
  
dW
`
x0, gY px0q
˘((
2L
`K
ď 2K
ÿ
WPS
  
dW
`
x0, x
˘((
L
`K
ď 2K`KdX px0, xq `K˘`K
ď 2K2dX px0, xq ` p2K ` 1qK
ď 2K2dX px0, xq ` C0
ď p2K2 ` 1qdX px0, xq
which contradicts C1 ă 1{p2K2 ` 1q. Therefore, we can fix V P S such that
dV
`
x0, gY px0q
˘ ą dV px0, xq ` L.
The construction of the gate map and the hyperbolicity of CpV q ensure that, after enlarging
L and shrinking C1 if necessary, dV
`
gY px0q, gY pxq
˘ ă r where r depends only on k and S.
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The triangle inequality then gives us
dV
`
x, gY px0q
˘ ą L and dV `x, gY pxq˘ ą L´ r.
Now let U P S. If diam`piUpY q˘ ď B, then dU`gY px0q, gY pxq˘ ď B and we are done.
Thus we can assume that diam
`
piUpY q
˘ ą B. If U “ V , then the distance dU`gY px0q, gY pxq˘
is uniformly bounded above by the number r and we are done. We now consider the other
possible cases depending on the relation between U and V :
Case 1: V Ď U . If we choose L greater than E ` r, then
dV
`
x0, gY px0q
˘ ą E and dV `x, gY pxq˘ ą E.
Thus by the bounded geodesic image axiom (Axiom 7), the CpUq geodesics from piUpx0q to
piUpgY px0qq and from piUpxq to piUpgY pxqq must intersect NEpρVU q. Therefore, the distance
dU
`
gY px0q, gY pxq
˘
is uniformly bounded due to the hyperbolicity of CpUq and the properties
of the gate map (Lemma 3.6.19).
Case 2: U Ď V . If some CpV q geodesic from piV pgY px0qq to piV pgY pxqq stays E–far
from ρUV , then by the bounded geodesic image axiom (Axiom 7), dU
`
gY px0q, gY pxq
˘ ď E and
we are done. Therefore, we assume that all CpV q geodesics from piV pgY px0qq to piV pgY pxqq
intersect NEpρUV q. Since dV
`
x0, gY px0q
˘ ą dV px0, xq ` L, if there was also a CpV q geodesic
from piV px0q to piV pxq that intersected NEpρUV q we would have
dV
`
gY px0q, ρUV
˘ ě dV `gY px0q, x0˘´ dV px0, ρUV q
ą dV
`
gY px0q, x0
˘´ dV px0, xq ´ 2E
ě L´ 2E.
However, dV
`
gY px0q, gY pxq
˘ ď r which implies piV pgY px0qq lies in NE`rpρUV q. Therefore, by
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assuming L ą 4E ` r we can ensure that no CpV q geodesic from piV px0q to piV pxq intersects
NEpρUV q. Thus dUpx0, xq ă E by the bounded geodesic image axiom and it immediately
follows that dUpgY px0q, gY pxqq is bounded by a constant depending on k and S.
Case 3: U ­Ď V and V ­Ď U . Recall that we can assume diamppiUpY qq ą B. Thus
if U K V , we have CpV q Ď NBppiV pY qq by the orthogonal projection dichotomy. However
dV
`
x0, gY px0q
˘ ą L, so by Lemma 3.6.20 we can choose L large enough so that piV px0q does
not lie in the B–neighborhood of piV pY q. Thus U and V cannot be orthogonal and hence
U t V .
Now assume L ą 23E ` 3r ` 1. Then if dV
`
gY px0q, ρUV
˘ ď 2E ` r we have
dV px0, ρUV q ědV
`
x0, gY px0q
˘´ dV `gY px0q, ρUV ˘´ E
ěL´ p2E ` rq ´ E
ąE
and
dV px, ρUV q ědV
`
x, gY px0q
˘´ dV `gY px0q, ρUV ˘´ E
ąL´ p2E ` rq ´ E
ąE.
Therefore, dUpx0, ρVU q ă E and dUpx, ρVU q ă E by consistency (Axiom 11). This implies that
dUpx0, xq ď 3E and thus dUpgY px0q, gY pxqq is bounded by a constant depending on k and S.
If instead dV
`
gY px0q, ρUV
˘ ą 2E`r, then dV `gY pxq, ρUV ˘ ą E since dV `gY px0q, gY pxq˘ ă r.
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By consistency dU
`
gY px0q, ρVU
˘ ă E and dU`gpxq, ρVU˘ ă E which implies that
dU
`
gY px0q, gY pxq
˘ ď 3E.
Remark 4.2.14. Both hypotheses on the subspace in Proposition 4.2.13 are in fact re-
quired. In the standard HHG structure for Z2, the subgroup xp1, 0qy is hierarchically quasi-
convex, but does not satisfy the orthogonal projection dichotomy. On the other hand, the
subgroup xp1, 1qy has the orthogonal projection dichotomy, but is not hierarchically quasi-
convex. Neither of these subsets are strongly quasiconvex and thus neither are contracting.
Both of the above examples can even be made to be p1, 0; 0q–weakly quasiconvex by choosing
tp1, 0q, p1, 1q, p0, 1qu to be the generating set for Z2.
4.2.3 A classification of hyperbolically embedded subgroups
We now utilize Theorem 4.2.2 to prove the following classification of hyperbolically embedded
subgroups of hierarchically hyperbolic groups.
Theorem 4.2.15. Let G be a hierarchically hyperbolic group and let tHiu be a finite collection
of subgroups. Then the following are equivalent:
1. The collection tHiu is hyperbolically embedded in G.
2. The collection tHiu is almost malnormal and each Hi is strongly quasiconvex.
Combining work of Dahmani, Guirardel, and Osin [DGO17] with work of Sisto [Sis16],
the implication p1q ùñ p2q holds for all finitely generated groups. To see that the converse
does not hold in general, consider a non-virtually cyclic lacunary hyperbolic group G where
every proper subgroup is infinite cyclic and strongly quasiconvex (the existence of such a
group is shown in Theorem 1.12 of [OOS09]. If I is a proper subgroup of G, then by
Theorem 1.2 of [Tra19], I has finite index in its commensurator H. Thus H is a proper,
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infinite, almost malnormal, strongly quasiconvex subgroup of G. However, H cannot be
hyperbolically embedded as G does not contain any non-abelian free subgroups and thus
fails to be acylindrically hyperbolic; see [Osi16, DGO17].
Despite this failure in general, Genevois showed that p2q does imply p1q in the setting
of CAT(0) cubical groups [Gen, Theorem 6.31]. Genevois employs a combination of the
Bestvina–Bromberg–Fujiwara construction [BBF15, Theorems A, B] with some work of Sisto
[Sis12, Theorems 6.3, 6.4] that is summarized in the following sufficient conditions for a
collection of subgroups to be hyperbolically embedded.
Theorem 4.2.16 ([BBF15, Sis12]). Let G be a finitely generated group and Z be the col-
lection of all (left) cosets of a finite collection of finitely generated subgroups tHiu in G.
Fix a finite generating set S for G such that Hi “ xHi X Sy for all i. Suppose for ev-
ery Z1 ‰ Z2 P Z we are given a subset τZ1pZ2q Ď Z1 and for Z1, Z2, Z3 P Z define
dτZ3pZ1, Z2q “ diamZ3 pτZ3pZ1q Y τZ3pZ2qq. The collection tHiu is hyperbolically embedded
in G if there exists C ą 0 such that the following hold:
(P0) For all Z1 ‰ Z2, diampτZ1pZ2qq ď C.
(P1) For any triple Z1, Z2, Z3 P Z of distinct elements, at most one of the three numbers
dτZ1pZ2, Z3q, dτZ2pZ1, Z3q, dτZ3pZ1, Z2q is greater than C.
(P2) For any Z1, Z2 P Z, the set
tZ P Z | dτZpZ1, Z2q ą Cu
is finite.
(P3) For all g P G, dτgZ1pgZ2, gZ3q “ dτZ1pZ2, Z3q for any Z1, Z2, Z3 P Z.
As Genevois does in the cubical case, we shall show that an almost malnormal collection
of strongly quasiconvex subgroups of an HHG satisfies (P0)–(P3) of Theorem 4.2.16. The
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bulk of that work is in Proposition 4.2.20 which we will state and prove after collecting a
few preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 4.2.17. Let tH1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Hnu be an almost malnormal collection of subgroups of a
finitely generated group G and B ě 0. For all g1, g2 P G, if g1Hi ‰ g2Hj, then diampNBpg1HiqX
NBpg2Hjqq is finite.
Proof. The conclusion follows directly from Proposition 9.4 of [Hru10] and the definition of
almost malnormal.
The next two lemmas tell us that a hierarchically quasiconvex subset coarsely intersects
a strongly quasiconvex subset whenever the image under the gate map is large. Further, the
diameter of this coarse intersection is proportional to the diameter of the gate.
Lemma 4.2.18. Let pX ,Sq be an HHS with the bounded domain dichotomy, A Ď X be
k–hierarchically quasiconvex subset, and Y Ď X be Q–strongly quasiconvex. There exists
r ą 1 depending on Q and k such that if diamX pgY pAqq ą r, then dX pa, gY paqq ă r for each
a P gApY q.
Proof. By Proposition 4.1.8, there exists k1 such that both A and Y are k1–hierarchically
quasiconvex. Recall that for each point x P X and U P S, the distance in CpUq between
gY pxq and the closest point projection of piUpxq onto piUpY q is uniformly bounded by some
 ą 1. Let K ě  be such that Y has the K–orthogonal projection dichotomy and that
K is larger than the constant from the bridge theorem (Theorem 3.6.28) determined by
k1. Define H “ tU P S : diam`piUpgY pAqq˘ ą 2Ku. By the uniqueness axiom (Axiom 3),
there exists C such that if diampgY pAqq ą C, then H ‰ H. Assume diampgY pAqq ą C
and let a P gApY q. By item (5) of the bridge theorem, Rel2Kpa, gY paqq Ď HK. Suppose
for the purposes of contradiction that V P Rel2Kpa, gY paqq. Thus, there must exist H P H
with V K H. By Theorem 4.2.2, CH Ď NKppiHpY qq and CpV q Ď NKppiV pY qq which
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implies that dV pa, gY paqq ă K `  ă 2K. However, this contradicts V P Rel2Kpa, gY paqq.
Hence, Rel2Kpa, gY paqq “ H, and by the distance formula (Theorem 3.6.14), there exists
K 1 depending only on K (and thus only on Q and κ1) such that dX pa, gY paqq ă K 1. The
conclusion follows by choosing r “ maxtK 1, Cu.
Lemma 4.2.19. Let pX ,Sq be an HHS with the bounded domain dichotomy, A Ď X be
a k–hierarchically quasiconvex subset and Y Ď X be Q–strongly quasiconvex. There exists
r ą 1 depending on k and Q such that for all D ě r if diampgY pAqq ą r, then there exists
K ě 1 depending on k, D, and Q such that
diampNDpAq XNDpY qq 1,K— diampgY pAqq.
Proof. Let r be the constant given by Lemma 4.2.18 and suppose diampgY pAqq ą r. Thus,
for D ě r, diampNDpAqXNDpY qq ‰ H. First consider x, y P NDpAqXNDpY q. Let x1, y1 P A
be points such that dX px, x1q ď D and dX py, y1q ď D. By Lemma 3.6.20 and the fact that
x, y P NDpY q, there exists K 1 depending on Q such that
dX px, gY px1qq ď 4DK 1; dX py, gY py1qq ď 4DK 1.
Hence we have
dX px, yq ď dX pgY px1q, gY py1qq ` 8DK 1
which shows
diampNDpAq XNDpY qq ď diampgY pAqq ` 8DK 1.
For the inequality diampgY pAqq ĺ diampNDpAqXNDpY qq, Lemma 4.2.18 provides gY
`
gApY q
˘ Ď
NDpAq XNDpY q and the bridge theorem (Theorem 3.6.28) says there exists K2 depending
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on k and Q such that gY pAq Ď NK2pgY pgApY qqq. Thus we have
diampgY pAqq ď diampgY pgApY qqq ` 2K2 ď diampNDpAq XNDpY qq ` 2K2
and we are finished by choosing K “ maxt2K2, 6DK 1 ` 3K 1u.
We now prove that the cosets of a collection of almost malnormal, strongly quasiconvex
subgroups of an HHG satisfy (P0)–(P2) of Theorem 4.2.16 when τZ1pZ2q is defined by the
gate map. This is the main tool for the proof of Theorem 4.2.15.
Proposition 4.2.20. Let pG,Sq be an HHG and dp¨, ¨q denote the distance in the word
metric on G with respect to some fixed finite generating set. If tH1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Hnu is a collection
of Q–strongly quasiconvex, almost malnormal subgroups of G and Z is the collection of all
left cosets of the Hi, then there exists C ą 0 such that for all distinct Z1, Z2, Z3 P Z we have:
(1) diampgZ1pZ2qq ď C;
(2) if dpgZ3pZ1q, gZ3pZ2qq ą C, then dpgZ2pZ1q, gZ2pZ3qq ă C and dpgZ1pZ2q, gZ1pZ3qq ă C;
(3) tZ P Z : dpgZpZ1q, gZpZ2qq ą Cu has only a finite number of elements.
Proof. We will prove each the three assertions individually. Before beginning, we remind
the reader that all hierarchically hyperbolic groups satisfy the bounded domain dichotomy
and that every element of Z is k–hierarchically quasiconvex for some k depending only on Q.
Assertion (1): there exists C1 ą 0 such that diampgZ1pZ2qq ď C1 for all Z1, Z2 P Z.
Proof. Let r ą 1 be the constant from Lemma 4.2.19 for Q and define
F “ tgHi P Z : gHi XBrpeq ‰ Hu
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where Brpeq is the ball of radius r around the identity in G. Since F is a finite set,
Lemma 4.2.17 provides a uniform number D1 such that diampNrpgHiq X NrpHjqq ď D1
for any distinct gHi, Hj P F . By Lemma 4.2.19, there exists D2 depending on Q such that
diampgHjpgHiqq ď D2 where gHi ‰ Hj are elements in F .
We now prove that there is a uniform constant C1 such that for each pair of distinct
cosets g1Hi and g2Hj we have
diampgg1Hipg2Hjqq ď C1.
If diampgg1Hipg2Hjqq ď r, then we are done. Otherwise, by Lemma 4.2.18, there are elements
hi P Hi and hj P Hj such that dGpg1hi, g2hjq ă r. This implies that h´1i g´11 g2Hj is an element
in F and h´1i g
´1
1 g2Hj ‰ Hi. Therefore, diampgHiph´1i g´11 g2Hjqq ď D2. Thus, by the coarse
equivariance of the gate maps (Lemma 3.6.21), the diameter of gg1Hipg2Hjq is bounded above
by a uniform number C1.
Assertion (2): there exists C2 ą 0 such that for all Z1, Z2, Z3 P Z, if dpgZ3pZ1q, gZ3pZ2qq ą
C2, then
dpgZ2pZ1q, gZ2pZ3qq ă C2 and dpgZ1pZ2q, gZ1pZ3qq ă C2.
Proof. Fix θ ě θ0. Let Z1, Z2, Z3 P Z and B “ HθpgZ2pZ1q Y gZ1pZ2qq. We remind the
reader that they should view B as a bridge between Z1 and Z2. Our goal is to show that
there exists b P B such that dpb, gZ3pbqq is uniformly bounded. From this our conclusion will
follow from the coarse Lipschitzness of the gate map.
By Assertion (1), gZ3pZ1q, gZ3pZ2q are uniformly coarsely contained in gZ3pBq. Since the
gate map is coarsely Lipschitz we have
diampgZ3pBqq ľ dpgZ3pZ1q, gZ3pZ2qq
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with constants depending only on Q. Let r be the constant from Lemma 4.2.18 with A “ B
and Y “ Z3 and suppose dpgZ3pZ1q, gZ3pZ2qq is large enough that diampgZ3pBqq ą r. By
Lemma 4.2.18, there exists b P B such that dpb, Z3q ă r.
By Lemma 3.6.29, we have that gZ2pZ1q is uniformly coarsely equal to gZ2pBq in particular
gZ2pbq is uniformly coarsely contained in gZ2pZ1q. Since the gate maps are uniformly coarsely
Lipschitz and dpb, Z3q ă r, we have that dpgZ2pZ3q, gZ2pZ1qq ă C2. By switching the roles of
Z1 and Z2, we get dpgZ1pZ3q, gZ1pZ2qq ă C2.
Assertion (3): there exists C3 ą 0 such that for all Z1, Z2 P Z, the set tZ P Z :
dX pgZpZ1q, gZpZ2qq ą C3u has only a finite number of elements.
Proof. Let Z1, Z2 P Z. Fix θ ě θ0 and let B “ HθpgZ2pZ1qYgZ1pZ2qq. By the bridge theorem,
we have that B is coarsely equals to the product of gZ1pZ2q ˆ Hθpa, bq, where a P gZ1pZ2q
and b “ gZ2paq. By Assertion (1), the gate gZ1pZ2q has uniformly bounded diameter. By
Proposition 4.1.4, there exists λ ě λ0, such that Hθpa, bq is contained in P1λpa, bq, the set
of λ–hierarchy paths between a and b. Since the distance between a and b is finite, so
is the diameter of P1λpa, bq. Therefore Hθpa, bq has bounded diameter and so does the set
B “ HθpgZ2pZ1q Y gZ1pZ2qq. Since G is locally finite, B can contain only a finite number of
elements of G.
Let r be as in Lemma 4.2.18. Since gZ2pZ1q, gZ1pZ2q Ď B, for any Z P Z with dpgZpZ1q, gZpZ2qq
larger than r we have diampgZpBqq ą r. Thus every such Z intersects the r–neighborhood
of B. By locally finiteness of G, we obtain that NrpBq contains a finite number of element
of G. Since the elements of Z are cosets of finitely many subgroups, every point of NrpBq
can belong to uniformly finitely many elements of Z, which concludes the proof of Assertion
(3).
Proposition 4.2.20 now holds by taking C “ maxtC1, C2, C3u.
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We now have all the ingredients needed to give the proof of Theorem 4.2.15.
Proof of Theorem 4.2.15. Recall, we need to show that if G is a hierarchically hyperbolic
group and tHiu a finite almost malnormal collection of strongly quasiconvex subgroups, then
tHiu is hyperbolically embedded in G. In particular, we shall show that the left cosets of
the Hi’s satisfy the requirements of Theorem 4.2.16. Since each Hi is a strongly quasiconvex
subgroup of G, by Theorem 1.2 of [Tra19] we have that they are all finitely generated. Let
S be a finite generating set for G such that for each i, HiXS generates Hi. As before, let Z
be the set of all left cosets of tHiu. For every pair of distinct Z1, Z2 P Z we want to define
a set τZ1pZ2q that satisfies (P0)–(P3) of Theorem 4.2.16. If we define τZ1pZ2q as gZ1pZ2q,
Proposition 4.2.20 provides that (P0)–(P2) will be satisfied. However, since the gate maps
are only coarsely equivariant, condition (P3) may not hold.
Thus, for Z1 ‰ Z2 define
τZ1pZ2q “
ď
gPG
g´1ggZ1pgZ2q.
By construction we have that τgZ1pgZ2q “ gpτZ1pZ2qq and thus (P3) holds. Since τZ1pZ2q and
gZ1pZ2qq uniformly coarsely coincide by the coarse equivariance of the gates maps (Lemma
3.6.21), (P0) - (P2) are satisfied as a corollary of Proposition 4.2.20. Hence, the collection
tHiu is hyperbolically embedded in G by Theorem 4.2.16.
4.3 From hierarchical to relative hyperbolicity
In this section we focus on the relationship between relative hyperbolicity and hierarchical
hyperbolicity. This work originally appeared by the author in [Rus19].
In [BHS19], it is shown that every relatively hyperbolic space admits a relative HHS
structure.
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Theorem 4.3.1 (Relatively hyperbolic spaces are relative HHSs. [BHS19, Theorem 9.3]).
If the quasi-geodesic space X is hyperbolic relative to a collection of peripheral subsets P,
then X admits a relative HHS structure S as follows.
• The index set is S “ P Y tRu.
• The shadow space for R is the space obtained from X by coning off each P P P. The
projection map piR is the inclusion map.
• The shadow space for P P P is the subset P and the projection map piP is the coarse
closest point projection onto P in X.
• R is the Ď–maximal element of S and all other elements are transverse. For P,Q P P,
the relative projection ρQP is piP pQq and the relative projection ρPR is the coned off subset
P in X.
Further, if G is a group that is hyperbolic relative to finite collection of subgroups, then the
above is a relative HHG structure on G.
Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto also showed that space that are hyperbolic relative to hi-
erarchically hyperbolic spaces can inherit the hierarchically hyperbolic structure of the pe-
ripherals.
Theorem 4.3.2 (Hyperbolic relative to HHSs. [BHS19, Theorem 9.3]). Let X be hyperbolic
relative to a collection of peripheral subsets P. Suppose P P P, P admits a hierarchically
hyperbolic structure SP . If tSP : P P Pu is a uniform collection of HHS structures, then X
admits a hierarchically hyperbolic structure S as follows.
• The index set is S “ tRu Y tSP uPPP .
• The shadow space for R is the space obtained from X by coning off each P P P. The
projection map piR is the inclusion map.
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• For each P P P and U P SP , the shadow space for U is the shadow space of U
in pP,SP q. The projection map X Ñ CpUq is the composition of the closest point
projection of X onto P with the projection map from P onto CpUq in pP,SP q.
• R is the Ď–maximal element of S. For each P P P and U, V P SP , U and V maintain
the same relation and relative projections as in SP . For each U P SP , the relative
projection ρUR is the coned off subset P in X. For P,Q P P, U P SP , and V P SQ,
U t V and the relative projection ρUV is the image of P under the projection of X Ñ
CpV q.
Further, if G is a group that is hyperbolic relative to a finite collection of subgroups tHiu and
each Hi is a hierarchically hyperbolic group, then the above is an HHG structure on G.
In this section, we work in the opposite direction of Theorems 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, by ex-
amining ways of using an HHS or relative HHS structure to prove a space is relatively
hyperbolic. The main result is that the following condition of isolated orthogonality implies
a hierarchically hyperbolic space is relatively hyperbolic.
Definition 4.3.3 (Isolated orthogonality and the factored space). Let pX ,Sq be an HHS and
S be the Ď–maximal element of S. We say pX ,Sq has orthogonality isolated by I Ď S´tSu
if the following are satisfied.
• If V,W P S and W K V , then there exists U P I such that V,W Ď U .
• If V P S and V Ď U1, V Ď U2 for U1, U2 P I, then U1 “ U2.
We say pX ,Sq has isolated orthogonality if it has orthogonality isolated by some I Ď S´tSu.
If pX ,Sq has orthogonality isolated by I, then the factored space with respect to I is the
space obtained from X by adding segments, ep,q, of length 1 connecting every distinct pair
of points p, q P PU where U P I. We denote the factored space by pX .
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Theorem 4.3.4. If pX ,Sq is an HHS with the bounded domain dichotomy and orthogonality
isolated by I, then X is hyperbolic relative to P “ tPU : U P Iu.
The definition of isolated orthogonality is motivated by the HHS structure described in
Theorem 4.3.2, which says a space that is hyperbolic relative to HHSs has orthogonality
isolated by the collection of peripheral subsets. One should view Theorem 4.3.4 as an HHS
version of the result of Hruska and Kleiner that CATp0q spaces with isolated flats and a
geometric group action are relatively hyperbolic [HK05].
The proof of Theorem 4.3.4 rests on the following main result of Subsection 4.3.1, that
every rank 1 relative HHS is a relatively hyperbolic space.
Theorem 4.3.5. If pX ,Sq is a rank 1 relative HHS with the bounded domain dichotomy,
then X is relatively hyperbolic.
With this result in hand, we prove Theorem 4.3.4 by building a rank 1 relative HHS
structure for X . The index set for this relative HHS structure is I Y tRu, where R is the
nest maximal element and all elements of I are transverse (the lack of orthogonality makes
the rank 1). The shadow space for R will be the factored space of X with respect to I while
the shadow space for U P I is the product region PU .
4.3.1 Rank 1 relative HHSs are relatively hyperbolic
In this subsection, we show that rank 1 relative HHSs are relatively hyperbolic. We construct
a hyperbolic cusped space by attaching a combinatorial horoball to each PU for U P Srel. To
show this cusped space is hyperbolic, we build a rank 1 hierarchically hyperbolic structure
for the cusped space from the rank 1 relative HHS structure on X and then apply Theorem
3.6.39. The technique to do so is based on the following consequence to the distance formula
(Theorem 3.6.14).
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Lemma 4.3.6. Let pX ,Sq be a relative HHS. Suppose S has the bounded domain dichotomy
and U P S is Ď–minimal. If SKU contain no infinite domains, then piU : PU Ñ CpUq is a
quasi-isometry with constants depending only on pX ,Sq.
Proof. Let U P S be Ď–minimal such that SKU contain no infinite domains. Since pX ,Sq
has the bounded domain dichotomy, there exists B ą 1, such that diampCpV qq ď B for all
V P SKU . Thus by taking σ “ σ0B in the distance formula for PU (Corollary 3.6.32), we have
that piU : PU Ñ CpUq is a quasi-isometry with constants depending only on pX ,Sq.
Lemma 4.3.6 says for a rank 1 relative HHS, the product region PU is quasi-isometric
to the shadow space CpUq for U P Srel. Thus, we can define a rank 1 HHS structure on
the cusped space by taking the relative HHS structure for X and attaching a combinatorial
horoball to each CpUq for U P Srel.
Theorem 4.3.7. If pX ,Sq is a rank 1 relative HHS with the bounded domain dichotomy,
then X is hyperbolic relative to P “ tPU : U P Srelu.
Proof. Let E ą 0 be the hierarchy constant for pX ,Sq.
Since PU is a uniform quasi-geodesic space for each U P Srel (Theorem 3.6.22), there
exists  ą 0 such that each PU has an –separated net ΓU . For each U P Srel, let HpPUq
be the horoball over PU based on ΓU . Define B “ cusppX ,Pq with this specific choice of
horoballs.
Since pX ,Sq has the bounded domain dichotomy, if diampCpUqq ă 8 for some U P Srel,
then diampPUq is uniformly bounded by Lemma 4.3.6. Attaching horoballs to subsets of
uniformly bounded diameter does not change the quasi-isometry type of a space, thus can
assume E is large enough that if diampCpUqq ă 8, then CpUq is E–hyperbolic. In particular,
we can assume diampCpUqq “ 8 for all U P Srel. This implies any two elements of Srel are
transverse as rankpSq “ 1.
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We now define a rank 1 HHS structure on B. We use the index set S and maintain
the same nesting, orthogonality, and transversality relations. For each U P S ´ Srel the
hyperbolic shadow space is CpUq, and for U P Srel the hyperbolic shadow space is HpCpUqq,
the horoball over CpUq based on piUpΓUq. HpCpUqq is hyperbolic by Lemma 2.2.9. By Lemma
4.3.6, piU : PU Ñ CpUq is a uniform quasi-isometry for each U P Srel. This quasi-isometry
extends to a uniform quasi-isometry hU : HpPUq Ñ HpCpUqq such that hUpv, nq “ ppiUpvq, nq
for all pv, nq P ΓU ˆN Ď HpPUq. We denote the projections in the new HHS structure by pib˚
and define them as follows.
• For U P Srel define pibU : B Ñ 2HpCpUqq by
pibUpxq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
piUpxq x P X
hUpxq x P HpPUq ´ PU
piUpPV q x P HpPV q ´ PV where V P Srel ´ tUu.
• For U P S´Srel define pibU : B Ñ 2CpUq by
pibUpxq “
$’’&’’%
piUpxq x P X
piUpPV q x P HpPV q ´ PV where V P Srel.
Since pX ,Sq is rank 1 and has the bounded domain dichotomy, if V P Srel and U P
S´ tV u, then either V Ĺ U , U t V , or diampCpUqq is uniformly bounded. Hence, piUpPV q
is uniformly bounded by the definition of the product regions (Definition 3.6.31). This, plus
the properties of the original projections pi˚, ensures that pib˚ satisfies the projection axioms
of a hierarchically hyperbolic space. We now verify the remaining axioms.
Nesting, consistency, complexity, and bounded geodesic image: Since the transver-
sality and nesting relations are inherited from the relative HHS structure and CpUq Ď
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HpCpUqq, we can use the original relative projections ρ˚˚. Thus the nesting and finite com-
plexity axioms are satisfied. Since the elements of Srel are Ď–minimal, the bounded geodesic
image axiom follow automatically from the bounded geodesic image axiom in pX ,Sq. The
consistency axiom follows from the consistency axiom in pX ,Sq and the definition of the
product regions.
Orthogonality, containers, and rank: The orthogonality relation and containers are
directly inherited from the original relative HHS structure. Rank 1 follows from the rank of
the original relative HHS.
Large links: Let x, y P B. The large links axiom is vacuously true for any Ď–minimal
domain, so it is sufficient to check the axiom for domains Q P S´Srel. If x, y P X Ď B, then
the conclusion follows immediately from the large links axiom for pX ,Sq and the fact that
dHpCpUqqpp, qq ď dCpUqpp, qq for all U P Srel and p, q P CpUq. Thus, we can assume at least
one of x or y are in HpPUq for some U P Srel. If both x, y P HpPUq for some U P Srel, then
for all other domains V P S, the distance between pibV pxq and pibV pyq is uniformly bounded
and the axiom holds with L “ tUu. Suppose x P HpPUq for U P Srel and y P X .
Let Q P S ´ Srel, then let tV1, . . . , Vmu Ď SQ be the domains provided by the large
links axiom in pX ,Sq for y and gUpyq. Let W P SQ and dW p¨, ¨q denote distance in
HpCpW qq if W P Srel and distance in CpW q if W R Srel. If W ‰ U , then pibW pgUpyqq Ď
pibW pxq and we have dW ppibW pxq, pibW pyqq ď dW ppibW pgUpyqq, pibW pyqq. Thus if W ‰ U and
E ă dW pppibW pxq, pibW pyqq, then E ă dCpW qppiW pgUpyqq, piW pyqq. The large links axiom in
pX ,Sq, then implies W Ď Vi, for some 1 ď i ď m. Therefore, the large links axiom holds for
pB,Sq using the domains L “ tV1, . . . , Vm, Uu and increasing the hierarchy constant by 1.
If instead x P HpPUq and y P HpPV q for some distinct U, V P Srel, then we can use a
similar argument by applying the large links axiom in pX ,Sq to x1 P gUpPV q and y1 P gV pPUq.
Uniqueness: Let x, y P B and κ ě 0. Let K ą 1 be larger than the hierarchy constant
E for pX ,Sq, the constant µ from Proposition 3.6.37, and the diameter of pibW pxq for all
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x P B and W P S. Further, choose K so that for all U P Srel, hU : HpPUq Ñ HpCpUqq is a
pK,Kq–quasi-isometry and for all p, q P CpUq,
dHpCpUqqpp, qq K,K— logpdCpUqpp, qqq.
Such a K depends only on pX ,Sq by Lemma 2.2.9 and the fact that each PU is a uniform
quasi-geodesic space. If x, y P HpPUq ´ X for some U P Srel, then the axiom follows
immediately from the fact that dBpx, yq ď dHpPU qpx, yq ď KdHpCpUqqpx, yq ` K, so we shall
assume this is not the case. Define x1, y1 P X according to the following table where U, V P
Srel and U ‰ V .
y P X y P HpPV q ´ X
x P X x1 “ x and y1 “ y x1 “ x and y1 “ gV pxq
x P HpPUq ´ X x1 “ gUpyq and y1 “ y x1 P gUpPV q and y1 P gV pPUq
In all possible cases, we have that piW px1q Ď pibW pxq for W P S´tUu and piW py1q Ď pibW pyq
for W P S´tV u. Additionally, pibUpx1q and pibUpyq (resp. pibV py1q and pibV pxq) are at most K far
apart. The uniqueness axiom will be satisfied if either x ‰ x1 and dHpCpUqqpx, x1q ą κ ` 2K
or y ‰ y1 and dHpCpV qqpy, y1q ą κ ` 2K, thus we can can restrict our attention to the case
where dHpCpUqqpx, x1q ď κ` 2K and dHpCpV qqpy, y1q ď κ` 2K. This assumption implies
dBpx, x1q ď Kκ` 3K2 and dBpy, y1q ď Kκ` 3K2.
Since x1, y1 P X , the uniqueness axiom for pX ,Sq provides θ “ θp2e3Kκ`5K2q so that if
dX px1, y1q ą θ, then there exists W P S with dCpW qpx1, y1q ą 2e3Kκ`5K2 . By the triangle
inequality,
dBpx, yq ď dBpx1, y1q ` 2Kκ` 6K2 ď dX px1, y1q ` 2Kκ` 6K2.
Thus, if θ ` 2Kκ ` 6K2 ă dBpx, yq, then θ ă dX px1, y1q and dCpW qpx1, y1q ą 2e3Kκ`5K2 for
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some W P S. If W R Srel, we are finished as piW px1q Ď pibW pxq and piW py1q Ď pibW pyq. If
W P Srel, then we have
1
K
logpdCpW qpx1, y1qq ´K ď dHpCpW qqpx1, y1q ùñ κ ă dHpCpW qqpx, yq,
which fulfills the requirements for the uniqueness axiom.
Partial realization: Let tV1, . . . , Vnu be pairwise orthogonal elements of S. If no Vi
is in Srel, then the conclusion follows directly from the partial realization axiom in pX ,Sq.
Suppose, without loss of generality, V1 P Srel. Since no two elements of Srel are orthogonal,
this implies Vi R Srel for i ‰ 1. Let p1 P HpCV1q and pi P CVi for 2 ď i ď n. We claim that
x “ h´1V1 pp1q is a point in B satisfying the partial realization axiom.
Since diampCV1q “ 8, rankpSq “ 1 plus the bounded domain dichotomy imply the
diameter of CVi is uniformly bounded for all 2 ď i ď n. This guarantees that x satisfies the
first requirement of the partial realization axiom. For the second requirement, we can assume
p1 “ pq, nq P piV1pΓV1q ˆ N Ď HpCV1q. Let x1 P X be the point obtained by applying the
realization axiom in pX ,Sq to tq, p2, . . . , pnu. If x1 is contained in a regular neighborhood of
PV1 in X , then the second requirement of the realization axiom will be satisfied as pibW pxq will
be uniformly close to piW px1q for all W ‰ V1. To show that x1 is in a uniform neighborhood
of PV1 , we will show that dCpW qpx1, gV1px1qq is uniformly bounded for all W and apply the
distance formula in pX ,Sq to obtain a uniform bound between x1 and gV1px1q P PV1 .
Let W P S ´ tV1u. If W K V1, then diampCpW qq, and hence dCpW qpx1, gV1px1qq, is uni-
formly bounded. If W t V1 or V1 Ĺ W , then dCpW qpx1, ρV1W q ď E, by the partial realization
axiom in pX ,Sq and dCpW qpgV1px1q, ρV1W q ď µ where µ is as in Proposition 3.6.37. Thus
dCpW qpx1, gV1px1qq ď 2E ` µ. So, by the distance formula in pX ,Sq, x1 is contained in a
regular neighborhood of PV1 as desired.
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Since B “ cusppX ,Pq admits a rank 1 HHS structure, cusppX ,Pq is hyperbolic by
Theorem 3.6.39, proving that X is hyperbolic relative to P .
We conclude this section by recording a new characterization of relatively hyperbolic
groups obtained by combining Theorem 4.3.7 and Theorem 4.3.1.
Corollary 4.3.8. A finitely generated group is relatively hyperbolic if and only if it admits
a rank 1 relative HHG structure.
4.3.2 Hierarchically hyperbolic spaces with isolated orthogonality
We now prove the main result for this section, that isolated orthogonality implies that an
HHS with the bounded domain dichotomy is relatively hyperbolic. In light of Theorem 4.3.7,
our main goal is proving Theorem 4.3.9 below, which builds a rank 1 relative HHS structure
for an HHS with isolated orthogonality. The proposed relative HHS structure is essentially
the standard relative HHS structure on a relatively hyperbolic space described in Theorem
4.3.1 with the product regions for the isolating domains taking the role of the peripheral
subsets.
Theorem 4.3.9 (Isolated orthogonality implies rank 1 relative HHS). Let pX ,Sq be an HHS
with the bounded domain dichotomy and orthogonality isolated by I. The following structure
R is a rank 1 relative HHS structure on X .
• The index set is R “ I Y tRu. The domain R is the Ď–maximal domain and any two
elements of I are transverse. No pair of elements of R are orthogonal.
• For each U P I, the (non-hyperbolic) shadow space is PU and the projection map
X Ñ PU is the gate map gU . The shadow space for R is pX , the factored space of X
with respect to I. The projection piR : X Ñ pX is the inclusion map X Ñ pX .
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• The relative projections are denoted by β˚˚. If U, V P I, then βVU “ gPU pPV q while βUR
is the subset PU in pX .
The proof of Theorem 4.3.9 is broken into two parts. We verify all of the axioms except
the large links axiom first, and then verify the large links axiom separately. For the remainder
of this subsection, pX ,Sq will be an HHS with orthogonality isolated by I, pX will be the
factored space of X as defined in Definition 4.3.3, and R will be the proposed relative HHS
structure for X given in Theorem 4.3.9.
The proposed relative HHS structure
We show that the proposed relative HHS structure R in Theorem 4.3.9 satisfies all the axioms
of a relative HHS structure except the large links axiom. We begin by collecting a few facts
about the product regions for the isolating domains.
4.3.3 The proposed relative HHS structure
In this subsection, we show that the proposed relative HHS structure R in Theorem 4.3.9
satisfies all the axioms of a relative HHS structure except the large links axiom. We begin
by collecting a few facts about the product regions for the isolating domains.
Proposition 4.3.10 (Properties of isolated orthogonality). Let pX ,Sq be an HHS with
orthogonality isolated by I Ď S.
(i) For all distinct U, V P I, if W P SU and Q P SV , then W t Q.
(ii) There exists B ą 0 such that for each distinct U, V P I, diampgUpPV qq ď B.
(iii) For each r ě 0 and U, V P I, we have
NrpPUq XNrpPV q ‰ H ùñ NrpPUq XNrpPV q Ď N2µpr`1q
`
gUpPV q
˘
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where µ is the constant from Proposition 3.6.37. In particular, diampNrpPUqXNrpPV qq
is bounded by 4µpr ` 1q `B where B the constant from Item (ii).
Proof. Let E be the hierarchy constant for pX ,Sq, µ be the constant from Proposition 3.6.37,
and U and V be distinct domains in I.
Item (i) follows directly from the definition of isolated orthogonality.
For Item (ii), let x, y P PV . It is sufficient to bound dW pgUpxq, gUpyqq uniformly for all
W P S as the claim will then follow from the distance formula in pX ,Sq. By the definition
of isolated orthogonality, for all W P S, W t U , W Ď U , or U Ď W . If W t U or U Ĺ W ,
then the properties of the gate map (Proposition 3.6.37) imply
dW pgUpxq, gUpyqq ď dW pgUpxq, ρUW q ` dW pρUW , gUpyqq ` E ď 2µ` E.
If W Ď U , then W t V by Item (i). By the definition of the product region PV we have
dW px, ρVW q ď E and dW py, ρVW q ď E since W t V . Since W Ď U , we have dW pgUpxq, xq ď µ
and dW pgUpyq, yq ď µ by the properties of the gate map. Combining these facts with the
triangle inequality produces
dW pgUpxq, gUpyqq ďdW pgUpxq, xq ` dW px, ρVW q ` dW pρVW , yq ` dW py, gUpyqq ` 3E
ďµ` E ` E ` µ` 3E
ď5E ` 2µ.
For Item (iii), let r ě 0, x P NrpPUq X NrpPV q, and y P PV with dX px, yq ď r. By (1)
and (4) of Proposition 3.6.37, dX pgUpxq, gUpyqq ď µr ` µ and dX px, gUpxqq ď µr ` µ. The
triangle inequality now implies
dX px, gUpxqq ` dX pgUpxq, gUpyqq ď 2µr ` 2µ.
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Since y P PV , this means NrpPUq X NrpPV q is contained in the 2µpr ` 1q–neighborhood of
gUpPV q. The final statement now follows by Item (ii).
Next, we show that the shadow space for the Ď–maximal domain of R is hyperbolic and
interacts nicely with hierarchy paths in pX ,Sq. Both of these results follow immediately
from the observation that the factored space pX in Definition 4.3.3 is a special case of a more
general construction of Behrstock, Hagen, and Sisto (also called a factored space) introduced
in Section 2 of [BHS17a].
Proposition 4.3.11 (The factored space pX ). Let pX ,Sq be an HHS with orthogonality
isolated by I and pX be the factored space of X with respect to I.
(i) If U “ tW P S : W Ď U for some U P Iu, then S ´ U is a rank 1 HHS structure onpX with the same shadow spaces, projections, and relations as S.
(ii) pX is hyperbolic.
(iii) For all λ ě 1, there exists λ1 ě 1 such that if γ is a λ–hierarchy path in pX ,Sq, then
the inclusion of γ into pX is an unparameterized pλ1, λ1q–quasi-geodesic.
Proof. Let U “ tW P S : W Ď U for some U P Iu.
We first prove that if U P I and W Ď U , then PW is contained in a regular neighborhood
of PU . Let x P PW where W P U. Let U P I so that W Ď U . We will show dX px, gUpxqq is
uniformly bounded by showing dV px, gUpxqq is uniformly bounded for all V P S and applying
the distance formula (Theorem 3.6.14).
Let V be any domain in S. First assume V P SU . In this case dV px, gUpxqq ď µ by
Proposition 3.6.37.(2). Now consider V R SU . Since W Ď U and U P I, the definition
of isolated orthogonality requires SKW Ď SU . Thus, V R SU implies, V t W or W Ĺ V .
Therefore dV px, ρWV q ď E, by the definition of the product region PW . Since V ­Ď U by
assumption and V M U by isolated orthogonality, we have V t W if and only if V t U
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and W Ĺ V if and only if W Ĺ U . Thus, the last clause of the consistency axiom says
dV pρWV , ρUV q ď E. Finally, since U t V or U Ĺ V , we have dV pgUpxq, ρUV q ď µ by Proposition
3.6.37.(3). Putting these three inequalities together gives us
dV px, gUpxqq ď dV px, ρWV q ` dV pρWV , ρUW q ` dV pρUV , gUpxqq ` 2E ď 3E ` 2µ
for all V R SU . Thus, by taking the threshold of the distance formula to be larger than
3E ` 2µ, we have a bound on dX px, gUpxqq depending only on pX ,Sq. In particular, PW is
contained in the D–neighborhood of PU where D depends only on pX ,Sq.
Because each element of tPW : W P Uu is contained in the D–neighborhood of a unique
element of tPU : U P Iu, the factored space pX described in Definition 4.3.3 is quasi-isometric
to the factor space of X with respect to the collection U defined in Definition 2.1 of [BHS17a].
Proposition 2.4 of [BHS17a] then shows that pX admits an HHS structure with index set S´U
and relations, shadow spaces, and projections identical to those for S. In particular, no two
domains of S´U are orthogonal by the definition of isolated orthogonality. Thus, p pX ,S´Uq
is a rank 1 HHS with the bounded domain dichotomy and pX is hyperbolic by Theorem 3.6.39.
Since the definition of factored space in Definition 4.3.3 is a special case of the definition
of factored space in Definition 2.1 of [BHS17a], Item (iii) is a special case of Lemma 3.11 of
[ABD17].
Finally, we record a special case of a result from [RST18] on how hierarchy paths in
pX ,Sq interact with the product regions for domains in I.
Proposition 4.3.12 (Hierarchy paths and isolated product regions). Let pX ,Sq be an HHS
with the bounded domain dichotomy and orthogonality isolated by I. For all λ ě 1, there exist
constants ν,D ě 1, so that the following holds for all x, y P X and U P I. If γ : ra, bs Ñ X
is a λ–hierarchy path joining x and y and dPU pgUpxq, gUpyqq ą D, then there is a subpath
η “ γ|ra1,b1s of γ with the properties:
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(i) η Ď NνpPUq.
(ii) The diameters of gU
`
γpra, a1sq
˘
and gU
`
γprb1, bsq
˘
are both bounded by ν.
(iii) The distances dX pγpa1q, gUpxqq and dX pγpb1q, gUpyqq are both bounded by ν.
Proof. For any U P I, the definition of isolated orthogonality ensures that PU has the
orthogonal projection dichotomy described in Theorem 4.2.2. Thus PU is uniformly strongly
quasiconvex for any U P I, and the proposition is a special case of Proposition 6.18 of
[RST18]. Note, the first two conclusion of the proposition are stated in Proposition 6.18 of
[RST18], while the third conclusion is explicit in the proof.
We now verify all of the relative HHS axioms, except the large links axiom, required to
prove Theorem 4.3.9.
Proposition 4.3.13. Let pX ,Sq be an HHS with the bounded domain dichotomy and orthog-
onality isolated by I. The proposed rank 1 relative HHS structure R described in Theorem
4.3.9 satisfies axioms (2) – (5) and axioms (7) – (12) of a relative hierarchically hyperbolic
structure for X .
Proof. Since HHS structures can be transferred over a quasi-isometry and every quasi-
geodesic space is quasi-isometric to a geodesic space, we shall assume X is a geodesic metric
space. This implies pX , the factored space of X with respect to I, is also a geodesic metric
space. Let E be the hierarchy constant for pX ,Sq.
Recall the proposed relative HHS structure for X from Theorem 4.3.9. The index set is
R “ I Y tRu. For each U P I, the (non-hyperbolic) shadow space is PU and the projection
map X Ñ PU is the gate map gU . The shadow spaces PU are uniformly quasi-geodesic
spaces instead of geodesic space, but this is acceptable by Lemma 3.2.3. The shadow space
for R is pX , the factored space of X with respect to I. pX is hyperbolic by Proposition 4.3.11.
The projection map piR : X Ñ pX is given by the inclusion map i : X Ñ pX . The Ď–maximal
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element of R is R and every other pair of domains is transverse. We denote the relative
projections in this structure by β˚˚. For any U P I, we define βUR to be the inclusion of PU
into pX . As this is a bounded diameter subset by the construction of pX , the nesting axiom
is satisfied. For U, V P I, we define βVU “ gUpPV q.
Projections: The requirements of the projection axiom are met by the properties of the
gate map (Proposition 3.6.37) and the construction of pX .
Uniqueness: Let κ ą 0, x, y P X , and U “ tW P S : W Ď U for some U P Iu. We show
the contrapositive of the uniqueness axiom. Assume d pX px, yq ď κ and dPU pgUpxq, gUpyqq ď κ
for all U P I. By the uniqueness axioms for pX ,S ´ Uq and pPU ,Sq plus the properties of
the gate map, there exists θ1 “ θ1pκq such that dW px, yq ď θ1 for all W P S. By the distance
formula in pX ,Sq, there exists θ “ θpκq such that dX px, yq ď θ.
Orthogonality, containers, and rank: As there is no orthogonality, these axiom are
vacuously satisfied and the rank is 1.
Consistency: Let U, V P I and µ ą 0 be as in Proposition 3.6.37. By Proposition
4.3.10.(ii), there exists B “ BpX ,Sq ą 0 such that the relative projection βVU “ gUpPV q is
a subset of PU of diameter at most B.
Let θ be the constant from the uniqueness axiom in pX ,Sq with κ “ 10Eµ. We will
show that if dPU pgUpxq, βVU q ą θ, then dPV pgV pxq, βVU q is uniformly bounded.
Let x P X such that dPU pgUpxq, βVU q ą θ. By the uniqueness axiom in pX ,Sq there exists
W P S such that dW pgUpxq, βVU q ě 10Eµ. We know W must be an element of SU , since
diampPUq ď 3E for all Q P S ´ pSU Y SKUq and isolated orthogonality implies SKU “ H.
Therefore, dW px, gUpxqq ď µ by Proposition 3.6.37.(3) and hence dW px, βVU q ě 9Eµ by the
triangle inequality.
Since SKV “ H by isolated orthogonality, we can uniformly bound dPV pgV pxq, βVU q, by
bounding dQpgV pxq, βUV q uniformly for all Q P SV and then applying the distance formula
in PV . Since W Ď U , we have W t V by Proposition 4.3.10.(i). This implies dW pρVW , βVU q ď
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2E`µ as the properties of the gate map and the definition of the product region PV give us
dW pρVW , gUppqq ď dW pρVW , pq ` dW pp, gUppqq ` E ď 2E ` µ
for any p P PV . By Proposition 4.3.10.(i), Q t W for each Q P SV . Thus, the last clause of
the consistency axiom in pX ,Sq ensures that dW pρVW , ρQW q ď E for all Q P SV . Combining
these facts we have the following for all Q P SV :
dW px, ρQW q ě dW px, βVU q ´ dW pβVU , ρVW q ´ dW pρVW , ρQW q ´ 2E ě 9Eµ´ 5E ´ µ ě 3Eµ.
The consistency axiom in pX ,Sq now requires that dQpx, ρWQ q ď E and dQpρWQ , ρUQq ď E for
all Q P SV . Applying Proposition 4.3.10.(i) again provides Q t U for all Q P SV . The
properties of the gate map and the definition of the product region then imply dQpρUQ, βUV q ď
µ ` 2E. Hence, we have dQpx, βUV q ď 7E ` µ for all Q P SV . Since dQpx, gV pxqq ď µ for
all Q P SV , we have dQpgV pxq, βUV q ď 8E ` 2µ. The distance formula in PV now provides
a uniform bound on dPV pgV pxq, βUV q, completing the proof of the main inequality in the
consistency axiom for pX ,Rq.
The final clause of the consistency axiom is vacuously satisfied for pX ,Rq as no two
elements of I are nested.
Partial realization: Since there is no orthogonality, we only need to verify the axiom
for a single domain U P R. If U “ R and p P pX , then x “ p satisfies the axiom. If U P I,
and p P PU , then x “ p again satisfies the axiom by definition of β˚˚.
Bounded geodesic image: Since each of the domains in I are Ď–minimal, we only
need verify to this axiom for the domain R. For a subset A Ď X , let NνpAq denote the
ν–neighborhood of A in X and pNνpAq denote the ν–neighborhood of A in pX . Let λ0 be the
constant from Theorem 3.6.16 so that any pair of points in pX ,Sq can be connected by a
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λ0–hierarchy path.
Let x, y P X and α be a geodesic in pX between piRpxq and piRpyq. Let D be the constant
from Proposition 4.3.12 for λ “ λ0. Suppose dPU pgUpxq, gUpyqq ą D and let γ be a λ0–
hierarchy path in pX ,Sq between x and y. By Proposition 4.3.12, there exists ν ě 0
depending only on pX ,Sq such that γ X NνpPUq ‰ H. By Proposition 4.3.11.(iii), γ is an
unparameterized quasi-geodesic in pX with constants depending only on pX ,Sq. Since pX is
hyperbolic, this implies there exists C “ CpX ,Sq such that γ Ď pNCpαq. Since βUR “ PU Ď pX
we then have α X pNν`CpβURq ‰ H.
4.3.4 The large links axiom
We now finish the proof of Theorem 4.3.9, by verifying that the proposed relative HHS
structure R satisfies the large links axiom. Since the large links axiom is vacuously true for
any Ď–minimal domain, we only need to verify the axiom for the Ď–maximal domain of R.
Thus, the axiom requires us to analyses the following subset of the isolating domains.
Definition 4.3.14. Let pX ,Sq be an HHS with orthogonality isolated by I. For x, y P X
define the set Lτ px, yq “ tU P I : dPU
`
gUpxq, gUpyq
˘ ą τu.
Since the shadow space for the Ď–maximal element of R is the factored space pX , verifying
the large links axiom for the proposed relative HHS structure in Theorem 4.3.9 is equivalent
to showing that, for sufficiently large τ , the cardinality of Lτ px, yq is bounded above by a
uniform linear function of d pX px, yq. We begin by showing Lτ px, yq contains a finite number
of elements that can be linearly ordered along a hierarchy path from x to y.
Lemma 4.3.15 (Ordering of Lτ ). Let pX ,Sq be an HHS with orthogonality isolated by I
and λ0 be the constant such that any pair of points in X can be joined by a λ0–hierarchy
path. There exist τ0 so that for all τ ě τ0 and x, y P X , Lτ px, yq contains a finite number
of elements. Further, there exist K, ν ě 1 so that for any λ0–hierarchy path γ : ra, bs Ñ X
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connecting x and y, the elements of Lτ px, yq can be enumerated, U1, . . . , Um, to satisfy the
following.
(i) There exist a ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tm ă b such that dX pγptiq, PUiq ď ν for each i P t1, . . . ,mu
and |ti ´ ti`1| ě τ2λ0 for all i P t1, . . . ,m´ 1u.
(ii) For all 1 ď i, j ď m, |i´ j| ď KdX pPUi , PUjq `K.
(iii) If W P I ´ Lτ px, yq, then dX pgW pPUiq, gW pPUjqq ď K for all 1 ď i, j ď m.
Proof. Let µ ě 0 be as in Proposition 3.6.37, B ě 1 be the constant from Proposition
4.3.10.(ii), and D, ν be the constants from Proposition 4.3.12 with λ “ λ0. Let γ : ra, bs Ñ X
be a λ0–hierarchy path in pX ,Sq connecting x and y. Let τ ě 75DBµνλ20.
Finiteness and Item (i): Since τ ą D, Proposition 4.3.12 ensures that for each U P
Lτ px, yq, there exists aU , bU P ra, bs such that γ|raU ,bU s is contained in the ν–neighborhood of
PU and both dX pgUpxq, γpaUqq and dX pgUpyq, γpbUqq are bounded by ν. Let γU “ γ|raU ,bU s
for each U P Lτ px, yq. Since dX pgUpxq, gUpyqq ě τ , we have dX pγpaUq, γpbUqq ě τ ´ 2ν, and
hence
|aU ´ bU | ě τ ´ 2ν ´ λ0
λ0
ě 70Bµνλ0.
On the other hand, the bound on the intersection between the ν–neighborhoods of product
regions for elements of I (Proposition 4.3.10.(iii)), implies diampγU XγV q ď 4µpν`1q`B ď
6Bµν for any distinct U, V P Lτ px, yq. Thus,
diampraU , bU s X raV , bV sq ď 6Bµνλ0 ` λ0 ď 7Bµνλ0
for any distinct U, V P Lτ px, yq.
Since |a´b| ă 8 and every interval in traU , bU s : U P Lτ px, yqu is 10 times longer than the
length of the intersection of any two intervals in traU , bU s : U P Lτ px, yqu, we must have that
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traU , bU s : U P Lτ px, yqu contains a finite number of elements. However, this implies Lτ px, yq
can contain only a finite number of elements as raU , bU s “ raV , bV s if and only if U “ V .
Further, the elements of Lτ px, yq can be enumerated tU1, . . . , Umu where the following hold
• a ď aU1 ă aU2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă aUm ă b;
• a ă bU1 ă bU2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă bUm ď b;
• γUi X γUj “ H whenever |i´ j| ě 2.
This means the subsegments γU1 , γU2 , . . . , γUm , and hence the corresponding product regions,
are ordered along γ as shown in Figure 4.4.
x y
γU1 γU2 γU3 γU4
PU1 PU2 PU3 PU4
Figure 4.4: The ordering of the product regions PU1 , . . . , PUm along the hierarchy path γ.
Henceforth, let ai “ aUi and bi “ bUi . For each i P t1, . . . ,mu, define ti P rai, bis to be
the midpoint of rai, bis. Since |ai ´ bi| ě τ´2ν´λ0λ0 ě τ2λ0 for each i P t1, . . . ,mu, we also have
|ti ´ ti`1| ě τ2λ0 for each i P t1, . . . ,m´ 1u.
Item (ii): Let Ui, Uj P Lτ px, yq. Without loss of generality, let i ă j. By possibly
increasing our final constant K, we can assume |i ´ j| ě 4. By Lemma 1.20 of [BHS15],
there exist K1 “ K1pX ,Sq ě 1, such that
dX pPUi , PUjq K1,K1— dX
`
gUipPUjq, gUjpPUiq
˘
. (˚)
For ` P t1, . . . ,mu, let ra`, b`s Ď ra, bs be as in the proof of Item (i) above. By Proposition
4.3.12 and the coarse Lipschitzness of the gate map, there exist pi P gUipPUjq and pj P
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gUipPUjq such that pi and pj are within 3µν of γpbiq and γpajq respectively. Since the
diameter of gUipPUjq and gUjpPUiq are bounded by B, there exist K2 “ K2pX ,Sq ě 1 such
that
dX ppi, pjq K2,K2— dX
`
gUipPUjq, gUjpPUiq
˘
. (˚˚)
For ` P t1, . . . ,mu, let t` be the midpoint of ra`, b`s as in Item (i). Since γ is a pλ0, λ0q–
quasi-geodesic, we have |bi ´ aj| ď λ0 ¨ dX ppi, pjq ` 6µνλ0 ` λ0. Further, |ti`1 ´ tj´1| ă
|bi ´ aj|. Since |t` ´ t``1| ě τ2λ0 ą 4 for all ` P t1, . . . ,m ´ 1u and i ă j ` 1, we have
|i´ j| “ |pi` 1q ´ pj ´ 1q| ` 2 ď |ti`1 ´ tj´1|. Combining these results produces
|i´ j| ď λ0 ¨ dX ppi, pjq ` 6µνλ0 ` λ0. (˚ ˚ ˚)
The claim follows by combining (˚)–(˚ ˚ ˚).
Item (iii): Let W P I and suppose dX pgW pPUiq, gW pPUjqq ą K for K to be determined
later. Assume i ă j and let x1 “ γptiq and y1 “ γptjq where ti, tj P ra, bs are as in Item (i).
Since x1 P NνpPUiq and y1 P NνpPjq, we have dX pgW px1q, gW py1qq ě K ´ 4µν. We will use
Lemma 3.6.17 to show that, up to an additive and multiplicative error, dX pgW px1q, gW py1qq is
a lower bound for dX pgW pxq, gW pyqq. To apply Lemma 3.6.17, we need to find C “ CpX ,Sq
such that
dV
`
gW pxq, gW pyq
˘ C,C— dV `gW pxq, gW px1q˘` dV `gW px1q, gW py1q˘` dV `gW py1q, gW pyq˘ (‹)
for all V P S. Now, for all V P S ´ pSW YSKW q, we have diamppiV pPW qq ď 3E. By taking
C ě 9E, we can therefore only consider V P SW YSKW . However, because W P I, isolated
orthogonality implies SKW “ H. Thus, we only have to consider V P SW .
Since γ is a λ0–hierarchy path in pX ,Sq, there exist C1 “ C1pX ,Sq ě 1 such that for
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each V P SW
dV px, yq C1,C1— dV px, x1q ` dV px1, y1q ` dV py1, yq.
Since dV pgW pzq, zq ď µ for any V P SW and z P X , the above implies that there exists C2 “
C2pX ,Sq ą 1 such that (‹) holds for all V P SW with C “ C2. Taking C “ maxtC2, 9Eu
therefore implies (‹) holds for all V P S. We can now apply Lemma 3.6.17 to obtain
K0 “ K0pX ,Sq ą 1 such that
dX pgW pxq, gW pyqq K0,K0— dX pgW pxq, gW px1qq ` dX pgW px1q, gW py1qq ` dX pgW py1q, gW pyqq.
Thus, if K ą K0pτ `K0q ` 4µν, then dX pgW pxq, gW pyqq ą τ and W P Lτ px, yq.
The next proposition establishes that if you travel along the product regions for domains
in Lτ px, yq in the order given in Lemma 4.3.15, then you will eventually make measurable
forward progress in the factored space pX as well.
Proposition 4.3.16 (Forward progress in pX ). Let pX ,Sq be an HHS with orthogonality
isolated by I and τ0 be the constant from Lemma 4.3.15. Let pX be the factored space of X
with respect to I. For each τ ě τ0 and r ě 1, there exist M ě 1 such that for all x, y P X if
the elements of Lτ px, yq “ tU1, . . . , Umu are enumerated as in Lemma 4.3.15, then
d pX pPUi , PUjq ď r ùñ |i´ j| ďM.
Proof. Assume d pX pPUi , PUjq ď r. Let pi P PUi and pj P PUj with d pX ppi, pjq ď r and let α be
a geodesic in pX connecting pi and pj. By replacing X with its approximation graph, we can
assume X is a metric graph. Thus, the construction of pX ensures that α can be decomposed
into an alternating concatenation, b0 ˚ e1 ˚ b1 . . . en ˚ bn, of geodesics in pX such that each bk is
a geodesics in X and each ek is an edge of length 1 joining two elements of a product region
for a domain in I. We allow for any number of the bk to have length zero; see Figure 4.5. As
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b0 b2 b3 b4e1 e2 e3 e4
α
PV1PV2 PV3 PV4
Figure 4.5: The pX geodesic α is decomposed into geodesic segments in X , bi, and length 1
edges, ei, connecting points in the product region PVi . The segment b1 is not shown as it has
length zero.
d pX ppi, pjq ď r, we have n ď r. For each 1 ď k ď n, let PVk be the product region such that
ek connects two points in PVk . Let V0 “ Ui and Vn`1 “ Uj. As the length of each bk in both
X and pX is at most r, we have dX pPVk , PVk`1q ď r for all 0 ď k ď n. For 0 ď k, ` ď n ` 1
with k ‰ `, let g`k P gVkpPV`q. We first prove a special case of the proposition
Claim: If Vk R Lτ px, yq for all 1 ď k ď n, then for each r ě 1 there exist M1 ě 1 such
that d pX pPUi , PUjq ď r ùñ |i´ j| ďM1.
Proof. By Lemma 4.3.15.(ii) it is sufficient to prove dX ppi, pjq is bounded above by a quantity
depending on r, τ , and pX ,Sq. By the triangle inequality
dX ppi, pjq ď dX ppi, g01q `
nÿ
k“1
rdX pgk´1k , gk`1k q ` dX pgk`1k , gkk`1qs ` dX pgnn`1, pjq.
Since dX pPVk , PVk`1q ď r, Proposition 4.3.10 impliesNrpPkqXNrpPk`1q is contained in the
p2µpr`1q`Bq–neighborhood of both gk`1k and gkk`1, where µ and B depend only on pX ,Sq.
Thus dX pgk`1k , gkk`1q ď 4µpr`1q`2B all 1 ď k ď n´1. Similarly, dX ppi, g01q and dX pgnn`1, pjq
are both bounded by 2µpr` 1q`B as pi P NrpPV0qXNrpPV1q and pj P NrpPVnqXNrpPVn`1q.
As n ď r, the claim will now follow if we can uniformly bound dX pgk´1k , gk`1k q for each
1 ď k ď n.
By the triangle inequality
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dX pgk´1k , gk`1k q ď
k´2ÿ
`“0
dX pg`k, g``1k q `
nÿ
`“k`1
dX pg`k, g``1k q ` dX pg0k, gn`1k q.
Since dX pPV` , PV``1q ď r for 1 ď ` ď n, the coarse Lipschitzness of the gate map and
Proposition 4.3.10.(ii) imply dX pg`k, g``1k q ď µr ` µ ` 2B for 0 ď ` ď n with ` ‰ k ´ 1
or k. Since Vk R Lτ px, yq while g0k P gVkpPUiq and gn`1k P gVkpPUjq, Lemma 4.3.15 provides
K “ KpX ,S, τq such that dX pg0k, gn`1k q ď K. Thus dX pgk´1k , gk`1k q is uniformly bounded for
each 1 ď k ď n and the claim is shown.
To finish the proof of the proposition, let 0 “ k0 ă k1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ks “ n ` 1 be the indices
of the Vk that are elements of Lτ px, yq. Let ti0, i1, . . . , isu be the indices of the elements of
Lτ px, yq such that Ui` “ Vk` . If k`´1 ă k ă k` for some 1 ď ` ď s, then Vk R Lτ px, yq.
Thus, the above claim implies |i`´1´ i`| ďM1 where M1 depends on pX ,Sq, r, and τ . Since
s ď r ` 2, this implies |i´ j| ďM where M depends only on pX ,Sq, r, and τ .
We now verify that the relative HHS structure R described in Theorem 4.3.9 satisfies the
large links axiom. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.3.9 that was started in Proposition
4.3.13.
Proposition 4.3.17. Let pX ,Sq be an HHS with the bounded domain dichotomy and orthog-
onality isolated by I. The proposed relative HHS structure R from Theorem 4.3.9 satisfies
the large links axiom.
Proof. Recall R “ I Y tRu and that R is the nest maximal domain with all elements of I
being transverse. As the large links axiom is vacuously true for Ď–minimal domains, it is
sufficient to verify the axiom just for the Ď–maximal domain R. Recall, the shadow space
for R is pX , the factored space of X with respect to I. Let λ0 be the constant such that every
pair of points in pX ,Sq can be joined by a λ0–hierarchy path. Let γ be a λ0–hierarchy path
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in pX ,Sq connecting x, y P X and λ ě 1 be the constant such that γ is an unparameterized
pλ, λq–quasi-geodesic in pX (Proposition 4.3.11).
Fix τ “ τ0λ2 where τ0 is as in Lemma 4.3.15, and let L “ Lτ px, yq. Enumerate the
elements of L “ tU1, . . . , Umu along γ as described in Lemma 4.3.15. As the elements of L
are the only elements of R´ tRu where the distance between the gates for x and y is larger
than τ , the large links axiom is satisfied if we can show that m is bounded from above by a
uniform linear function of d pX px, yq.
Let xi “ γptiq where ti P ra, bs are as in Lemma 4.3.15.(i). By Proposition 4.3.16, there
exist M ą 0 such that if |i´ j| ąM , then d pX pxi, xjq ą 2λ2. Let 1 “ i1 ă i2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă in ď m
such that |ij ´ ij`1| “ M ` 1 for j P t1, . . . , n ´ 1u. Thus, d pX pxij , xij`1q ą 2λ2 for each
j P t1, . . . , n´ 1u.
Let pγ : r0, `s Ñ pX be the reparameterization of γ so that pγ is a pλ, λq–quasi-geodesic
in pX . Let s0, . . . , sn`1 P r0, `s such that pγps0q “ x, pγpsn`1q “ y, and pγpsjq “ xij for
j P t1, . . . , nu. Now |sj ´ sj`1| ě 1 for j P t1, . . . , n´ 1u, since d pX pxij , xij`1q ą 2λ2 and pγ is
a pλ, λq–quasi-geodesic in pX . Therefore, we have
n´ 1 ď
nÿ
j“0
|sj ´ sj`1| ď λd pX px, yq ` λ2.
Since m ď pM ` 1qn, the above inequality implies m ď λpM ` 1qd pX px, yq ` λ2pM ` 1q ` 1.
This fulfills the requirements of the large link axiom as λ and M depend ultimately only on
pX ,Sq.
Concluding the proof of Theorem 4.3.4
We now use Theorem 4.3.9 to prove Theorem 4.3.4
Proof of Theorem 4.3.4. Recall, we assume pX ,Sq has orthogonality isolated by I and we
want to prove X is hyperbolic relative to P “ tPU : U P Iu. Since pX ,Sq has orthogonality
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isolated by I, Theorem 4.3.9 produces a rank 1 relative HHS structure R for X where
I “ Rrel. Further, the product regions in pX ,Rq for domains in I “ Rrel are coarsely equal
to the product region in pX ,Sq for domains in I. Thus, Theorem 4.3.7 says X is hyperbolic
relative to P “ tPU : U P Iu.
4.3.5 Relatively hyperbolic graphs of multicurves
We now apply Theorem 4.3.4 to deduce the relatively hyperbolicity of the several graphs of
multicurves associated to surfaces. See Subsection 3.4.1 for clarification of the notation and
terms for working with surfaces.
Definition 4.3.18. A graph of multicurves on a surface S “ Sg,n is a graph whose vertices
are multicurves on S. If G is graph of multicurves on S, then we say a connected subsurface
W Ď S is a witness for G if the interior of W is not homeomorphic to a 3–holed sphere and
every vertex of G is not disjoint from W . We denote the set of witnesses by WitpGq.
Each graph of multicurves is a metric space by declaring each edge to have length 1 and
Vokes showed that under natural conditions a graph of multicurves admits an HHS structure
very similar to the structure for the pants graph described in Subsection 3.4.1.
Definition 4.3.19. Let S “ Sg,n and G be a graph of multicurves on S. We say G is twist
free if WitpGq contains no annuli. We say G is hierarchical if G is connected; the action of
the mapping class group on S induces an action by graph automorphisms on G; and there
exist R ě 0 such that any pair of adjacent vertices of G intersect at most R times.
Theorem 4.3.20 ([Vok17, Theorem 1.1]). Let S “ Sg,n. If G is a hierarchical and twist
free graph of multicurves on S, then G is a hierarchically hyperbolic space with the following
structure.
• The index set S is the collection of all (not necessarily connected) subsurfaces of S
such that each connected component of U P S is an element of WitpGq.
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• For each U P S, the shadow space is the curve graph CpUq and the projection map is
the subsurface projection defined in [MM00].
• For U, V P S, U K V if U and V are disjoint, U Ď V if U Ď V , and U t V otherwise.
The relative projections are defined by ρUV “ piV pBUq whenever U Ĺ V or U t V .
We will focus on three specific examples of hierarchical, twist free graphs of multicurve,
each of which will be relatively hyperbolic for certain surfaces.
Example 4.3.21 (The separating curve graph). The vertices of the separating curve graph,
SeppSq, are all the separating curves on S “ Sg,n. Two separating curves are joined by an
edge if they are disjoint. The witnesses for SeppSq are connected subsurfaces U Ď S such that
each component of U c contains no genus and at most 1 boundary component of S. SeppSq
satisfies the requirements of Theorem 4.3.20 whenever it is non-empty and connected. This
occurs when 2g ` n ě 5 and S ‰ S2,1.
Example 4.3.22 (The pants graph). The vertices of the pants graph, PpSq, are all multic-
urves that define pants decompositions of S “ Sg,n. Two multicurves x, y P PpSq are joined
by an edge if there exist curves α P x and β P y such that px ´ αq Y β “ y and α and β
intersect minimally on the complexity 1 component of S ´ px´ αq. The witnesses for PpSq
are all connected subsurfaces with complexity at least 1. PpSq satisfies the requirements of
Theorem 4.3.20 when ξpSq ě 1. The structure HHS structure on the pants graph is described
in more detail in Subsection 3.4.1.
Example 4.3.23 (The cut system graph). For a closed surface S “ Sg,0, the cut system
graph, CutpSq, is the 1–skeleton of the complex studied in [HT80]. The vertices of CutpSq
are all multicurves x such that S ´ x contains no genus and multicurves x, y P CutpSq are
joined by an edge if there exist curves α P x and β P y such that px´ αq Y β “ y and α and
β intersect once. The witnesses for CutpSq are all connected subsurfaces containing genus.
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CutpSq satisfies the requirements of Theorem 4.3.20 when g ě 1. The cut system graph is
also called the Hatcher–Thurston graph in the literature.
By applying Theorem 3.6.39 to Theorem 4.3.20, Vokes characterizes when a hierarchical,
twist free graph of multicurves is hyperbolic.
Corollary 4.3.24 ([Vok17, Corollary 1.5]). Let G be a hierarchical and twist free graph of
multicurves on Sg,n. G is hyperbolic if and only if WitpGq contain no disjoint subsurfaces.
Since the curve graph of a surface is either infinite diameter or has diameter at most
2, the HHS structure described in Theorem 4.3.20 will always have the bounded domain
dichotomy. Thus, Theorem 4.3.4 allows us to detect the relative hyperbolicity of such graphs
from isolated orthogonality on the index set.
In the next theorem, we apply Theorem 4.3.4 to show the relative hyperbolicity of the
pants graph, separating curve graph, and cut system graph in specific cases. The fact that
the pants graph is relatively hyperbolic for surfaces with complexity 3 is originally a result
of Brock and Masur [BM08, Theorem 1], while the case of the cut system graph of a genus 2
surface was first shown by Li and Ma [LM13, Theorem 1.2]. Theorem 4.3.25 provides a new
proof of these results and the first proof of the relative hyperbolicity of the separating curve
graph of a closed or twice punctured surface.
Theorem 4.3.25. Let G we one of the following graphs.
(i) SeppSg,nq when 2g ` n ě 6 and n “ 0 or 2.
(ii) PpSg,nq when ξpSg,nq “ 3.
(iii) CutpS2q.
If S is the HHS structure from Theorem 4.3.20 for G, then pG,Sq has orthogonality isolated
by I “ tW\W c : W P WitpGq with W c P WitpGqu. In particular, G is a relatively hyperbolic
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space where every peripheral subset is quasi-isometric to the product of two infinite diameter
curve graphs CpW q ˆ CpW cq for some W \W c P I.
Proof. We first show that, for each graph, the set of witnesses has the property that if U
and V are disjoint witnesses, then U “ V c. We call this property unique disjoint pairs.
Let U and V be a pair of disjoint witnesses for SeppSg,nq. Let W be the component of
V c that contains U . Then W and W c are both witnesses for SeppSg,nq as they are both
connected and U Ď W and V Ď W c. This implies that both W and W c cannot contain any
genus and each contains exactly one boundary component of S if S “ Sg,2; see Figure 4.6.
Now if U ‰ W , then W ´ U contains a non-annular subsurface Z and Z contains at least
two of the boundary curves of W . Note, at least one of these boundary curves cannot be
the boundary of S as W contains only a single boundary component of S. Now, Z cannot
meet the boundary of W c in two or more curves, as that would imply U c contains genus.
Thus, Z must meet the boundary of W c in a single curve and Z must contain the boundary
component of S that is contained in W . However, this implies that a component of U c
will contain both boundary components of S, which is also impossible. Thus we must have
W “ U . An identical argument implies W c “ V . Therefore, V “ U c as desired.
W W
W c W c
Figure 4.6: The disjoint witnesses W and W c for the separating curve graph when n “ 0 or
n “ 2.
If U and V are a pair of disjoint witnesses for PpSg,nq when ξpSg,nq “ 3, then U and V
must be a pair of complexity 1 subsurfaces that share a single boundary curve as these are
the only pairs of disjoint subsurfaces with complexity at least 1. Thus V “ U c as desired.
Similarly, if U and V are a pair of disjoint witnesses for CutpS2q, then U and V must
be a pair of 1–holed tori with a common boundary as these are the only pairs of disjoint
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subsurfaces that both contain genus. Hence V “ U c as desired.
Let G be the separating curve graph, pants graph, or cut system graph for any of the
cases listed in Theorem 4.3.25 and S be the HHS structure for G from Theorem 4.3.20. We
will show that pG,Sq has orthogonality isolated by I “ tW \W c : W,W c P WitpGqu.
Let U, V P S such that U K V . By definition of S, there exist connected subsurfaces
U 1 Ď U and V 1 Ď V with U 1 disjoint from V 1. By unique disjoint pairs, V 1 “ pU 1qc. This
implies that U 1 “ U , V 1 “ V , and V “ U c. Thus U, V Ď U \ U c and U \ U c P I.
Now suppose U P S and there exists W1,W2 P WitpGq such that W c1 ,W c2 P WitpGq and U
is nested into both W1\W c1 and W2\W c2 . By swapping Wi with W ci if need, we can assume
there exists a connected subsurface U 1 Ď U such that U 1 Ď W1, U 1 Ď W2, and U 1 P WitpGq.
Unique disjoint pairs therefore requires W c1 “ W c2 “ pU 1qc and U 1 “ W1 “ W2.
The previous two paragraphs demonstrate that pG,Sq has orthogonality isolated by I.
Therefore, G is hyperbolic relative to tPW\W c : W \W c P Iu by Theorem 4.3.4. For each
W \W c P I, the product region PW\W c is quasi-isometric to the product CpW q ˆ CpW cq
by the distance formula and the fact that W and W c are Ď–minimal in S. Since W and W c
are both connected for any W \W c P I, the curve graphs CpW q and CpW cq will both have
infinite diameter.
4.4 Almost HHSs are HHSs
This final section is devoted to plugging a hole in the theory of hierarchically hyperbolic
spaces that arose in [ABD17]. This is joint work with Dan Berlyne.
The main technical result of [ABD17] aims to prove that every HHS structure can be
modified to produce a new HHS structure with the following unbounded products property.
Definition 4.4.1. An HHS pX ,Sq has unbounded products if for eachW P S with diampFW q “
8, the diameter of EW is also infinite.
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Abbott, Behrstock, and Durham prove several consequence of a space or group having an
HHS structures with unbounded products and they propose a construction that transforms
any HHS structure into one with unbounded products. Unfortunately, the procedure Abbott,
Behrstock, and Durham give to construct a new structure with unbounded products only
produces an HHS structure if the original structure had clean containers (Definition 3.2.9).
Otherwise, their procedure only produces an almost HHS structure. We remedy this situation
by proving that any almost HHS structure can be upgraded to an HHS structure by adding
in “dummy domains” whose only purpose is to serve as containers.
Theorem 4.4.2. Let pX ,Sq be an almost HHS. There exists an HHS structure T for X so
that S Ď T, and if W P TrS then the associated hyperbolic space for W is a single point.
If pX ,Sq is an almost HHS, then the only HHS axiom that is not satisfied is the container
axiom. The most obvious way to address this is to add an extra element to S every time
we need a container. That is, if V,W P S with V Ď W and there exists some Q Ď W with
Q K V , then we add a domain DVW to serve as the container for V in W , i.e., every Q nested
into W and orthogonal to V will be nested into DVW . However, this approach is perilous as
once a domain Q is nested into DVW , we may now need to add a container for Q in D
V
W !
To avoid this, we instead add domains DVW where V is a pairwise orthogonal set of domains
nested into W ; that is, DVW contains all domains Q that are nested into W and orthogonal
to all V P V . This allows for the needed containers to be added all at once, avoiding an
iterative process.
Proof of Theorem 4.4.2. Let pX ,Sq be an almost HHS. Let V denote a non-empty set of
pairwise orthogonal elements of S and let W P S. We say the pair pW,Vq is a container
pair if all of the following are satisfied:
• for all V P V , V Ď W ;
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• there exists Q Ď W such that Q K V for all V P V .
Let D denote the set of all container pairs. We will denote a pair pW,Vq P D by DVW .
We will show that X admits an HHS structure with index set T “ S YD. If DVW P D,
then the shadow space, CpDVW q, will be a single point. If W P S, then the shadow space
CpW q will continue to be the shadow space from the almost HHS structure S. We first
define the projections and relations for the HHS structure T.
Claim 4.4.3. X admits a structure with index set T that satisfies the projection, nesting,
transversality and orthogonality axiom of an HHS structure with hierarchy constant deter-
mined by the hierarchy constant of S.
Proof. Since pX ,Sq is an almost HHS, we can continue to use the spaces, projections, and
relations of S. Thus, it suffices to verify the axioms for elements of D and relations involving
elements of D.
Projections: For DVW P D, the projection map is just the constant map to the single
point in CpDVW q.
Nesting: Let Q P S and DVW , DRT P D.
• Define Q Ď DVW if Q Ď W in S and Q K V for all V P V .
• Define DVW Ď Q if W Ď Q in S.
• Define DVW Ď DRT if W Ď T in S and for all R P R either R K W or there exists V P V
with R Ď V .
These definitions ensure Ď is still a partial order and maintain the Ď–maximal element
of S as the Ď–maximal element of T.
Since the hyperbolic spaces associated to elements of D are points, define ρQ
DVW
“ CpDVW q
for every Q P T and DVW P D with Q Ĺ DVW . If DVW P D and Q P S with DVW Ď Q, then
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V Ĺ Q in S for each V P V . Thus we define ρDVWQ “
Ť
V PV ρ
V
Q. Lemma 3.6.9 ensures that
ρ
DVW
Q has diameter at most 4E.
Orthogonality: Two elements DVW , D
R
T P D are orthogonal if W K T in S. Let Q P S
and DVW P D. Define Q K DVW if, in S, either W K Q or Q Ď V for some V P V .
Transversality: An element of T is transverse to an element of D whenever it is not
nested or orthogonal. Since the hyperbolic spaces associated to elements of D are points, we
only need to define the relative projections from an element of D to an element of S. Let
DVW P D and Q P S and suppose DVW t Q. This implies W M Q and W ­Ď Q. We define
ρ
DVW
Q based on the S–relation between Q and the elements of V .
• If Q K V for all V P V , then Q ­Ď W as Q Ď W would imply Q Ď DVW . Thus we must
have Q t W , so we define ρD
V
W
Q “ ρWQ .
• If V t Q or V Ĺ Q for some V P V , then ρVQ exists and we define ρD
V
W
Q to be the union
of all the ρVQ for V P V with V t Q or V Ĺ Q. Lemma 3.6.9 ensures ρD
V
W
Q has diameter
at most 4E in this case.
• If Q Ď V for some V , then Q K DVW which contradicts Q t DVW , so this case does not
occur.
We now finish the proof that pX ,Tq is a hierarchically hyperbolic space. This will com-
plete the proof of Theorem 4.4.2. By abuse of notation, let E be larger than the hierarchy
constant for S and larger than the hierarchy constant from Claim 4.4.3.
Hyperbolicity: For all elements of D the associated spaces are points and thus hyper-
bolic. For elements of S, the associated spaces are hyperbolic since S is an almost HHS
structure.
Finite complexity: First consider a nesting chain of the form DV1W Ĺ D
V2
W Ĺ . . . Ĺ D
Vn
W .
Claim 4.4.4. The length of DV1W Ĺ D
V2
W Ĺ . . . Ĺ D
Vn
W is bounded by E
2 ` E.
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Proof. For each V P Ťni“1 Vi, we have V Ď W and hence V M W . As DVi´1W Ĺ DViW
for each i P t2, . . . , nu, every element of Vi must therefore be nested into an element of
Vi´1. Therefore, we can denote the elements of Vi by V i1 , . . . , V iki where V ij Ď V i´1j for each
i P t2, . . . , nu and j ď ki. Further, kn ď kn´1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď k1. Since each Vi is a pairwise
orthogonal subset of S, we have ki ď E for each i P t1, . . . , nu by the finite rank axiom of
an almost HHS (Definition 3.3.5). We define a V–nesting chain to be a maximal chain of
the form V
mj
j Ď V
mj´1
j Ď . . . Ď V 1j for some j P t1, . . . , k1u and mj P t1, . . . , nu.
In order for DViW ‰ DVi`1W , either ki`1 ă ki or there exists j P t1, . . . , kiu such that
V ij Ĺ V
i`1
j . Thus, every step up the chain D
V1
W Ĺ D
V2
W Ĺ . . . Ĺ D
Vn
W results in either a strict
decrease in ki (the cardinality of Vi) to ki`1 (the cardinality of Vi`1) or a strict decrease
within one of the V–nesting chains. Hence, the length of DV1W Ĺ DV2W Ĺ . . . Ĺ DVnW is bounded
by k1 plus the total number of times a strict decrease can occur within each V–nesting chain.
We show that a total of at most E2 strict decreases can occur within the V–nesting chains.
This bounds the length of DV1W Ĺ D
V2
W Ĺ . . . Ĺ D
Vn
W by E
2 ` E.
For each j P t1, . . . , k1u, the V–nesting chain V mjj Ď V mj´1j Ď . . . Ď V 1j contains at most
E distinct elements of S by the finite complexity of S. Since there are k1 ď E different
V–nesting chains, the number of steps of the chain DV1W Ĺ DV2W Ĺ . . . Ĺ DVnW where there is a
strict decrease within one of the V–nesting chains is at most k1E ď E2.
We now consider a nesting chain of the form DV1W1 Ĺ D
V2
W2
Ĺ . . . Ĺ DVnWn . In this case,
W1 Ď W2 Ď . . . Ď Wn, but not all of these nestings must be proper. Let 1 “ i1, i2, . . . , ik
be the minimal subset of t1, . . . , nu such that if ij ď i ă ij`1, then Wij “ Wi. Thus
Wi1 Ĺ Wi2 Ĺ . . . Ĺ Wik and k ď E. Claim 4.4.4 established that |ij ´ ij`1| ď E2 ` E, so
n ď kpE2`Eq ď E3`E2, that is, any Ĺ–chain of elements of D has length at most E3`E2.
Finally, since any Ĺ–chain of elements of T can be partitioned into a Ĺ–chain of elements
of D and a Ĺ–chain of elements of S, any Ĺ–chain in T has length at most E3 ` E2 ` E.
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Containers: Let W,V P S with V Ĺ W and tQ P TW : Q K V u ‰ H, i.e., pW, tV uq is a
container pair. In this case, the container of V in W for T is D
tV u
W . We now show containers
exist for situations involving elements of D. We split this into three subcases.
Case 1: DVW P D and Q P S with DVW Ď Q. Since pW,Vq is a container pair, there
exists P P S with P Ď W and V K P for all V P V . Suppose that DVW requires a container
in Q, that is, there is an element U of T that is orthogonal to DVW and nested in Q. We
verify that pQ, tP uq is a container pair and DtP uQ is a container of DVW in Q.
If T P S with T K DVW and T Ď Q, then T K W or T Ď V for some V P V . In either
case, we have T K P , so pQ, tP uq is a container pair and T Ď DtP uQ . If DRT P D with DRT Ď Q
and DRT K DVW , then T K W and T Ď Q. Since P Ď W , this implies T K P and so pQ, tP uq
is again a container pair, and DRT Ď D
tP u
Q .
Case 2: DVW,D
R
T P D where DVW Ď DRT. Since pW,Vq is a container pair, there exists
P P S so that P Ď W and P K V for all V P V . Since DVW Ď DRT , it follows that for all
R P R, either R K W or there exists V P V so that R Ď V . In both cases, R K P . Thus
P “ RYtP u is a pairwise orthogonal collection of elements of S. Suppose that DVW requires
a container in DRT , that is, there is an element U of T that is orthogonal to D
V
W and nested
in DRT . We verify that pT,Pq is a container pair and DPT Ĺ DRT is a container for DVW in DRT .
If Q P S satisfies Q Ď DRT and DVW K Q, then Q Ď T and we have either Q K W or
Q Ď V for some V P V . In both cases, Q K P . Further, we must have Q K R for each R P R
as Q Ď DRT . Thus pT,Pq is a container pair and Q Ď DPT . On the other hand, if DZQ P D
satisfies DZQ K DVW and DZQ Ď DRT , then Q K W , Q Ď T , and for each R P R either Q K R
or there exists Z P Z with R Ď Z. Since pQ,Zq is a container pair, there exists U P S such
that U Ď Q and UKZ for all Z P Z. Since Q K W , we also have U K P as U Ď Q and
P Ď W . For each R P R, either R K Q or there exists Z P Z with R Ď Z. In both cases,
R K U . Thus, U is orthogonal to all elements of P “ R Y tP u and moreover U Ď Q Ď T ,
so pT,Pq is a container pair. Furthermore, DZQ Ď DPT “ DRYtP uT since DZQ Ď DRT and PKQ.
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We have therefore shown that DPT is a container for D
V
W in D
R
T .
Case 3: DRT P D and Q P S with Q Ď DRT. This implies Q “ R Y tQu is a pairwise
orthogonal set of elements of S. Further, suppose that Q requires a container in DRT , that
is, there is an element of T that is orthogonal to Q and nested in DRT . We verify that pT,Qq
is a container pair and DQT is a container for Q in D
R
T .
Suppose there exists V P S with V Ď DRT and V K Q. Then V Ď T and V is orthogonal
to all the elements of RY tQu. Thus pT,Qq is a container pair, so DQT exists and V Ď DQT .
Now suppose there exists DVW Ď DRT such that Q K DVW . Since pW,Vq is a container pair,
there exists U P S with U Ď W and U orthogonal to each element of V . As Q K DVW , we
have Q K W or Q Ď V for some V P V . In both cases, Q K U . Therefore U is orthogonal to
every element of Q, and moreover U Ď W Ď T since DVW Ď DRT . Thus pT,Qq is a container
pair and U Ď DQT . Now, for each R P R, either R K W or R Ď V for some V P V . Since
Q “ R Y tQu and QKW , this implies DVW Ď DQT . Thus, pT,Qq is a container pair and DQT
is a container for Q in DRT .
Uniqueness, bounded geodesic image, large links: Since the only elements of T
whose associated spaces are not points are in S, these axioms for pX ,Tq follow from the fact
they hold in pX ,Sq.
Consistency: Since the only elements of T whose associated spaces are not points are
in S, the first inequality in the consistency axiom for pX ,Sq implies the same inequality
for pX ,Tq. To verify the final clause of the consistency axiom, we need to check that if
Q,R, T P T such that Q Ĺ R with either R Ĺ T or R t T and Q M T , then dT pρQT , ρRT q
is uniformly bounded in terms of E. We can assume T P S as CpT q has diameter zero
otherwise. We can further assume at least one of Q and R is an element of D, as we have
the consistency axiom for elements of S.
Case 1: Q Ĺ R Ĺ T.
• Assume Q P S and R “ DVW P D. Fix V P V . Since DVW “ R Ď T and ρD
V
W
T “
Ť
UPV ρ
U
T ,
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we have ρVT Ď ρD
V
W
T “ ρRT . Since V K Q, Lemma 3.6.9 says dT pρRT , ρQT q ď dT pρVT , ρQT q ď
2E.
• Assume Q “ DVW P D and R P S. Fix V P V . In this case, ρVT Ď ρQT since DVW “ Q Ĺ T .
Since DVW “ Q Ď R, we have V Ĺ W Ď R. Thus, the consistency axiom for S says
dT pρQT , ρRT q ď dT pρVT , ρRT q ď E.
• Assume Q “ DVW P D and R “ DV 1W 1 . Thus W Ď W 1 Ĺ T and consistency in S
implies dT pρWT , ρW 1T q ď E. Fix V P V and V 1 P V 1. Consistency in S also implies
dT pρVT , ρWT q ď E and dT pρV 1T , ρW 1T q ď E. Since ρVT Ď ρQT and ρV 1T Ď ρRT , we have
dT pρQT , ρRT q ď 5E.
Case 2: Q Ĺ R, R t T, and Q M T. In this case we have either Q t T or Q Ĺ T .
• Assume Q P S and R “ DVW P D. Since DVW “ R t T we cannot have T Ď V for any
V P V (this would imply DVW K T ). If V K T for all V P V , then W t T (as shown in
the proof of transversality in Claim 4.4.3) and ρRT “ ρD
V
W
T “ ρWT . Since Q Ď R “ DVW ,
we have Q Ď W and consistency in S implies dT pρQT , ρRT q “ dT pρQT , ρWT q ď E. If instead
there exists V P V so that T t V or V Ĺ T , then ρVT Ď ρD
V
W
T “ ρRT . Since Q Ď R “ DVW ,
Q K V and Lemma 3.6.9 gives dT pρQT , ρRT q ď dT pρQT , ρVT q ď 2E.
• Assume Q “ DVW P D and R P S. As before, T ­Ď V for all V P V . First assume
there exists V P V so that V t T or V Ĺ T . This occurs when either DVW “ Q Ĺ T or
Q t T and not every element of V is orthogonal to T . In both cases, ρVT Ď ρD
V
W
T “ ρQT
and consistency in S implies dT pρQT , ρRT q ď dT pρVT , ρRT q ď 2E because V Ď W Ĺ R.
Now assume T K V for all V P V . This can only occur when DVW “ Q t T . In
this case, W t T and ρQT “ ρD
V
W
T “ ρWT . Since W Ď R, consistency in S implies
dT pρRT , ρQT q ď dT pρRT , ρWT q ď E.
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• Assume Q “ DVW P D and R “ DV 1W 1 P D. As before, T ­Ď V for all V P V Y V 1. If
ρRT “ ρW 1T , then we have the first case of transversality laid out in the proof of Claim
4.4.3, that is, W 1 t T and V 1 K T for all V 1 P V . Thus, if ρRT “ ρW 1T , then the
result reduces to the previous bullet, replacing R with W 1. We can therefore assume
ρRT ‰ ρW 1T , meaning we have the second case of transversality where there exists V 1 P V 1
so that V 1 is either transverse to or properly nested into T .
Suppose ρQT ‰ ρWT too. This implies there also exists V P V so that V is either
transverse to or properly nested into T . Furthermore, ρVT Ď ρQT and ρV 1T Ď ρRT . Now,
DVW Ď DV
1
W 1 implies V
1 K W or V 1 is nested into an element of V . If V 1 K W , then
V K V 1 and Lemma 3.6.9 implies dT pρQT , ρRT q ď dT pρVT , ρV 1T q ď 2E. If V 1 is nested into
an element of V , then either V 1 Ď V or V 1 K V since V is a pairwise orthogonal subset
of S. By applying consistency in S when V 1 Ď V or Lemma 3.6.9 when V 1 K V , we
have dT pρQT , ρRT q ď dT pρVT , ρV 1T q ď 2E.
Now suppose ρQT “ ρWT . Then DVW Ď DV 1W 1 implies V 1 K W or V 1 is nested into W .
Applying Lemma 3.6.9 if V 1KW , or consistency in S if V 1 Ď W , we again obtain
dT pρQT , ρRT q ď 2E.
Partial realization: Let T1, . . . , Tn be pairwise orthogonal elements of T, and let
pi P CpTiq for each i P t1, . . . , nu. Without loss of generality, assume T1, . . . , Tk P S and
Tk`1, . . . , Tn P D where k P t0, . . . , nu. If k “ 0 (resp. k “ n), then each Ti P D (resp.
Ti P S).
For i P tk ` 1, . . . , nu, let Ti “ DViWi and let qi be any point in ρ
D
Vi
Wi
Wi
Ď CpWiq. Since
T1, . . . , Tn are pairwise orthogonal, it follows that Wk`1, . . . ,Wn are pairwise orthogonal too,
and for each j P t1, . . . , ku, Tj is either nested into an element of some Vij or orthogonal
to all Wk`1, . . . ,Wn. Without loss or generality, assume that T1, . . . , Tl are nested into
elements of Vm`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Vn and Tl`1, . . . , Tk,Wk`1, . . . ,Wn are pairwise orthogonal, where
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0 ď n´m ď l ď k. If l “ 0, then n “ m and each Tj is orthogonal to every Wi. Otherwise,
for each j P t1, . . . , lu, Tj is nested in some Wi for i P tm ` 1, . . . , nu. In both cases,
T1, . . . , Tk,Wk`1, . . . ,Wm are pairwise orthogonal elements of S. We can therefore use the
partial realization axiom in S on the points p1, . . . , pk, qk`1, . . . , qm to produce a point x P X
with the following properties:
1. dTipx, piq ď E for i P t1, . . . , ku;
2. dWipx, qiq ď E for i P tk ` 1, . . . ,mu;
3. for all i P t1, . . . , ku if Q t Ti or Ti Ĺ Q, then dQpx, ρTiQ q ď E;
4. for all i P tk, . . . ,mu if Q t Wi or Wi Ĺ Q, then dQpx, ρWiQ q ď E.
Now, for Q P S, define bQ P CpQq as follows. Let V “ Ťni“k`1 Vi and VQ “ tV P V : V t
Q or V Ĺ Qu. If VQ ‰ H, then define bQ to be any point in ŤV PVQ ρVQ. Since V is a collection
of pairwise orthogonal elements of S, the diameter of
Ť
V PVQ ρ
V
Q is at most 2E by Lemma
3.6.9. If either Q Ď V for some V P V or Q K V for all V P V then define bQ “ piQpxq.
Since V is a collection of pairwise orthogonal elements of S, these two cases encompass all
elements of S.
We now verify that the tuple pbQqQPS is consistent as defined in Definition 3.6.4.
Claim 4.4.5. The tuple pbQqQPS is 3E–consistent
Proof. Let R,Z P S. Recall that if bZ “ piZpxq and bR “ piRpxq, then the 3E–consistency
inequalities for bR and bZ are satisfied by Lemma 3.6.6. Thus we can assume that there
exists V P V so that either V Ĺ Z or V t Z. Fix V P V so that bZ P ρVZ . We need to verify
the consistency inequalities when R t Z, R Ĺ Z, and Z Ĺ R.
Consistency when R t Z: Assume R t Z. If R K V , V Ď R, or R Ď V then
either Lemma 3.6.9 or consistency in S implies dZpρVZ , ρRZq ď 2E. Since bZ P ρVZ , we have
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dZpbZ , ρRZq ď 3E. Thus, we can assume R t V . This means VR is non-empty and bR PŤ
UPVR ρ
U
R is within 2E of ρ
V
R. Now, if dZpbZ , ρRZq ą 3E, then dZpρVZ , ρRZq ą 2E. Thus ρ–
consistency (Lemma 3.6.10) implies dRpρVR, ρZRq ď E. It follows that dRpbR, ρZRq ď 4E by the
triangle inequality.
Consistency when R Ĺ Z: Assume R Ĺ Z. As before, if R K V , V Ď R, or R Ď V
then dZpρVZ , ρRZq ď 2E and we have dZpbZ , ρRZq ď 3E. Thus, we can again assume R t V
so that bR is within 2E of ρ
V
R. Now, if dZpbZ , ρRZq ą 3E, then dZpρVZ , ρRZq ą 2E, and ρ–
consistency implies diampρVR Y ρZRpρVZ qq ď E. However, this implies diampbR Y ρZRpbZqq ď 3E
since bZ P ρVZ and dRpbR, ρVRq ď 2E.
Consistency when Z Ĺ R: Assume Z Ĺ R. If R is orthogonal to all elements of V ,
then R K V implies V K Z which contradicts the assumption that V Ĺ Z or V t Z. On the
other hand, if there exists V 1 P V so that R Ď V 1, then either V K R or R Ď V “ V 1. But
this implies either V K Z or Z Ĺ V , both of which give a contradiction if V t Z or V Ĺ Z.
There must therefore be an element of V that is either properly nested in or transverse to
R, and we can repeat the same argument as in the previous case, switching the roles of R
and Z.
Let y P X be the point produced by applying the realization theorem (Theorem 3.6.7)
in S to the tuple pbQq. We claim y is a partial realization point for p1, . . . , pn in T. Since
CpDViWiq is a single point, y satisfies the first requirement of the partial realization axiom in T
for pk`1, . . . , pn For i ď k, Ti is either nested into an element of Vm`1Y¨ ¨ ¨YVn or orthogonal
to all Wk`1, . . . ,Wn. This implies Ti is either nested into an element of V or orthogonal to
all elements of V . In both cases bTi “ piTipxq, and we have that piTipyq is uniformly close to
piTipxq, which is in turn E–close to pi.
Now, let Q P S with Q t Ti or Ti Ĺ Q for some i P t1, . . . , nu. We verify dQpy, ρTiQ q is
uniformly bounded when i ď k and i ą k separately.
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Assume i ď k, so that Ti P S. If i ď k and bQ “ piQpxq, then dQpy, ρTiQ q is bounded
by item (3). If i ď k and bQ ‰ piQpxq, then bQ P ρVQ for some V P V and Ti is either
orthogonal to or nested into V . If TiKV then dQpbQ, ρTiQ q ď 3E by Lemma 3.6.9. If Ti Ĺ V
then dQpbQ, ρTiQ q ď 2E by consistency. The result then follows from the triangle inequality
since piQpyq is uniformly close to bQ.
Now assume i ą k, so that Ti “ DViWi P D. If DViWi Ĺ Q, then ρVQ Ď ρ
D
Vi
Wi
Q for all V P Vi.
Since bQ is within 2E of any ρ
V
Q for V P Vi, this bounds dQpy, ρ
D
Vi
Wi
Q q uniformly. On the
other hand, if DViWi t Q, then either Q K V for all V P Vi or there exists V P Vi so that
V t Q or V Ĺ Q. In the latter case, ρVQ Ď ρ
D
Vi
Wi
Q and we are finished since bQ is within 2E
of ρVQ, giving a uniform bound on the distance from piQpyq to ρ
D
Vi
Wi
Q . In the former case, we
must have Wi t Q and ρ
D
Vi
Wi
Q is equal to ρ
Wi
Q . If bQ “ piQpxq than we are done by item (4).
Otherwise, there exists V 1 P V r Vi so that V 1 t Q or V 1 Ĺ Q and bQ P ρV 1Q . Since V 1 K Wi,
it follows that ρV
1
Q is within 2E of ρ
Wi
Q . Thus bQ, and hence piQpyq, is uniformly close to
ρWiQ “ ρ
D
Vi
Wi
Q .
Remark 4.4.6. If G is a group and S is an almost HHS structure for the Cayley graph of
G, then we say S is an almost HHG structure for G if it satisfies items (2) and (3) of the
definition of an HHG. The above proof shows that if pG,Sq is an almost HHG, then the
structure T from Theorem 4.4.2 is an HHG structure for G.
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